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Abstract:

The development of new catalysts with special attention to the optimization of massactivity for the ecological and economical production of efficient electrocatalysts requiresdetailed research in the field of two-dimensionally confined catalysts. Reducing expensiveand rare catalyst materials while preserving the catalytic activity is one of the challengeswhose solution can contribute to the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy.However, the improvement of existing catalysts requires fundamental research in thefield of confinement of catalytically active substructures to understand how the reductionof catalyst metal by confinement to nanostructures affects the activity of the catalyst. Inaddition, mechanisms leading to the loss of catalytic activity need to be elucidated andunderstood in order to avoid them in energy conversion processes.In this PhD thesis, the preparation of a bimetallic 2D nano-confined catalyst withislands of a platinum group metal (PGM) on a Au surface is presented and investigatedas a catalyst system for the prototype electrochemical reactions hydrogen evolutionreaction (HER) and formic acid oxidation (FAO). It is shown that the restriction ofPGM to nanoislands has an impact on the catalytic activity with respect to HER, andoptimization of the island parameters size and distribution by changing the parametersduring the fabrication of the islands via Cu underpotential deposition allows optimizationof the activity. Furthermore, the results show that, with respect to the catalytic activity,an optimal island size of 13 nm with an island spacing of 5 nm exists.By the use of electrochemical methods, we demonstrate that a mechanism leading tothe poisoning of the catalyst during FAO cannot be neglected and, using tip-enhancedRaman spectroscopy (EC-TERS), we can identify the poisoning species as CO, which isformed intermediately during FAO. We demonstrate that avoiding the (partial) oxidationof the Pd-based catalyst used in this study is essential for the effective operation of Pdbased direct formic acid fuel cells, since the oxidation of Pd promotes the formation ofCO as an intermediate during FAO.Using electrochemical fluorescence microscopy (EC-FM), we confirm the assumptionthat protons can accumulate at the interface between an electrode and the electrolytedespite a bulk alkaline solution. We demonstrate the detection of the pH-dependentfluorescence signal of a dye by protonation at the surface of the electrode with appliedpotential. This measurement is used to calculate an effective surface pH, which is in theacidic range despite alkaline solution when the electrode potential is low enough.



Zusammenfassung:

Die Entwicklung neuer Katalysatoren mit besonderem Augenmerk auf die Optimierungder Massenaktivität zur ökologischen und ökonomischen Herstellung effizienter Elek-trokatalysatoren erfordert detaillierte Forschung auf dem Gebiet der zweidimensionalbeschränkten Katalysatoren. Die Reduktion teurer und seltener Katalysatormaterialienunter Erhalt der katalytischen Aktivität ist eine der Herausforderungen, deren Lösung zumWandel von fossilen Brennstoffen hin zu erneuerbaren Energien beitragen kann. Dafürist jedoch grundlegende Forschung im Bereich der Beschränkung der katalytisch aktivenTeilstrukturen notwendig, um zu verstehen, wie sich die Reduktion des Katalysatormet-alls durch Beschränkung in Nanostrukturen auf die Aktivität des Katalysators auswirkt.Außerdem müssen Mechanismen, welche zum Verlust der katalytischen Aktivität führen,aufgeklärt und verstanden werden, um diese in Energieumwandlungsprozessen zu ver-meiden.In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wird die Darstellung eines bimetallischen 2D nano-beschränkten Katalysators mit Inseln eines Platingruppenmetalls (PGM) auf einerGoldoberfläche präsentiert und als Katalysatorsystem für die elektrochemischen Pro-totypreaktionen Wasserstoffentwicklungsreaktion (HER) und Ameisensäureoxidation(FAO) untersucht. Es wird gezeigt, dass die Beschränkung der PGM auf NanoinselnEinfluss auf die katalytische Aktivität bezüglich der HER hat und eine Optimierungder Inselparameter Größe und Verteilung durch Änderung der Parameter während derHerstellung der Inseln via Cu Unterpotentialabscheidung eine Optimierung der Aktivitäterlaubt. Des Weiteren zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass eine, im Bezug auf die katalytischeAktivität, optimale Inselgröße von 13 nm mit einem Inselabstand von 5 nm existiert.Weiterhin zeigen wir mittels elektrochemischer Methoden auf, dass ein Mechanismus,welcher zur Vergiftung des Katalysators während der FAO führt, nicht vernachlässigtwerden kann und können mit Hilfe von spitzenverstaerkter Raman Spektroskopie (EC-TERS) die vergiftende Spezies als CO, welches intermediär während der FAO entsteht,identifizieren. Wir zeigen auf, dass eine Vermeidung der (teilweisen) Oxidation desverwendeten Pd basierten Katalysators essentiell für den effektiven Betrieb von direktenAmeisensäure Brennstoffzellen ist, da die Oxidation des Pd die Bildung von CO alsZwischenprodukt der FAO begünstigt.Mit Hilfe von elektrochemischer Fluoreszenzmikroskopie (EC-FM) zeigen wir eine Bestä-tigung der Annahme, dass sich Protonen an der Grenzfläche zwischen einer Elektrodeund dem Elektrolyten trotz einer alkalischen Lösung ansammeln können. Wir demon-strieren die Detektion des pH abhängigen Fluoreszenzsignals eines Farbstoffs durchProtonierung an der Oberfläche der Elektrode bei angelegtem Potential. Diese Messungwird genutzt, um einen effektiven Oberflächen pH zu berechnen, welcher trotz alkalischerLösung im sauren Bereich liegt, wenn das Elektrodenpotential niedrig genug ist.
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Part IIntroduction



1
Background and Motivation

The first chapter introduces the concept of catalysis and surface specific reactions.
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1.1 Introduction
The generation of mankind living at this decade faces a continuously growing problemof increasing energy consumption world wide, that is, at present, mostly secured byenergy generation out of fossil fuels. Not only the run out of fossil fuels that can easilybe mined will become a future problem but also the impact on the environment is hugeand leads to further problems. The limited availability of fossil fuels and, moreover, thestrongly uneven distribution of such fossil fuels and the resulting dependency on fossilfuel mining states has the potential for conflicts, either political or economical. Also,the demand for climate neutral energy resources is rising in the face of the climatechange debate and rising sea levels as result of global warming. All these discussionsshow the need and high demand for ’green’ and renewable energy conversion methodsto solve at least part of the problems.

The field of electrochemistry could play a huge role in finding a solution for thetransition to a green economy. One concept to increase the role of renewable energysources is the electrocatalytic water splitting and formation of molecular hydrogen asenergy carrier. Not only fossil fuels are unevenly distributed all over the world, butalso the sun does not shine equally everywhere, neither does the wind blow equallystrong all over the planet. This leads to the rise of another the challenge: The energycan not always be generated where it is needed. The capacity for energy conversionby use of the sun or wind to satisfy the growing need of energy can be reached, butthe transport of the energy to where it is needed is a big problem. By electrochemicalwater splitting to molecular hydrogen in electrolyzers at places with huge availabilityof renewable energy sources, this problem could be solved. Molecular hydrogen, as agas, can be compressed and transported without major losses and can be converted toelectrical energy everywhere it is needed by the use of fuel cells.Both critical devices in this concept, the electrolyzer that transform electrical to chemicalenergy, and the fuel cells, that retransform the chemical energy to electricity, make useof electrocatalytic materials to improve the outcome of the devices in terms of efficiency.The electrocatalyst lead to a lowering of the energy barrier of the given reaction (bya change in the reaction pathway) and thus speed up the reaction and increase theactivity and efficiency of the device. Current research in the field of electrochemistrytherefor aims to improving electrocatalysts to make electrochemical energy conversiona real possible solution for the power supply problems in the world.
The demands on new catalytic materials are widespread. The material needs to allowfor highest specific activity for an electrochemical reaction and high stability but shouldbe as cheap as possible and preferably available in huge amounts. The rational design
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of electrocatalysts is challenging and introduces a new field of research, focusing onthe surface properties of materials and the related electrochemical properties. Theimprovement of established electrocatalysts requires knowledge about reactive surfacesites, reaction intermediates and also the exact knowledge about the conditions in theworking cell.Reactive surface sites, most often defect sites such as kink sites, step-edges, adatoms oreven larger structures like islands, are of different natures and the detection of the mostactive defect sites requires tools that allow for surface sensitive detection of reactionintermediates with chemical specificity and high spatial resolution.[Ban+14] The mech-anistic understanding of reactions together with the knowledge about the most activesites of a catalytic material for possibly different pathways, including different reactionintermediates, can provide possibilities to improve existing electrocatalysts.[Mis+16]
The general understanding of the nature of a catalyst surface can be provided byscanning probe microscopy techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),combined with electrochemical (EC) control. While electrochemical techniques likecyclic voltammetry (CV) provide information averaged over the whole exposed catalystsurface, STM gives information about the surface structure with high spatial resolu-tion. In the combination of the techniques, direct information about the quality of theelectrocatalyst for a given electrochemical reaction can be obtained and related toits surface structure. For a tune able system this allows for adjusting of the catalystproperties to maximize the activity of the system. However, this technique does notprovide any chemical information specifically for different surface sites, so that thereaction mechanism can not be part of the considerations for design adjustments.Spectroscopic techniques such as Raman and infrared (IR) spectroscopy can provide thechemical information that are needed to identify reaction products and intermediatesand gain mechanistic insights into an electrocatalytic reaction. One key techniqueto provide such information with high spatial resolution and surface specificy is ECtip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (EC-TERS), a technique that was first shown underambient conditions in the early 2000s[And00; Hay+00] and later improved to be usedunder operando conditions.[Zen+15; KMV15; Mar+17] The first works on operandoEC-TERS could already show the outstanding capabilities of the method to show thechemical behavior on the molecular level under electrochemical control. Later, thedirect correlation between surface chemistry and surface topography was shown inEC-TERS mapping experiments of the electrooxidation of Au surfaces.[Pfi+19; Pfi19]
Besides direct reaction related considerations like mechanism, reaction pathwaysand reactive sites, the conditions within the electrochemical cell need to be matter ofthe efforts to improve existing electrocatalysts. One key property that has influenceon electrocatalytic reaction is the pH. The effect of the electrolyte pH on the reactionpathway and kinetics of reactions used in fuel cells is subject of many studies. Methanol
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and ethanol oxidation reactions show an increase of current density with a changefrom acidic to alkaline pH.[Bay+10; Tri+02] In case of the hydrogen evolution reaction(HER), the pH dependence of the reaction has influence on the energy level of hydrogenadsorption to the metal electrode, the proton source, i.e. H3O+ and H2O in acidic andalkaline media, respectively, and the specific adsorption of ions from the electrolyte,such as hydroxide ions.[Mar+96; GMR95; TK13] However, the studies focus on thebulk pH of the electrolyte solution and do not include the effect of changes in the localsurface pH of the electrode. More recent studies however have recognized the effect ofchanges in the local surface pH and its influence in the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2reduction[GGM06; Rac+18; Sin+16]. Also, microkinetic models recently incorporatedthe effects of local pH changes in the description of hydrogen and oxygen involvingelectrochemical reactions.[Mar18]
1.2 Thesis outline

The aim of this thesis is to highlight methods to gain insight into the electrode surfacerelated properties that have great influence on the outcome of an electrochemical cell.
In chapter 3 we show the tunability of platinum group metal (PGM) islands on aAu subsurface and investigate the influence of the island parameters, such as islanddistribution and island size, on the activity of the catalyst for HER. The methods thatwere used in this study are (EC-)STM and electrochemical methods such as CV. Wemake use of the highly controllable copper underpotential deposition (Cu UPD) tocontrol the island parameters. The effect of the island size and distribution on the HERis studied in terms of mass activity of the PGM catalyst, the effect of the number of rimsites and the spacing between the islands.
Chapter 4 has focus on the electrochemical oxidation of formic acid (FAO) as modelsystem for the catalyst developed in chapter 3. Unlike many studies, that conclude theabsence of significant poisoning of bulk Pd electrodes in FAO, we found severe loss inactivity of our Pd island catalyst during FAO. The chemical nature of this poisoning isstudied with the use of EC-TERS, a method that is perfectly suited to obtain insightinto the nature of long-live reaction intermediates by providing chemical informationcorrelated with the surface topography with superior spatial resolution.
In chapter 5 we introduce a new technique that has the potential to direct measurethe local surface pH of an electrode as function of the applied potential. We combinecyclic voltammetry and fluorescence microscopy to measure the potential dependent
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response of a pH sensitive dye in a system at equilibrium and out of equilibrium duringHER.
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2
Fundamentals and Techniques

The chapter introduces theoretical fundamentals about the techniques used in the work
that is described in this thesis
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2.1 Fundamentals
2.1.1 Thermodynamics in Electrochemistry

The electrochemical equilibrium can be quantitatively described by thermodynamics.The electrochemical equilibrium, which is formed directly when two electrodes are im-mersed in solution that contains conducting species, is characterized by the open circuitpotential (OCP). At the electrochemical equilibrium, the electrochemical potentials µ̃solat the solid interface and µ̃liq at the liquid interface are equal. The electrochemicalpotential µ̃ can be written as:
µ̃ = µ0 +RT · ln(a) + nFϕ (2.1)

The electrochemical potential is a function of the standard chemical potential µ0. Ris the gas constant, T is the temperature, a is the activity, n is the number of molesof the considered component, F is the Faraday constant and φ is the electrostaticpotential. The electrochemical potential can be divided into a chemical potentialterm, µ = µ0 + RT · ln(a) and an electrostatic potential term nFϕ. The chemicalpotential term describes the chemical interactions between molecular species whilethe electrostatic potential term originates from the electrostatic interactions betweenthe considered molecules. Considering the electrochemical equilibrium condition, theNernst equation, a fundamental equation of electrochemistry, can be derived. TheNernst equation describes the relationship between the equilibrium potential of theelectrode and the concentration of the reactants involved at a given temperature. Fromthe Nernst equation it can be read that a change in the electrode potential causesa change in the equilibrium concentrations of the species involved, which is satisfiedby concentration changes at the electrochemical double layer (EDL) associated withthe flow of electrical charge. The general form of the Nernst equation can be writtenas:[BF01]
Eeq = E

′

0 +
RT

nF
· ln(

∏
(Ci)

vi) (2.2)
The equation allows the usage of concentrations Ci rather than activities of the involvedspecies, that are most often unknown. The activity coefficient is incorporated in theformal potential E ′

0. vi is the stoichometric coefficient of substance i.
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2.1.2 Kinetics in Electrochemistry
In the previous section, a system in the equilibrium state was cosidered. In the following,we willl take a closer look at an electrochemical cell in which a reaction takes placeand thus an electrical current flows. An electrochemical reaction is, besides others,characterized by the reaction rate, i.e. how fast the reactants are transformed. Thereaction rate is composed of several substeps, which all run on their own timescales.Different reaction steps for an electrochemical reaction are shown schematically infigure 2.1.[NCL19].

Figure 2.1.: Schematic representation of the steps of electrochemical reactions (A) and thecurrent resulting as function of the applied potential in the charge-transfer and mass transportcontrolled regimes. Image reprinted from [NCL19] under CC license (CC-BY-NC-ND).The steps involve the mass transport of reactants to and from the electrode, thead-/desorption and the electron transfer at the electrode-electrolyte interface. Theslowest of these steps, called the rate determining step, is decisive for the overallreaction rate, that is a function of the applied electrode potential. The Butler-Volmerequation correlates the current flowing during an electrochemical reaction with thepotential difference E − Eeq . The difference between the required potential E andthe equilibrium potential Eeq is called the overpotential η for a given electrochemicalreaction. The Butler-Volmer Equation can be written as:[BF01]
i = i0[

CX(0, t)

C∗
X

· exp−αFη
RT

− CY (0, t)

C∗
y

· exp(1− α)Fη

RT
] (2.3)

with the exchange current density i0, the bulk concentrations of X and Y, C∗
X/Y and thediffusion rate controlled and thus time-dependent surface concentrations of X and Y,

CX/Y (0, t) and the transfer coefficient α, that describes the energy barrier symmetrybetween the species X and Y. The rate of an electrochemical reaction and its turnoverfrequency are crucial for reactions driven in any electrochemical application, thuselectrocatalysis plays an important role for improving electrochemical applications
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by increasing the activity of electrodes towards electrochemical reactions and thus,increasing the rate constants. Higher rate constants for a reaction require lower appliedoverpotentials at constant current densities.
2.1.3 Frumkin Effect

Frumkin observed that the current of the hydrogen reduction reaction from diluteacid is independent of the concentration of the acid at a constant overpotential. Heattributed this observation to a change of H+ concentration at the reaction site in theEDL, together with a shift in equilibrium potential for the reaction. This behavior isgenerally applicable for electrochemical reactions at solid-liquid interfaces and is calledthe Frumkin effect. It describes the possible difference of concentrations of reactivespecies between the EDL and bulk solution at potentials negative of the potential ofzero charge (pzc). This effect is of great importance for electrochemical reactions atinterfaces, because it greatly influences the reaction kinetics [Fru33]. The reductionrate of protons at a metal electrode, for example, is proportional to the concentrationof H+ in the EDL, which can differ significantly from the proton concentration in thebulk, and, therefore, can lead to unexpected experimental results if this concentrationdifference is not considered. In chapter 5 we present an approach to directly probethis concentration difference of protons by electrochemical fluorescence microscopy.
2.1.4 Electrochemical Double Layer

Generally speaking, the electrochemical double layer (EDL) is the phase boundarybetween an electron conductor and an ion conductor. In the case of solid electrodesand liquid electrolyte, as relevant for the work in this thesis, the EDL is formed atthe solid-liquid interface between the metal electrode and the electrolyte. The EDLconsists of charged ions and solvent molecules, which accumulate in close proximityto the electrode surface and form a layer that neutralizes the electrical charge of theelectrode and forms an electrostatic equilibrium between the charged species in theelectrolyte and the electrode. Figure 2.2 shows schematically the EDL between a solidelectrode and liquid electrolyte. The electrode (left, gray layer) and the electrolyte,consisting of solvated ions, specifically adsorbed ions without a hydration shell andother solvent molecules (right, white layer) build up the EDL. The inner layer, closestto the electrode surface is referred to as the Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP). It containssolvent molecules and specifically adsorbed ions that are not hydrated. The secondlayer is the Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP). Both form the compact layer of charges(CL) that is strongly associated with the charged metal electrode. The next plane isthe diffuse layer, in which solvated ions and solvent molecules can diffuse freely.
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Figure 2.2.: Schematic representation of the EDL. The compact layer is presented in magentacolor, consisting of the IHP and OHP. Image adapted from [MFC17].
Electrochemical processes at the electrolyte-electrode interface can be influencedby the presence of specifically adsorbed ions in the EDL, thus, the study and knowl-edge about the conditions in the EDL are important to understand electrochemicalreactions.[Col+16] In our work, the specific adsorption of solvent molecules, i.e. (bi-)sulfate is detectable in TERS and influence the specific adsorption of CO as reactionintermediate during FAO as discussed in chapter 3.

2.1.5 Electrochemical Prototype Reactions
Electrochemical prototype reactions are simple reactions of small molecules driven bythe force of an applied potential in an electrochemical cell. Prototype reactions areused in fundamental science to study reaction mechanisms of the reactions themselvesor to study systems that are used to run the reaction, such as heterogeneous catalystsin form of the nature of the WE in electrochemical experiments. The prototype reactionsshould be easy to understand and should not lead to numerous side reactions to beable to assign experimental findings to specific steps of the reaction. Nonetheless,reactions that are supposedly easy to understand such as HER or FAO are not yetfully understood in all facets and still subject of fundamental research in the field ofelectrochemistry.
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2.1.5.1 Hydrogen Evolution Reaction
The HER is one of the most studied electrochemical prototype reactions. It describesthe splitting of water and production of hydrogen during water electrolysis in anelectrochemical cell. The HER is a cathodic reaction that occur at low potentialson metal electrodes. The potential at which the HER occur is the lower limit of thepotential window in aqueous media. On a Pt electrode, the HER can be run with anapplied overpotential close to 0.[Eft17] Nonetheless, PGMs are expensive and/or rarematerials that cause the production of hydrogen in fuel cells to be uneconomic. Thedemands in ’clean’ and ’sustainable’ hydrogen are growing and need to be satisfied bythe development of cheaper electrocatalysts. The HER mechanism can be split into twosteps. The first step of HER is the adsorption of H on the electrode surface. This step,referred to as the Volmer step[Eft17], is most often rate-determining. The second stepis the reaction of adsorbed hydrogen with either H+ from the electrolyte (Heyrowskistep) or with a second adsorbed H (Tafel step) to form molecular H2.[GC98; Eft17]

H2O + e− ↔ Hads + OH−(Volmer) (2.4)
Hads + H2O + e− ↔ H2g + OH−(Heyrowski) (2.5)

Hads + Hads ↔ H2g(Tafel) (2.6)As the rate of the H adsorption is the rate-determining step of the HER, the focusin catalyst development is on finding catalysts that provide the best possible fit formetal-substrate interactions that are strong enough to effectively adsorb hydrogen, yetnot too strong, to still be able to catalyze the Tafel and Heyrowski steps, followingSabatier’s principle.[Rot08] Pt, as the best known bulk metal catalyst for HER, hasan adsorption free energy for hydrogen close to 0, providing effective adsorption ofhydrogen and catalysis of the following Heyrowski or Tafel step. The underlyingmechanism of HER for a given catalyst can be experimentally predicted by analyzingthe Tafel slopes for the HER. Conway and Tilak proposed a model to correlate theexperimentally accessible Tafel slope with the three HER steps.[CT02]In chapter 3 of this work, we examine the catalytic activity of a bimetallic catalyst forHER as function of PGM adlayer properties, which is a way to reduce the amount ofPGM needed without loosing the outstanding performance for the catalysis of the HERof such PG metals.
2.1.5.2 Formic Acid Oxidation Reaction

Another well studied electrochemical reaction of a small molecule is the electrochemi-cally induced oxidation of formic acid (FAO). The reaction is of major importance inthe field of green energy as it is the underlying reaction in direct formic acid fuel
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cells (DFAFC). The reaction mechanism of FAO has been studied for a long time[CP73;PV88; Mar+95]. The first formic acid driven fuel cell was reported in 1996.[Web+96]Today, the accepted mechanism of FAO follows one or a combination of three possiblereaction pathways[YP08], that are shown in figure 2.3 and detailed in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3.: Possible reaction pathways of formic acid oxidation. The direct pathway leadto the formation of CO2 via direct dehydrogenation of formic acid. The formate pathway hasadsorbed formate as reaction intermediate, while the indirect pathway proceeds via dehydrationof formic acid and adsorbed CO as reaction intermediate to CO2. Image adapted from [Ohm+23]
The direct pathway of FAO occurs via dehydrogenation of formic acid and leadsdirectly to CO2 as product without the formation of CO as intermediate. The formatepathway leads to the intermediate formation of adsorbed formate prior to the formationof the product CO2. The third pathway forms adsorbed CO as intermediate productby dehydration of formic acid. Figure 2.4 shows the details of the FAO mechanism.Starting from formic acid (marked with a green circle), the mechanism can proceedby orientation of formic acid with H or O down to the catalyst surface (up and left),deprotonation of formic acid (down) or adsorption of formic acid (right, red circle). Onceadsorbed, the formic acid molecule gets deprotonated and can reorient to be adsorbedvia one or two O atoms (top left, bottom left) or via the C atom (top right). A subsequentreduction step leads to CO2 in all three cases via the formate pathway. The reactionpathway on the upper side starting from the red circle shows the indirect pathway viadehydrogenation of adsorbed formic acid to intermediate CO. In fuel cells and othercatalyzed FAO applications, the direct pathway is desired, because the intermediateformation of CO may lead to significant poisoning of the active sites of the catalystand the loss of its catalytic activity towards FAO. This issue of FAO is addressed inchapter 4 of this thesis, where the poisoning of Pd modified Au(111) is probed with CVand EC-TERS.The presence of CO as main poisoning species during FAO is widely acceptedin the field and was studied used various spectroscopy and electrochemical tech-niques.[Wan+18b; BBL83] The occurrence of a poisoning agent during the operationof a fuel cell or other FAO applications is undesirable and thus the indirect pathwayneeds to be avoided. This fact devalues some catalysts as they lead to a significantshift of the mechanism towards the indirect pathway, like bulk Pt catalysts.[Cue+12]The requirements of a FAO catalyst material for use in technical applications aretherefore the lowest possible cost, i.e. high mass activity, high electrocatalytic activity,safety in use, high tolerance to possible poisoning agents and high stability underelectrochemical conditions.[Wan+18a; Don+18]
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Figure 2.4.: Possible reaction pathways of FAO in detail. Image reprinted from [FC21] underCC license (CC BY-NC 3.0)
2.1.6 Catalysis in Confined Space

The field of catalysis has attracted enormous interest in the current discussion ofglobal warming and dependency on fossil fuels. With the possibility of using highlyactive, highly specific and selective catalysts, many reactions that are cost-intensive oruneconomical can be driven more economically. As of today, many catalytic systemsare based on ’traditional’ heterogeneous catalysts, like bulk metals, alloys or metaloxides.[Zha+20] One field of research in the improvement of catalysts in terms ofspecificity, selectivity and mass-activity is the confinement of such catalysts, to makeuse of so-called confinement effects. The term confinement in the sense of catalysisexpands to confinement of the crystal lattice, 2D material confinement or interfacialconfinement.[Zha20]Confined-space catalysts stand out by the surrounding of catalytically active siteson the nanometer scale that can lead to modulation of the electronic and geometricstructure of the active sites. Moreover, the high reactive-site density of the catalyticmaterial by introducing a high number of defect sites on the nanometer regime candirectly improve the catalytic activity.[Zha20; Yan+18; Xin+18]Next to concepts like metal organic frameworks (MOF), covalent organic frameworks(COF) or microporous catalysts, one method to achieve nano confinement of a catalyticsystem is to introduce two dimensional, island-like structures of a catalytically activematerial on a supporting material. This concept is widely facilitated and most-oftenstudied in form of PGM islands on supporting materials like Au[SP18], Pt[LKA10;HCS58] or ignoble supporting materials like Al[Wol+98] or Ce[Ben+96].
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2.1.7 PGM Nanoislands
The origin of the effect of nanoislands on the catalytic activity are twofold. Theenvironment of the islands, i.e. the underlying supporting material, exhibits its owncatalytic activity for a given (part of a) reaction. The phenomenon of spillover incatalysis describes the migration of adsorbed species between different surface sites,i.e. between the PGM islands and their supporting metal.[XGQ21] This spillover effectcan increase the catalytic activity because one metal site can be better in adsorptionand splitting of the reactant while the other metal site can more easily react with theintermediate. The concept is shown schematically in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5.: Illustration of the hydrogen spillover after adsorption and splitting on a island-likemetal overlayer structure onto the underlying supporting metal. Image reprinted from [XGQ21].Copyright 2021, with the permission from American Chemical Society
In case of molecular hydrogen, the reactant can be effectively dissociated on PGmetals[GAS13] and then spill over to the supporting material, where a secondary reactioncan be catalyzed. Yin et al. used STM-based TERS to probe the hydrogen spillover ofPd islands on a Au support by means of the hydrogenation of chlornitrobenzenethiol(CNBT) to chloroaminobenzenethiol (CABT).[Yin+20] They found that the decompositionof molecular hydrogen happened at the Pd sites, whereas the hydrogenation of CNBTto CABT happened on the Au sites of the catalyst.The second effect of the island-like 2D confinement of a catalyst is the change in theelectronic properties and lattice parameters, induced by the strain of the underlyingmaterial.Several methods to achieve 2D admetal islands have been reported. Throughout thisthesis, the route via UPD and subsequent galvanic displacement of the UPD metal withthe PGM target was used for preparation of the islands. UPD is a very-well studiedtechnique that has been used for decades to deposit metal layers on a supportingelectrode.[DKS76; HZK95] The advantage of the UPD route is the controllable islandoutcome, that is influenced by the parameters of deposition duration and potential, asdescribed in detail in chapter 3. In the subsequent displacement, the UPD metal atomsare replaced by the target PGM atoms with charge dependent stoichometry. Another
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Figure 2.6.: Illustration of the hydrogen spillover after adsorption and splitting on a Pd islandand subsequent reaction on the Au site. Image reprinted from [Yin+20]. Copyright 2020, withpermission from Springer Nature
route is the direct electrochemical deposition of the target PGM on the supportingmaterial. This route provides an easy way to obtain a controllable amount of theadmetal, forming mono- to multilayers. The irregularity of the resulting islands orlayers is the weak point of that route.[Kib+99; Tan+05]
2.1.8 Vibrational Spectroscopy

Optical spectroscopy is a method to study the interaction between electromagneticradiation in the optical spectrum with matter. It allows to measure the intensity ofelectromagnetic radiation as a function of its wavelength after the interaction of anincident optical beam with the material of interest. The nature of interaction betweenthe exciting light and the material can be manifold. In optical absorption spectroscopy,the absorption of the incident light is measured as function of frequency. The methodis based on the excitement of a molecule’s energy level from a ground level S0 to anexcited, higher energy level S1 by an incident photon of the energy }ω. In order toexcite the molecule, the transition needs to be dipole-allowed, which means that thephoton can energetically couple to the described transition of energy levels.[Hol04]Absorption spectroscopy is sensitive to the electronic and molecular composition of amaterial[Hol04]. The excitation of the absorbing material depends on the energy of theexciting light. In IR absorption spectroscopy, a molecule is excited to a higher vibrationalor rotational level within an electronic level, that allows probing the vibrational modesof molecules that has dipole-allowed transitions. In UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy,a molecule’s energy level is excited to a higher energy level, that makes it a tool forprobing the electronic states of the material of interest.[Hol04]
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A second nature of optical interaction is the stimulated emission of light by a materialafter its interaction with an incident electromagnetic wave. In case of fluorescencespectroscopy, the material absorbs a photon of specific energy }ω and gets excitedfrom its electronic ground state to a vibrational mode of an excited state, accordingto the absorption spectroscopy described above. Subsequently, the molecule canloose energy by non-radiative transmission, i.e. vibrational relaxation, in which themolecule looses its energy to the surrounding until the lowest vibrational state of theexcited state is reached. From the vibrational ground state of the excited state, themolecule can loose energy by the emission of a photon of the energy that correspondsto the energy difference between the vibrational ground state of the excited state andsome vibrational state of the ground state.[Hol04] The emitted photon is measured influorescence spectroscopy as function of the wavelength. The principle of fluorescenceis described in more detail in section 2.1.10.A third nature of interaction between matter and incident light is inelastic lightscattering. In inelastic light scattering in the sense of optical spectroscopy, the energyof an incident photon is either partially transferred to the the interacting material or,part of the energy of the material is transferred to the photon, increasing its energy.These processes are studied in Raman spectroscopy experiments, which are the basisof TERS and described in detail in the following section.
2.1.9 Raman Scattering

Raman scattering describes the inelastic scattering process of photons by matter. Theprocess of inelastic scattering involves both, a change in the energy of the incidentphotons as well as a change in the traveling direction of the photon, both caused bythe interaction with a material of interest. This process is shown in figure 2.7 in formof a Feynman diagram.[Jal+06]The incident photon of an energy }ωP is inelastically scattered under the loss ofa phonon of the energy }ωV. The scatterd photon energy is redshifted compared tothe incident photon to the lower energy }ωS. This process is called Stokes Ramanscattering. The process in which the photon energy blueshifts through the absorptionof a phonon with the energy }ωV is called anti-Stokes Raman scattering. As can beseen from the diagram, Raman scattering describes a simultaneous occurring instan-taneous absorption and emission of photons of different energy due to light-matterinteraction.[Hol04]In the classical view[LE09; Hol04; Lon02], which is discussed briefly in the followingparagraph, the Raman scattering process can be described as the radiation by anoscillating dipole induced by an incident electromagnetic wave. The incident electro-magnetic field −→E induces a dipole moment −→µ upon interaction with a molecule with aproportionality factor α that describes the tendency of the molecules electron density
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Figure 2.7.: Feynman diagram of the inelastic scattering process in Raman scattering (StokesRaman scattering). An incident photon of energy }ωP is scattered at matter under the loss ofa phonon of the energy }ωV. A photon of the lower energy }ωS than the incident photon isscatterd. Image reprinted with permission from [Jal+06]. Copyright 2006, with the permissionfrom IEEE.
to be distorted by the incident field and is called polarizability tensor.

−→µ = α ·−→E (2.7)
The polarizability tensor is not a molecular constant but changes with the oscillationsof the molecule by small changes in the molecular structure through nuclear motion.
α can be expressed with respect to the coordinates of the normal mode, which areassociated with the respective molecular vibrational frequencies ωk and ωl, in a Taylorexpansion as follows:

αk = α0 +
∑
k

(
∂α

∂Qk

)0 ·Qk +
1

2

∑
k,t

(
∂2α

∂Qk∂Ql

)0QkQl + ... (2.8)
with the polarizability tensor at equilibrium α0 and the normal mode coordinates Qkand Ql. Quadratic and higher terms of the Taylor series can be neglected under thecondition that only very small perturbations of the polarizability occur. With that,equation 2.8 can be rewritten for a specific normal mode k:

α = α0 +
∂α

∂Qk

)0 ·Qk (2.9)
If we further approximate the vibration coordinate Qk oscillation around the equilibrium
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position to be harmonic
Qk = Q0

k · cos(ωk · t) (2.10)and an incident electric field that can be described as:
−→
E =

−→
E0 · cos(ω0 · t) (2.11)

we can introduce the equations 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 into equation 2.7, to obtain equation2.12:
−→µ = [α0 + α

′

kQ
0
k · cos(ωk · t)] ·−→E0 · cos(ω0 · t) (2.12)

with α
′
t being the derived polarizability tensor ∂α

∂Qk

. Equation 2.12 can be furtherrewritten with the use of trigonometric relations to obtain a sum of three terms toexpress the induced dipole moment under the influence of an external electromagneticfield:
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(2.13)

Equation 2.13 describes three terms that represent different components of scatteredlight.[LE09; Hol04; Lon02] The first term is the Rayleigh term, that describes the elasticscattering that radiates at the same frequency (ω0) as the incident wave.The second term is the Stokes Raman term, that describes the inelastic scatteringthat results in radiation with lower frequency than the incident field, whereas theanti-Stokes Raman term describes inelastic scattering resulting in scattered light withhigher frequency. The three types of scattering are depicted in the Jablonski diagramin figure 2.8.[Dey22] Even though the classical view of Raman scattering is simplifiedand does not take into account all aspects that a quantum mechanical description canprovide, it gives a good approximation of the scattering process. With equation 2.13we can see, that if the polarizabilty tensor changes upon vibration, i.e. α′

k 6= 0, themode is Raman active and leads to Raman scattering. If the polarizability tensor doesnot change upon vibration, the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman terms vanish and themode is Raman inactive. The quantum mechanical discussion of Raman scattering isbeyond the scope of this thesis. The interested reader is referred to the work of E. LeRu[LE09] for a detailed review about the quantum mechanics of Raman scattering.Raman active modes, i.e. modes that undergo a change in polarizability, transform withthe same symmetry as the quadratic forms that are found in the character tables of thepoint group of the respective molecules.Changes in the chemical environment or orientation of a molecule affect the interatomicbonding energies within the molecule, resulting in a change in the energy difference
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Figure 2.8.: Schematic representation of the three types of scattering encountered duringRaman experiments. The Rayleigh scattering describes scattered light at the same frequencyas the incident wave. Anti-Stokes Raman scattering with low intensity is scattering of radiationof higher frequency than the incident electromagnetic wave, whereas Stokes Raman scatteringdescribes radiation after inelastic scattering with lower frequency than the incident wave. Imagereprinted from [Dey22], Copyright 2022 with the permission of Springer Nature.
between the exciting and emitted photon. This characteristic energy difference, theRaman shift, allows the characterization of chemical samples by their Raman signaturelike a chemical fingerprint. For example, in case of CO, whose Raman responseis discussed in chapter 4, the gas phase Raman shift ∆ν, which is the differencebetween the excitation and scattered photon frequency[Hol04], is in the range of 2140cm−1[Pet+19]. The CO Raman shift of CO adsorbed to a transition metal surfacecan, however, vary significantly from the gas phase value by influencing the bondingstrengths and thus, the vibration frequencies. The Raman shift of COads@Pt is, forexample, in the range of 2070 cm−1[Li+15], while CO adsorbed to island like PdOxspecies is reported in this thesis to be in the range of 2190 cm−1. Generally, in asimplified model, the molecule vibration can be considered as an oscillating spring anddescribed in a classical approach[Van13]: The oscillation of a spring with the springconstant k follows:

ν =

√
k

m
(2.14)

with the mass m, connected via the spring constant k to an infinite mass. From thatequation it can be seen, that the involved atomic masses as well as the interactionstrength, i.e. bond strength, play a role in the resulting Raman shift. Higher masseslead toward lower wavenumbers, whereas stronger bonds, i.e. double or triple bonds,lead to higher wavenumbers in Raman experiments.The Raman signals are broadened to a band with a certain full-width at half maximum(FWHM). One factor (amongs others such as Doppler broadening, thermal or collisionaleffects) that results in band broadening are the non-infinite lifetimes of the excited
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vibrational states.[LE09] Due to this, the energy of the states is not always equal andthe photon energy of the scattered photons is distributed around a value νR. Moreordered structures, i.e. higher crystallinity, results in more narrow bands, whereas moreamorphous or impure structures exhibit broader bands.The strength of the Raman signal is usually weak, because of very low Raman crosssections (the ratio between incident and scattered power σ =
Ps

Pi

) in the order of 10−29

to 10−31.[LE09] However, if the probed molecules’ virtual states equals an electronictransition, the probed molecule is in resonance with the exciting wavelength and theRaman intensity is increased. This phenomenon is referred to as resonance Ramanscattering and can often be encountered when probing large molecules that act (par-tially) as chromophore, such as malachite green isothiocyanate, whose TERR fingerprint(tip-enhanced resonance Raman) was reported to be identifiable at surface coverages
≤0.7 pmol/cm2.[DZP06] Crucial for obtaining a high Raman signal strength is also thechoice of the excitation wavelength, as the Raman scattering efficiency is proportionalto λ−4

ex . That means, excitation with monochromatic light of 532 nm wavelength is about4.7 times more effective than excitation with a wavelength of 1064 nm.[Lar11]The low Raman scattering cross-sections of non-resonant molecules makes Raman spec-troscopy an intrinsic low-sensitivity technique. One way to overcome this disadvantageis to make use of the interactions of localized surface plasmons at metal surfaces withthe electromagnetic field to enhance the Raman signal in enhanced Raman techniquessuch as TERS, which is discussed in detail in the techniques section, and SERS.
2.1.10 Fluorescence

Fluorescence describes the spontaneous radiation of light after the emitting matterwas excited by an incident electromagnetic wave on timescales of 10−8 s. Moreover, itdescribes the allowed transition of an excited electronic state to a vibrational level of theelectronic ground state.[SHE10]. According to Kasha’s rule, that was proposed in theyear 1950 by Michael Kasha, and the Franck-Condon principle, the transition alwaysoccurs from the vibrational ground state of the lowest excited state S1, because excitationin energetically higher excited states will relax radiationless by inner conversion to thelowest excited state. The inner conversion process is about four orders of magnitudefaster than fluorescence and much faster than phosphorescence. The probability fora radioationless transition is higher for transitions with small energetic difference,and thus, more likely to happen between energetically short distanced energy levelsthan between the lowest excited state and the ground state, whose energy differenceis large.[Kas50; KW09] Kasha’s rule is empiric and by today, there are exceptionsfrom the rule, for example if the energetic difference between the two excited states
S1 and S2 is big enough to significantly slow down the internal conversion so thatfluorescence from the higher excited state S2 is observable, which is the case in somethioketones.[WTS98] Figure 2.9 shows the Jablonski diagram for adsorption, followed
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by radiationless relaxation processes to the energetically lowest excited state S1 withsubsequent radiation by fluorescence. According to the figure, the emitted photons
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Figure 2.9.: Jablonski diagram for the process of absorption and subsequent fluorescence, afterradiationless relaxation by inner conversion to the energetically lowest excited state.
by fluorescence normally have lower energy than the incident light, because of theradiationless relaxation of vibrational states, either after absorption or after fluorescencein higher vibrational states of the ground state, which is referred to as Stokes shift.The lifetime of fluorescence, i.e. the duration in that the fluorophor is in its excitedstate before it relaxes into the ground state, is typically in the range of 1 to 100 ns.The lifetime is result of the spin allowed nature of the transition from the excited singletstate to the singlet ground state (S1 → S0) that can happen without reversal of the spinof the involved electron.[WTS98] The other light emitting process, the phosphorescencefrom an excited triplet state on the other hand, needs reversal of the spin to relax intothe the singlet ground state and is therefor a slow and unlikely process with lifetimesthat can reach from seconds to days.In the presence of suitable materials, the fluorescence can be quenched by radiationlessdeactivation of the excited fluorophor. Fluorescence quenching does not destroy thefluorescent nature of the fluorphor, but causes a decrease of the observed fluorescence
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intensity. There are multiple mechanisms of fluorescence quenching. In the following,two processes are described that are of relevance for the work presented in chapter 5.The first mechanism of fluorescence quenching is dynamic quenching, in which theexcited fluorophor is quenched by collision with a quencher molecule. If the fluorphorand the quencher molecule collide, the energy of the excited state is transmitted tothe quencher without emission of a photon. It has been shown in many studies thatthe presence of oxygen leads to efficient quenching of the fluorescence.[LW73; Ber12]The process of dynamic quenching can be described by the Stern-Volmer-Relation thatrelates the decrease of fluorescence intensity, or fluorescence quantum yield, with theconcentration of quenching molecules. The Stern-Volmer constant can be written as:
KSV = τ0 · kq (2.15)

with the fluorescence lifetime τ of the undisturbed fluorophor and the bimolecularquenching constant kq, that is related to the quencher concentration [Q] and thelifetimes of the disturbed and undisturbed fluorophors:
kq =

1

[Q]
· (

1

τ
− 1

τ0
) (2.16)

The fraction of the undisturbed fluorescence intensity F0 and the quenched fluorescenceintensity F can then be described as:
F0

F
= 1 +KSV · [Q] (2.17)

which is the Stern-Volmer relation.[Lak07]The probability of quenching depends on the fluorescence lifetime of the fluorophor. Thelonger the lifetime, the higher the probability of a collision with a quencher moleculeand thus, the higher the probability of quenching of the fluorescence. Furthermore,the concentration of the quencher is proportional to the probability of quenching. Ahigher temperature also leads to a higher quenching rate, because of faster moleculardiffusion. This effect is incorporated in higher values of KSV at higher temperatures.The second way of quenching that is relevant for the experiments discussed in thisthesis is fluorescence quenching by energy transfer to a metal, which has been subjectto numerous studies.[RB80; CPS78; ZL07; Xu+04] The distance dependency of thequenching of fluorophores close to a Ag metal surface is shown in figure 2.11. Thedecay rate of pyrazine fluorophores increases dramatically with decreasing distance toa continuous Ag film. The authors attribute this dependency to the radiationless energytransfer between the excited fluorophor and the free electron gas in the metal.[RB80]The localized surface plasmons can couple with the electromagnetic wave of the emitterat sufficiently close distance to effectively quench the fluorescence.[CPS78] Approachinga metal surface closely can not only lead to quenching of the fluorescence, reportsalso suggests significant enhancement of the fluorescence intensity by metal surfacesin close proximity to fluorophores with a similar concept like SERS or TERS.[ZL07;
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Figure 2.10.: Decay rate of pyrazine fluorescence as a function of distance to a continuous Agfilm at 4 K. Image reprinted from [RB80]. Copyright 1980, with the permission of AIP Publishing
Wei+82; RB81; Xu+04] The enhancement factor of fluorescence close to Au is stronglydependent on the gold thickness layer, with an experimental maximum enhancement ofabout 6.5.[ZL07].

In this work, we make use of the pH dependent fluorescence of a fluorophor tomeasure the potential depndent surface pH of a Au(poly) electrode. The assumptionof a difference in bulk pH and surface pH in an electrochemical cell is based onthe Frumkin effect, that describes concentration differences of reactive species in anelectrochemical cell during operation between bulk electrolyte and the EDL.
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Figure 2.11.: Enhancement of the fluorescence intensity of Alexa Fluor 555 labeled anti-RabbitigG on gold layers of varying thickness. Image reprintend from [ZL07]. Copyright 2007, withthe permission from Optica Publishing Group
2.1.11 Fluorophores

A fluorophor is a molecule that has energy levels that can be excited by absorption oflight and relax under emission of fluorescence photons. The absorption maxima canrange from UV into the visible spectrum. The fluorescence energies are most often lowerthan the absorption energy and are in the visible to near infrared spectrum (Stokesshift). A characteristic absorption/emission spectrum of a fluorophor is shown in figure2.12.

Figure 2.12.: Excitation and emission spectra of fluorescein, showing the Stokes shift of thewavelength between excitation (maximum at 432 nm) and emission (maximum at 492 nm). Imagereprinted from [Kri+18] under CC license (CC BY).
The Stokes shift of the fluorescence allows the elimination of the excitation wavelength
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by spectral filtering, so that only fluorescence emission photons can be detected.Typically, the structure of small organic fluorophores contains aromatic groups or haveseveral π-bonds within the molecular structure, to allow excitation and emission in theUV/Vis/nearIR spectrum. The pH dependency of the fluorescence is provided throughside groups that are sensitive to proton concentration, such as amino groups. In caseof fluorescein, one of the most studied fluorophors due to its wide use in life sciencefluorescence microscopy[Gas+01; BK65; SNK95; The+14], the pH sensitivity of thefluorescence originates from different absorption properties of the brightly fluorescentdi-anionic, deprotonated form and the non-fluorescent cationic form at low pH values.[Le+20] BODIPY fluorophores with pH responsive side-groups also show pH sensitivityin their fluorescence behaviour. Figure 2.13 shows the HOMOs and LUMOs of 2-substituted benzimidazole-BODIPY (BDP-BIM) in their neutral and protonated form.

Figure 2.13.: Molecular orbital energy levels of BDP-BIM in neutral and protonated form.The HOMO of the protonated form shows contributions from both, the BODIPY core and thebezimidazole side group, in contrast to both, HOMOs and LUMOs of the protonated form,demonstrating the excistence of photoinduced electron transfer in the neutral state that leadsto the bright fluorescence of the fluorophor. Image reprinted from [Li+16b]. Copyright 2016,with the permission from Elsevier.
BDP-BIM shows bright fluorescence in neutral to alkaline environments, whereasthe fluorescence in acidic media is quenched. The DFT calculations of HOMO andLUMO show strong contribution of the BODIPY core in the LUMO of the neutral formand HOMO and LUMO of the protonated form, whereas the HOMO of the neutral formshow contribution of the BODIPY core and the benzimidazole side group, demonstratingthe quenching of fluorescence in the protonating form originating from the loss ofphotoinduced electron transfer between core and side group.[Li+16b]
The pH sensitivity of fluorophores can be used to measure the local pH of environmentsthat are otherwise hard to access, like cell organelles or to measure the local pH in asmall probing volume provided by the focus volume of a fluorescence microscope.
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2.2 Techniques
2.2.1 Voltammetry

In cyclic voltammetry (CV) the current flowing per unit time through an electrodenamely working electrode (WE) is measured as function of the applied WE potential.The applied potential is ramped up and down linearly in each cycle in a sawtoothpattern. When the potential is ramped in only one direction, either up or down, thetechnique is called linear sweep voltammetry (LSV). The current that is measuredduring the potential ramps is an average over the whole electrode area that is in directcontact with the electrolyte, i.e. the whole electrode-electrolyte interface. To be ableto compare currents flowing in a reaction, the current is normalized to the exposedelectrode area and reported as current density. Typically the CV of a RedOx coupleshows two peaks, forming a ’Duck-shaped’ CV response, schematically shown in figure2.14a. The flat regime in the CV corresponds to the charging of the double layer andis non-Faradaic current. The positive peak is, according to IUPAC nomenclature, aresult of the oxidation of the RedOx species and the associated charge transfer on theelectrode-electrolyte interface, occurring during the anodic scan (positive potential scandirection). The peak current is reached after the mass diffusion to the electrode becomesthe rate limiting step of the reaction. On further potential increase, the diffusion layerincreases in size and causes a depletion of reactants in front of the electrode, resultingin a decrease of the observed current.The change of the ramp direction, after the turning point of the CV, leads, given areversible reaction, to a reduction of the oxidized form of the RedOx couple, leadingto a negative current peak in the anodic scan direction. The two maxima in theCV are separated due to diffusion of the analyte to and from the electrode. Thedifference between the anodic and cathodic peak potential depends on the chemical andelectrochemical reversibility of the reaction taking place. A fully reversible reactionshows a peak to peak separation of 57 mV at 25 ◦C, according to the Nernst equation.The separation increases with higher electron transfer barriers and therefore greaterirreversibility of the electrochemical process.[Elg+18]Most often for common electrochemistry experiments, a three-electrode setup is usedfor CV experiments. The three electrodes used are the working electrode (WE), thecounter electrode (CE) and the reference electrode (RE). The current flows betweenthe WE and CE, while the potential is applied to the WE in reference to the REpotential. Crucial for the use as RE is a highly stable potential and inert electrodematerial as well as non-polarizability and high impedance.[Elg+18] The CE enablesthe current flow by closing the electrical circle. The CE needs to be chemically stable
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Figure 2.14.: (top) Sawtooth potential applied during cyclic voltammetry versus time duringone cycle. The potential is ramped in the anodic scan direction until the CV turning potential isreached. Afterwards the potential is scanned in the cathodic direction until the start potentialis reached. (bottom) Schematic CV of an electrochemically and chemically reversible RedOxreaction taking place upon potential scanning up and down in a CV experiment. Image reprintedfrom [23]. Copyright 2023 .
and positioned in a way to minimize interference with the processes taking place at theWE. As the reaction of interest occurs at the WE, the WE surface needs to be extremelyclean and well-defined. The WE should be placed as close as possible to the RE tominimize the Ohmic drop (iR drop) across the electrolyte solution between WE and RE.Many different REs exist for aqueous media that is used in the experiments discussedin this thesis. The applied potentials are reported versus the RE used in the experimentor calculated to refer to a standard RE such as the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)or standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). The SHE reference potential is pH independent,
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whereas the RHE potential depends on the pH of the electrolyte solution according to
RHE = SHE − 59mV · pH . In our experiments, we use a PdH reference electrodethat consists of a Pd wire loaded with hydrogen prior to the experiment by applying avoltage high enough for hydrogen evolution. The produced hydrogen is incorporatedinto the Pd lattice and provides a stable reference potential, that equals the SHEreference potential at pH = 1, as (mostly) used in our experiments.

Electrochemical voltammetry methods are employed throughout this thesis for varioustasks, such as the reduction and deposition of material on the WE (chapter 3) and thereaction of species triggered by the applied potential (chapter 3 and 4), and are usedto investigate changes in the interfacial concentration of species differing from the bulk(chapter 5).A picture taken of the electrochemical setup is shown in 2.15.

Figure 2.15.: Image of the electrochemical cell equipped with RE, CE and a gold sample on aglass slide covered with teflon tape that was used as WE..The electrochemical experiments were performed using a Metrohm Autolab Potentio-stat (PGSTAT 30) equipped with a Autolab Differential Electrometer Amplifier. The
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three-electrode setup was set up in a glass cell (50 mL electrolyte capacity) with armsfor the electrodes and gas in- and outlet. A sample holder was used to place thesample (Cr/Au on glass or a Au single crystal (10 mm diameter) in the center of theglass cell. The RE and CE were inserted through side arms in a way that the spacebetween the WE and RE was minimized. A hydrogen-loaded Pd wire was used as RE,a Au-wire (0.5 mm diameter, 99.995% metal basis, Alfa Aesar) was used as CE afterflame-annealing in a bunsen flame and rinsing with MilliQ. The RE was H2-loadedin 0.1 M H2SO4 by applying a potential of 10 V between the Pd wire and a Au wireuntil the amount of hydrogen evolution corresponded roughly to the amount of oxygenbubbles formed at the Au wire.
2.2.2 Copper Underpotential Deposition

Underpotential deposition (UPD) describes the process of depositing a metal on anelectrode material at a less negative potential than the Nernst potential for depositingthe metal on a surface of the same material.[Ovi+16] Metals for which underpotentialdeposition has been observed show higher thermodynamic stability when depositedon a foreign material, as expressed by the more positive deposition potential. Theunderpotential deposition of a metal therefore leads to a maximum coverage of onemonolayer. Further deposition of the metal requires a more negative potential toallow deposition of the metal onto itself. The bulk deposition accordingly requiresa potential which is more negative than the theoretical Nernst potential. The causeof underpotential deposition is the magnitude of the metal-substrate binding energycompared to the binding energy between the metal and itself. This difference isinfluenced by differences in the lateral and vertical binding energy of atoms of themetal in nanostructures on the one hand and atoms of the metal with substrate atomson the other hand as well as energetic influences of local defect structures on thesubstrate.[Ovi+16]Figure 2.16 shows the CV of a Cu UPD on a gold surface. The CV shows threecharacteristic cathodic peaks. The first, at a potential of 0.52 V vs SHE, results from thereduction of Cu +2 and formation of a third monolayer on the gold substrate.[May+19]Reducing the potential to 0.34 V results in the deposition of the remaining 2/3 of themonolayer.[May+19] The cathodic peak at 0.34 V is, for high quality gold surfaces witha maximum mismatch of 0.5 ◦[Sol+08], split into two peaks. This is the result of theenergetic difference between deposition on gold step sites (0.36 V) and terrace structures(0.34 V). A further decrease of the deposition potential leads to bulk deposition ofcopper and the formation of a copper multilayer. In the anodic scan direction, the firstpeak at 0.4 V shows oxidation of the first 2/3 monolayer of copper. The second peak,at a potential of 0.54 V, results from the oxidation of the remaining 1/3 monolayer. Thelines in Figure 2.16 show the deposition potentials used in this work, which both resultin a maximum coverage of one-third, but have differences in kinetics that are used to
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Figure 2.16.: CV of a Cu UPD from CuSO4 on a Au(111) single crystal. The lines indicate thedeposition potentials used in the work of this thesis.
control the resulting submonolayer. This is explained in detail in the chapter 3. Theoccupation of different surface structures with the foreign metal when the potential islowered is shown in Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17.: Schematic representation of the underpotential deposition of a foreign metal(gray) on a defective substrate (yellow) upon potential decrease. Image reprinted from [Ovi+16].Copyright 2016, with permission from Springer Nature..
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2.2.3 Galvanic Displacement
Galvanic displacement occurs when a less noble metal gets in contact with the cation ofa more noble metal. The displacement is a thermodynamic process in which it is morefavorable to reduce the noble metal cation and oxidize the less noble metal, accordingto their standard redox potentials. The ignoble metal is oxidized and replaced by themore noble metal in the sense of a RedOx reaction. The process is schematically shownin figure 2.18 on the example of the replacement of metallic Cu with Pd originatingfrom a Pd salt in solution.

Figure 2.18.: Schematic presentation of the galvanic displacement of Cu with Pd +2 . Imageadapted from [Zha+17]. Copyright 2017, with the permission from Elsevier..
The galvanic displacement process is an electroless method that starts spontaneouslybecause of the thermodynamics of the system. The advantage of this method over thedirect deposition of noble metals is the controllability of the deposition of the ignoblemetal prior to the displacement and, therefore, the controlled structure of the metaloverlayer after the displacement, as the ignoble metal is replaced according to theionic charge. The replacement reaction can be written as:

H2M
II
a L4(aq) + M0

b → M0
a + 4L− + 2H+ + MII

b(aq) (2.18)In this work, the galvanic displacement process is used to displace a metallic Cuoverlayer on a Au electrode, produced by copper underpotential deposition by platinumgroup metals (PGM) that are more noble than Cu and therefore are spontaneouslyreduced and replace the metallic Cu overlayer.
2.2.4 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

In scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), and generally applicable to scanning probemicroscopy (SPM) methods, a probe is scanned over a surface of interest and local
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sample properties that depend on the SPM technique, are measured with extraordinaryresolution down to the atomic level.[Ryb15] The STM method was invented in 1982 atIBM by Binning and Rohrer.[BR82] A scheme of an STM is shown in figure 2.19.The measurand in an STM experiment is the position of the tip relative to the samplesurface on the z axis in constant current mode, or the tunnelling current in constantheight mode.The technique is based on the ability of an electron to cross a potential barrier offinite height between two conducting materials due to its wave properties, which iscalled ’tunnelling’. In quantum mechanical terms, the residence probability of the wavein the region of the potential barrier does not vanish, but decreases exponentially withthe width of the barrier. After crossing the barrier, the wave can propagate again.Corresponding to the exponential decay of the wave function in the potential barrier,the measurable tunnel current is exponentially dependent on the distance betweenthe two conducting materials, in the STM experiment these are sample and STMtip.[GW91] Typically, the tip-sample distance in STM experiments is in the order of afew nanometers to satisfy the tunneling conditions.[PLW12] Since the Fermi energies ofthe metallic sample and of the tip are equalized, so that no electrons can tunnel fromhigher occupied states into energetically lower unoccupied states, a voltage must beapplied between the sample and tip. This bias voltage causes electrons to follow thegradient between the Fermi levels and a measurable tunnelling current is generated. Inaddition to the distance, the tunnelling current depends on the local density of states(LDOS) of the sample at the Fermi level, which indicates how many states exist in agiven energy interval.[Voi15] In the case of metals, the local change in the density ofstates is very small due to the distribution of electrons. Therefore, the resulting signalin constant current mode, which follows the contour of the LDOS, can often be safelyinterpreted as a topography image of the sample.[PLW12]In constant current mode, the measured tunnelling current is compared to a set targetvalue and, using a control loop that controls the z position of the tip relative tothe sample, is kept constant. The control loop compares the measured value of thetunnelling current with the setpoint. A fast response to changes in tunnelling currentcan be achieved by changing the distance proportional to the current change. A smallchange in the measured tunnelling current thus leads to a small change in the distancebetween the tip and the sample. This type of reaction to changes in the tunnellingcurrent leads to a permanent control error, which can be eliminated by integrating theerror signal over a period t and taking it into account in the control value. The twofeedback mechanisms are called proportional and integral gain. When the feedbackmechanism is set, the current image recorded in addition to the topography imagecorresponds to the error image of the control loop.[GW91]In constant height mode, the tip is scanned over the sample at a fixed distance and theresulting tunnel current is recorded. The control loop is only used to compensate for apossible slope of the sample. Accordingly, the topography image provides no contrastin this mode. Instead, any change in sample topography is recorded as a change intunnelling current that provides information about the topography. This mode is fast
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and therefore less influenced by drift effects compared to the constant current mode,since no control loop is used, but can only be used with atomically flat samples.[GW91]
The movement of the tip in x,y,z directions is precisely controlled by piezoelectricactuators on the (sub-)nanometer level that can react to minimal deviations in themeasured tunnelling current, which is in the order of pA to nA and measured by ahighly sensitive preamplifier.[PLW12]With STM, resolutions down to 0.1 nm in the lateral x,y directions can be reached.In the vertical direction, the achievable resolution is down to 0.01 nm because of theexponential distance dependence of the tunnelling current.[PLW12]

Figure 2.19.: Scheme of an STM setup. Piezoelectric actuators are used to move the probein x,y,z direction. A bias voltage is applied between the tip and the conductive sample. Thepiezo position is controlled by a feedback system that processes the information gained fromthe current sensor. Image reprinted from [Ryb15] under CC license.
An STM can be operated in an electrochemical environment. It is then referred to aselectrochemical STM (EC-STM), which is a crucial part of the TERS system that isused and discussed in chapter 4 of this thesis.

2.2.5 Electrochemical STM
Electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (EC-STM) is the application of STMin an electrochemical system. The EC-STM method was first presented by Liu[Liu+86].The application of STM to electrochemical environments allowed the study of electrifiedsolid-liquid interfaces in situ with atomic resolution in real space.[GN97; Ita98]EC-STM experiments are performed in cells that expose the sample surface and the tipapex to the working electrolyte in a four-electrode setup, with the tip and sample as twoindependent WE, a CE and RE connected to a bipotentiostat that can independentlycontrol the WE and tip potentials.The independent control of the potentials of the two WE by the bipotentiostat allows
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the application of a bias to enable tunnelling current and electrochemical reactions tooccur. Therefore, it is important to keep the potential applied to the tip in a range wherethe tip is electrochemically inert to obtain reproducible results and not to destroy thetip. The functions of CE and RE are analogous to the three electrode setup describedin the section about cyclic voltammetry.The measured tunnelling current between tip and sample is superimposed by anelectrochemical, (non)faradaic current IE, so that an accurate measurement is onlypossible if IE is minimized. This is possible by electrically insulating the tip from theelectrolyte so that only the tip apex remains conductive. Optimally, the remainingsurface area of the tip in contact with the electrolyte is in the range of 10−8 cm2. Thisreduces IE, the leakage current, to values in the range of few pA.[PLW12] Thus, IE issmaller than the tunnelling current, which is of the order of a few nA.The setup used for the work discussed in this thesis is part of the EC-TERS setup andis therefore subject to limitations in size and positioning of parts of the setup. TheEC-STM (Keysight Technologies GmbH STM 5420) is equipped with a bipotentiostat tocontrol the WE and the tip independently during the experiment under electrochemicalcontrol. The STM scanner (N9700C) was modified with an extended tip holder to beable to hold the long Au tips (1 to 1.5 cm) that are used in our experiments. Therelatively long tip size is needed because of the space restrictions of the EC-TERSsetup and the resulting large distance between scanner and sample surface. TheEC-STM is placed on an x-y stage (Steinmeyer Mechatronik GmbH) that providesa step precision of 3 nm at a maximum range of 10 mm. The system is located onan optical air table (Technical Manufacturing Corporation) to provide stability of thesystem. The EC-STM experiment is run in a cell designed for EC-TERS experimentsthat is described in detail in section 2.2.6. The cell made of Kel-F®holds a samplewith a diameter of 10 mm (4 mm height) and provides holes to attach a CE and a REto the cell. The Au tips are electrochemically etched prior to the experiment to provideTERS enhancement and a well-defined tip apex to obtain good quality STM capability.A high (EC-)STM resolution requires an atomically sharp tip, since unevenness of thesample would allow tunnelling over different atoms of the tip, depending on its surfacestructure, which would lead to artifacts in the imaging. For the etching, a Au wire of1.5 cm length is brought vertically through the center of a ring-shaped Au wire counterelectrode into a 1:1 solution of fuming HCl and EtOH, so that the tip is immersed byabout 2 mm into the solution. The tip is etched by the application of a voltage of 2.4 Vbetween the tip and the ring-shaped electrode. After the etching process, the tips arecoated in Zapon wax (Clou) for electronic isolation. The tip is pulled vertically througha Zapon-covered gold wire bent into a U-shape so that the wire is covered with Zaponwax but the tip apex remains free. The experiments are performed in electrolyte with ahydrogen-loaded Pd wire (0.5 mm diameter, 99.95% metal basis, Mateck) RE (Pd/H).A Au wire (0.5 mm diameter, 99.995% metal basis, Alfa Aesar) is employed as CE.Both electrodes were washed in MilliQ and flame-annealed in a bunsen flame priorto the experiment. The EC-STM setup is controlled by PicoView software (KeysightTechnologies GmbH).
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2.2.6 Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
The idea of scanning an Ag nanoparticle, which serves as an optical antenna to amplifyan optical Raman signal, over a sample was proposed by Wessel in 1985. He wantedto overcome the limitations of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) thatrelies on the amplification of a Raman signal by hotspots localized on the surface of aroughened metal sample. To control the sample-to-tip distance, he proposed to rastera metal tip in the sense of an STM at tunneling distance over the sample, where itwould serve as a field amplifier.[Wes85] The idea was not realized until 15 years later,in 2000, by Zenobi and others.[Sto+00; And00; Hay+00]TERS makes use of a metallic (or metal-coated) tip that is illuminated with a monochro-matic laser beam and acts as an optical antenna to enhance and localize the incidentelectromagnetic field.

The combination of SPM with Raman spectroscopy provides the possibility ofsimultaneous collection of chemical and topographic information of a surface area withexceptionally high resolution and surface specific sensitivity. In TERS, a sharp metallicSPM tip is placed close above a sample. A laser is focused on the apex of the tip. Theelectromagnetic field is enhanced and localized in a small area, allowing the detectionof a few molecules by an enhanced Raman signal.The detection of molecules on the surface (adsorbates) requires an enhancement ofthe Raman signal. Two different mechanisms of different strength lead to an overallamplification of the Raman signal. The first, and stronger, mechanism is the enhancementof the electromagnetic (EM) field. This mechanism contributes in the order of up to 107- 1010 to the overall enhancement of the Raman signal and is based on the excitationof localized surface plasmons (LSP) by the electromagnetic radiation in the visiblespectrum.[LE09]The second and weaker effect is the chemical enhancement by charge transfer (CT),which increases the total enhancement by one to two orders of magnitude.[DZP06;LE09]
In the following, we will take a closer look at the stronger effect of the EM enhance-ment. As written before, EM enhancement is based on resonant excitation of LSP.Plasmons are quasi-particles that represent the collective periodic oscillation of thefree electron gas (plasma) in a metal. LSP are plasmons confined to a small part ofthe interface between a metal and a material with positive dielectric constant.[AH12]The resonant excitation of surface plasmons is subject to limitations, which will bediscussed in the following.To resonantly excite LSP, an incident wave with a frequency corresponding to the fre-quency of the LSP is required. For the case of a metallic tip, only the LSP of the coinagemetals silver and gold can be resonantly excited in the visible spectrum.[Hua+15] Theexact resonant frequency depends not only on the material of the tip, but also on its
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tip radius. Figure 2.20 shows the larger EM enhancement at smaller tip radius for asystem with gold tip and gold sample.[Hua+15]

Figure 2.20.: Effect of the tip radius of a Au tip closely approached to a Au surface andilluminated with a laser focused on the tip apex on the enhancement of the EM field. Imagereprinted from [Hua+15]. Copyright 2015, with permission from Springer Nature.
Besides the required matching frequency of the incident light, the excitation of the LSPrequires momentum conservation. Simultaneous energy and momentum conservation isimpossible in the case of smooth, finite metal surfaces.Figure 2.21 shows the missing intersection between the linear energy momentumrelation of light (black) and the distribution of surface plasmons (dashed purple). Thelocalization of LSP to a restricted geometry provides the required momentum and thusallows the coupling of an external EM wave.[AH12] The additional momentum resultsin a set of LSP modes that can couple with the incident light, which is shown in figure2.21 as a red dot with a dashed line. Nanostructures that allow excitation of LSP bylight are called optical antennas. In the case of TERS, the metallic tip is an opticalantenna that allows transformation of electric radiation from far-field to near-field. Theenhancement of the EM field occurs only in a very small range in the order of a few nmas it decays exponentially with increasing distance. The enhancement factor ginc of theincident light can be expressed as ginc = El/Ei, with the field strength of the local EMfield El and the field strength of the incident EM field Ei. Beside the incident light,also the EM field of the scattered light is enhanced. Assuming that the wavelengthsof the incident laser and Raman scattering are similar, the total enhancement factor(EF) of the TERS signal compared to the conventional Raman scattering signal can beexpressed as EF = g2

inc · g2
sc = g4.[NH11; MH14]
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Figure 2.21.: Dispersion curves of the bulk (green dashed line) and surface plasmons (purpledashed line). The line of light in vacuum is represented as black line. The red dots and dashedlines show the additional of momentum that would allow for coupling of the incident lightwith the surface plasmon. Image reprinted from [AH12]. Copyright 2012, with permission fromSpringer Nature.
With the possibility to move the TERS tip over the probed surface with use ofSTM control, nm chemical spatial resolution and atomic topographic resolution can beachieved with high spectral resolution over a wide range of a surface.[DP10; Kur16]The lateral and vertical resolution is discussed in detail in the following section. As aRaman spectroscopy method, TERS is chemically sensitive and the combination withSTM allows to simultaneously probe for topographic surface information. Moreover,the combination with EC-STM allows for studying not only surfaces in vacuum andambient conditions, but also under operando conditions in an electrochemical cell(EC-TERS).[Sch+09; Zen+15; KMV15; Mar+17]

2.2.6.1 Spatial Resolution of TERS
In general, the lateral resolution is the minimum distance between two objects that canbe distinguished from each other. The lateral resolution of conventional optical far-fieldmicroscopes is limited by the diffraction limit of the light used and was described byErnst Abbe in 1873 and is called the Abbe limit. The Abbe limit gives the minimumdistance between two resolved points as d = λ/2NA, with the numerical aperture NAand the wavelength of the used light λ.[Cre11] In the case of self-luminous points, asin classical fluorescence microscopy, the Rayleigh criterion gives the resolution limit of
d = 0.61λ/NA, with the wavelength of the emitted light λ and the numerical aperture
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NA.[Cre11] The Rayleigh criterion is fulfilled if the maximum of the intensity of onediffraction disc of the self-luminous points falls into the minimum of the other one. Withthat, conventional far-field optical microscopy cannot overcome a resolution limit ofapproximately 200 nm in the visible spectrum.In contrast to far-field optics, near-field optics offer a much higher theoretical lateralresolution. TERS, as a near-field Raman spectroscopy technique allows to overcome theclassical resolution limit of the far-field. The lateral resolution of TERS is determinedby the extent of the near field on the sample surface. In the simplest approximation ofthe field distribution by means of a Heaviside function (a function which for x<0 has thevalue 0, for x≥0 the value 1) results in rTERS = rEM = rtip, with the lateral resolutionof TERS rTERS, the lateral expansion of the EM field rEM and the radius of the used tip
rtip.[Pet+05] The more realistic assumption of a Gaussian distribution of the field thatdoes not end sharply, gives a lateral resolution of rTERS =

1

2
· rtip.[Pet+05] Assuminga peak radius of 20 nm, as seen in earlier SEM experiments[Pfi19], this results in alateral resolution of 10 nm.[Pet+05] Experimental results show that a lateral resolutionof 10 nm or better has been obtained in numerous studies under ambient conditionsas well as under operando conditions (EC-TERS).[Ric+17; SSZ10; SP08; Pfi+19] Inaddition, studies have shown exceptionally high resolutions <5 nm in the gap-modeconfiguration, i.e. with a metallic tip and metallic substrate.[Zha+13; Lee+19] In thegap mode configuration, the tip is moved very close (approx. 1 nm) to the sample.Laser excitation induces a dipole in the tip, which forms a mirror dipole in the metallicsurface.[Hay01] The superposition of the field components of the dipoles leads to anamplification and further confinement of the EM field, which leads to an increase of thepossible resolution of TERS.[Hay01; Dom06; Shi+17] Thus, TERS is able to providechemical and topographic information combined during the experiment with a chemicalresolution in the range of a few nanometers and down to atomic topographic resolutionunder UHV and ambient conditions as well as under operando conditions with potentialcontrol.[Ric+17; SSZ10; SP08]

The vertical TERS resolution is determined by the vertical extent of the near field.Studies have shown a vertical distance dependence inversely proportional to s10, withdistance s between the tip and a 2D sample surface.[Pet+05] The strength of the EMfield enhancement of an oscillating dipole decreases inversely proportional with the 3rdpower of the distance s to the dipole.[KB82] As described before, the total enhancementof the TERS signal is proportional to the 4th power of field enhancement. Thus, afterintegration over the observed surface, the distance dependence is inversely proportionalto the 10th power of the distance between the tip and the sample surface.[Dom06;Pet+07; Pet+09; Max+12]
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2.2.6.2 EC-TERS
To run EC-TERS, a bipotentiostat is needed to control the tip potential independentlyof the WE potential, as described previously for EC-STM (2.2.5). The EC-TERS celldesign that is used throughout the TERS experiments in this thesis is shown in figure2.22. The cell is made out of Kel-F®to avoid chemical interactions with the probed

(a) (b)

Figure 2.22.: In-house designed (EC-)TERS cell made out Kel-F®. The cell allows for holdingof a CE and RE, together with a round, single crystal WE (Diameter: 1 cm). The glass windowon one side allows for side illumination at 55°angle. Images adapted from [Pfi19]
material. The cell holds CE and RE wire electrodes and a cylindrical single crystalWE of 1 cm diameter. One side of the cell is closed with a glass window (thickness 170
µm) at an angle of 55° for side illumination of the sample. The glass window is gluedto the Kel-F®body with UV glue (Loctite 3321). After each experiment, the glass slideis removed by boiling in acetone and is exchanged by a new glass slide. The cell isopen at the top so that the tip can approach the sample surface.The EC-TERS setup that is utilized in the experiments throughout this thesis is STM-based and home-built. The specifications of the EC-STM (Keysight TechnologiesGmbH) were described previously in the EC-STM section (Section 2.2.5). A red HeNeLaser (Research Electro Optics Inc. REO LSPR 3501, 632.8 nm, maximum outputpower: 35 mW, p-polarized beam) is focused onto the Au-tip apex, after reducingthe power to approx. 5-8 mW with gray filters (Filter wheel FW212C, Thorlabs),which is then additionally lowered to about 2 mW due to optical abberations at theglass/electrolyte interface. The laser is focused through a 50x long working distanceobjective (Olympus, working distance: 10.6 mm, NA: 0.5) at an angle of 55° relative tothe surface normal. The TER scattered light is collected through the same objectivein backscattering configuration. The detection path involves a dichroic long-passbeam splitter (RazorEdge Dichroic LPD02-633RU-25, Semrock) and subsequentlya long-pass filter (RazorEdge ultra long-pass edge filter LP02-633RE-25, Semrock)with cut-off values of 156 and 79 cm−1, respectively, to filter out the elastic scattering.The low filter cut-off value allows to record TER spectra in a wide spectral range
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between 156 and 4000 cm−1. A spectrograph (Horiba iHR 550) equipped with threegratings (600, 1200, 1800 lines/mm) and a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD camera (HoribaSymphony II) is used for detection of the TER scattered light. To obtain maximumspectral resolution, the 600 lines/mm grating is used in the experiments reportedthroughout this thesis.To allow for focusing, the STM is placed on an x,y piezo stage, while the objectivecan be moved in z-direction. Moreover, a CMOS camera (Mikrotron MC 1362) can be(temporarily) used by introducing a beam splitter into the beam path with white lightillumination to follow the focusing of the laser in the white light image.The tip-sample distance is controlled with the STM by applying a current setpointand tip-sample bias voltage, chosen in a way to obtain TERS enhancement and STMimaging with low noise level.In this thesis, EC-TERS is used to show the presence of a poisoning species during theelectrooxidation of formic acid on a Pd@Au(111) system under operando conditions(Chapter 4).
2.2.7 Fluorescence Microscopy

In most cases, fluorescence microscopy methods make use of the fluorescence of dyemolecules to obtain contrast and produce images of the fluorescence labeled specimen.The specimen is illuminated by an intense and monochromatic light source (eg. alaser) through an objective. The incident light is absorbed by the fluorophor andinduces emmitance of photons due to fluorescence relaxation of the excited states. Theemitted photons show a Stokes shift compared to the incident photon frequency andare measured by a detector to produce the fluorescence image.Most conventional fluorescence microscopy setups are wide-field epifluorescence micro-scopes. In this configuration, the specimen is illuminated over the entire focal planeand the resolution is limited by the Abbe limit. The excitation and collection of emittedphotons uses the same objective. Figure 2.23 shows the schematic of a epifluorescencemicroscope.After being focused to the detector by the objective, the emitted light passes thedichroic mirror. The remaining photons with excitation wavelength are filtered beforethe emitted photons reach the detector.
Many methods have been developed to overcome the resolution limit of fluorescencemicroscopes, such as confocal microscopy, total-internal reflection microscopy, stimu-lated mission depletion microscopy and others. In the work presented in this thesis,a conventional epifluorescence microscope is used to obtain wide-field images of thesample.
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Figure 2.23.: Scheme of a conventional epifluorescence wide-field microscope. The excitationlight illuminates the specimen through an objective. The fluorescence light is collected inreflectance through the same objective. The emitted light passes a dichroic mirror, is filteredfrom the excitation light by a filter and measured on a detector. Image reprinted from [Com]under CC license.
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Hydrogen Evolution Reaction onconfined-space catalysts

The chapter is about the studies on Hydrogen Evolution Reaction on 2D confined
platinum group metal nanoislands on Au(111)
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This chapter is reproduced from the publication ’Daniel Ohm, Katrin F. Domke,
Controlled deposition of 2D-confined Pd or Ir nanoislands on Au(111) following Cu
UPD, and their HER activity, J. Electroanal. Chem., 896, 2021, p. 115285’.[OD21]
The rational design of electrocatalysts with the aim to achieve highest catalyticactivity for specific reactions is a major task in the field of electrochemistry today.One aspect of this rational design is to achieve high mass activity of a catalyst toreduce material of cost-expensive and rare metals such as the metals of the platinumgroup (PGMs). Here, we introduce a two step mechanism to produce 2D-confinedPGM nanoislands on a supportive Au(111) layer via Cu UPD and subsequent galvanicdisplacement of Cu by the desired PGM, in our case Pd and Ir, respectively. We probethe island properties such as island size, inter-island distance and border length ofthe islands as functions of the applied potential during Cu UPD and the duration ofthe applied potential during Cu UPD. We observe a strong dependence of the islandproperties on both Cu UPD parameters that were varied in this study. Even thoughthere is a maximum overall PGM surface coverage of 0.33 ML at the potentials thatwere applied, the island distribution and size increases with UPD duration and alsowith potential. The applied potential during Cu UPD has great influence on the numberof nuclei formed in the early phase of the UPD. The transferred current during theduration of Cu UPD leads to growth of these nuclei to islands.The following chapter focuses on the influence of the island properties on the catalyticactivity of the catalysts for Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER) catalysis.
3.1 Introduction

The challenge to run electrochemical energy conversion reactions at low cost andhigh efficiency requires advanced catalyst materials. The requirements to these ma-terials are availability, low costs and high activity. For reactions such as hydrogenevolution/reduction (HER/HRR) or oxygen evolution/reduction (OER/ORR) reactions,platinum group metals (PGMs), i.e. Pd, Ir or Pt, are well established catalyst materi-als.[EC11; Rak+18; CJ15] One key for cost and material efficiency of catalysts is tomaximize the mass activity, which is defined by the the specific catalytic activity of amaterial for a given (electro)catalytic reaction normalized to the surface area, and, inturn, normalized to the amount (mass) of a catalytically active material.[Li+16a] Oneway to increase the mass activity of a catalyst is to find a submonolayer of catalyticallyactive material on a supporting material that has high activity for a given reaction.Here, we study Pd and Ir nanoislands on a Au(111) layer. Pd submonolayer depositedon Au(111) are one of the most widely studied systems.[SP18] Different ways for Pdsubmonolayer deposition from solution onto Au(111) has been reported. One way toproduce Pd nanoislands is direct underpotential deposition from Pd-salt solution. Theresulting islands grow to irregularly shaped triangles at underpotential prior to forming
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multilayers at overpotential.[Kib+99; Tan+05] Another method is the spontaneousdeposition of Pd from salts, that also lead to island-like structures.[Smi+12] The groupof Feliu found a correlation between the activity of such island-like catalysts and theway they were prepared.[Mel+18] They found that specifics such as applied potentialor the presence of hydrogen atmosphere play a crucial role during the Pd depositiontowards the resulting catalytic activity. Besides the preparation method, the numberof Pd sites influences the activity of the catalyst. Pandelov and Stimming showedthat, counter intuitively, the activity of a Pd submonolayer catalyst increases withdecreasing number of Pd islands on the surface and decreasing layer thickness.[PS07]They found that the rate of HER is enhanced by up to two orders of magnitude by Pdsubmonolayers with an island size down to <5 nm for partial Pd coverages down to0.035 ML. They explain this effect by a spillover of intermediates onto the Au(111)surface. Bulk protons diffuse to the Pd layer where they get adsorbed and discharged,which is a fast step on Pd. On a full Pd monolayer, the rate determining step of HER isthe hydrogen recombination and desorption. On Pd islands, adsorbed and dischargedHads is spilled over onto the Au(111) surface where it recombines to form molecularhydrogen. A dependence of the number of Pd edge sites versus terrace sites on thecurrent density of HER could not be found. Nørskov and co-workers however foundthe importance of Pd rim sites on the catalytic activity in their work on the influence ofPd surface coverage on HER.[Bjö+11]
Here, we focus on a two step routine to form Pd and Ir islands on Au(111). Ourroute toward 2D nanoislands bases on Cu UPD and subsequent galvanic displacementfrom Pd or Ir salt solution. This method is similar to the method published by Adžićand co-workers.[BWA01] Cu UPD is a well-established technique to form regularlydistributed Cu islands on bulk metal electrodes at underpotential.[Mag+90; HMB95;UHW98; HBA01; Her+99] The primary advantage of this two step route is the sepa-ration of island formation (via Cu UPD) and displacement with the target metal. Inprinciple, with our method, it is possible to displace the Cu islands with any more noblemetal. Therefore, no special route for each desired target metal needs to be developed.Moreover, islands prepared in the same way during Cu UPD can later be displaced byvarious other noble metals so that a comparison of the catalyst materials independentof the island properties is possible. With the two step pathway it is possible to tunethe island size between 2 and 40 nm diameter by the choice of Cu UPD potential andduration. The resulting Pd/Au(111) and Ir/Au(111) catalysts are evaluated with respectto their activity to catalyze the HER.
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3.2 Experimental details
The PGM island catalysts were prepared on Au(111) thin films on glass slides. TheAu thin films were prepared by thermal evaporation of Au beads (4N) on N-LaSF9glass slides that were covered by a 5-10 nm thick Cr layer to increase the adhesionof the Au layer. The evaporation was performed with an Edwards FL 400 evaporator.The evaporation rate was 0.05 nm/s at a pressure of <5 · 10−6 mbar. The thicknessof the Au layer is 150-200 nm. The Au/glass slides were cleaned before use byrinsing with MilliQ water (Millipore, 18.2 MΩ, 3 ppb TOC), immersion in 40% HNO3(Suprapur, Merck) for 2 minutes and subsequent rinsing in MilliQ. The glass slides wereflame-annealed prior to the use in the electrochemical cell. The slides were glowed tored multiple times for few seconds with a Bunsen burner flame to avoid melting of theAu layer or the glass slide. After the annealing, the sample was carefully rinsed withMilliQ water. After the rinsing, a Au wire (Merck, diameter: 0.5 mm, 99.997% tracemetal basis) was attached to the sample for contacting. A teflon tape (Hightech-flon,thickness: 0.13 mm) with a hole (diameter 6 mm) was sticked onto the sample to providea well-defined surface area of the electrode.
Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed with a Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT30Potentiostat with a Metrohm Autolab Differential Electrometer Amplifier attached.NOVA (Version 2.1, Windows 7) was used as software for the electrochemical mea-surements. The samples were attached as working electrodes in a three-electrodeconfiguration in a H-Cell with an electrolyte volume of 50 mL. An Au wire was used ascounter electrode. The reference electrode was prepared by hydrogen loading of a Pdwire (0.5 mm diameter, MaTecK, 99.95% metals basis). The loading of the referenceelectrode was carried out in 0.1 M H2SO4 (Suprapur, Merck) and 10 V of appliedpotential between the Pd wire and an Au counter electrode until the gas evolution ofhydrogen evolution at the Pd electrode corresponded roughly to the oxygen evolution atthe counter electrode. If not noted otherwise, the potentials in this study are convertedto and reported versus SHE.
Cu UPD was carried out from freshly prepared 1 mM CuSO4 solution in 0.1 MH2SO4 that was used as electrolyte. All Cu UPD experiments were done using thesame experimental conditions, besides from varying the applied potential or duration ofthe UPD. Prior to the start of the experiment, Ar (6.0 Westfalen) was bubbled throughthe electrolyte for at least 10 minutes. During the experiment, the electrolyte was blan-keted with Ar. The immersion potential of 0.5 V vs Cu/Cu2+ was held for 15 s prior tojumping to the UPD potential in all experiments. After the system reached equilibrium,the target potential of 0.12 or 0.15 V Cu/Cu2+ (0.44 and 0.47 V vs SHE) was set for thedesired duration before switching to open circuit potential. The cell was shut off, the
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sample was removed and briefly rinsed in MilliQ water before the galvanic displacement.
10 mM aqueous solutions form PdCl2 (99%, Merck) and H2IrCl6 (99.8% trace met-als basis, Merck) in 10 mM HCl were used for galvanic displacement. The sampleswere rinsed in MilliQ after the Cu UPD, then directly immersed into the respectivesolution for 10 s and subsequently rinsed carefully with MilliQ water.
Tafel plots were derived from polarization curves in a potential window from -0.2V to +0.2 V vs SHE. The curves were recorded at a scan speed of 25 mV/s versus aH2-loaded Pd reference electrode and an Au wire counter electrode. log|j| was plottedversus the overpotential in the linear regime of the polarization curve and linearly fittedto obtain the Tafel constant (HER onset potential) and Tafel slope.
3.3 Experimental results
3.3.1 Platinum group metal deposition via Cu UPD

Figure 3.1a shows a typical current-time trace recorded during the Cu UPD on Au(111)probes. The current density decreases strongly at short time scale. At the very beginningof the underpotential deposition, a current density of -400 µA/cm2 is measured. After ashort period of 1s, the current density decreased to -50 µA/cm2. With longer depositionduration, the current density converges to 0 µA/cm2.

Figure 3.1.: (a) Typical current-time trace recorded during Cu UPD. The first 23.5 s, thepotential is set to 0.85 V vs SHE to equilibrate the system. Inset: Cu UPD on Au(111). Thelines indicate the chosen potentials for Cu UPD experiments. Both potentials are less positivethan the first reduction peak but more positive than the second reduction peak. (b) Calculatedsurface coverage as function of the Cu UPD duration for both potentials. The surface coveragewas calculated from the respective current-time traces for each sample. Image reprinted from[OD21] under CC license.
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The surface coverage shown in figure 3.1b was calculated from the integrated currentdensity during the underpotential deposition. The charge that is needed to depositone monolayer (ML) Cu onto a Au(111) surface was calculated by integration ofthe current density of the UPD peaks shown in the inset of figure 3.2a to be 0.45
µmC/cm2. The values reported in literature are in a range between 0.35[Shi+95] and0.46 µmC/cm2.[HHI91] At lowest Cu UPD durations, a minimum Cu surface coverage of0.24 ML (deposition at 0.47 V vs SHE) and 0.30 ML (deposition at 0.44 V vs SHE) isobtained, respectively. The surface coverage increases independently from the UPDpotential and reaches a plateau after 16 s (0.47 V) and 8 s (0.44). The plateau value fordepositions at 0.47 V is reached at 0.32 ML, whereas the deposition at lower potentialsof 0.44 V leads to a maximum coverage of 0.33 ML, which is in agreement with themaximum theoretical value of Cu surface coverage at given potentials derived from theCu UPD peak ratio.[Zei+87]The coverage difference resulting from the two deposition potentials is high at shortdeposition durations. At 3 s, the difference between 0.47 V and 0.44 V vs SHE is0.06 ML (20%). To reach a surface coverage of 0.30 ML at a potential of 0.47 V vsSHE, a deposition duration of 10 s is needed. The results show that the dependenceof the surface coverage on the deposition potential is much greater than the one onthe deposition duration. This fact can be understood based on the current-time traceshown in 3.1a. The initial current density, which is potential controlled (among otherproperties like surface condition that are not part of this study), vanishes quickly withtime and reaches values of less than 25% of the initial current density after 1 s. At3 s, which corresponds to the first datapoint in 3.1b, the initial current density haslowered to a value of less than 5% of the initial current density. Deposition durationslonger than 3 s contribute with small charge densities to the total transferred charge,compared to the initial 3 s.Similar to their effect on the total PGM surface coverage, Cu UPD potential andduration also play a role to control the resulting island size and distribution. Figure3.2 shows two current-time traces recorded during Cu UPD at 0.44 and 0.47 vs SHE,respectively. The initial current density at a potential of 0.44 vs SHE is -9.8 · 10−5

µA/cm2. At a more positive deposition potential of 0.47 V vs SHE, the initial currentdensity is only -7.8 · 10−5 µA/cm2, 20.4% less than at 0.44 V Cu UPD potential.The current density decay with time is a little larger at more positive potentialcompared to the lower deposition potential. After the first 0.5 s of deposition, thecurrent density decays to -1 · 10−5 µA/cm2 at 0.47 V. At 0.44 V, the current densityafter 0.5 s decayed less to -1.5 · 10−5 µA/cm2. After 2 s, the current density is equal atboth potentials. These findings show, that at the initial time of the Cu UPD, at lowerpotentials, more charge is transferred into the system, leading to a significant highersurface coverage. At longer durations of the Cu UPD, the transferred charge for bothpotentials equalizes. That means that the island growth rate at longer durations isequal for both potentials that were subject of this study.An important aspect of island fabrication following a two-step route via Cu UPDand subsequent displacement is the stability of the intermediate Cu islands after Cu
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Figure 3.2.: Two typical current time traces for Cu UPD potentials of 0.44 V and 0.47 V vs SHE,respectively. The black curve shows the trace recorded at 0.47 V vs SHE. It has a maximumcurrent density of -7.8 · 10−5 µA/cm2 which quickly decays to 1 · 10−5 µA/cm2 after 1 s. Redcurve shows the current-time trace at 0.44 V vs SHE. The maximum current density at theinitiation of the deposition is -9.8 · 10−5 µA/cm2.
UPD in air and after rinsing with water. Figure 3.3 shows ambient STM images ofCu islands without rinsing with MilliQ (3.3a) and after rinsing in MilliQ (3.3b). Theimages do not show significant differences in island shape, distribution and size afterthe two procedures and imaging under ambient conditions.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3.: Ambient STM images of Cu islands on Au(111) recorded after Cu UPD at the sameconditions. Image (a) shows a sample that was not rinsed in MilliQ after the UPD. Sample (b)was rinsed carefully in MilliQ prior to imaging. Image reprinted from [OD21] under CC license.
Potential leftovers of Cu after the galvanic displacement process as well as thepresence of Pd and Ir, respectively, was monitored by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS). Figure 3.4a shows the full range (0-1200 eV) XP spectrum of a Pd/Au(111)
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sample. It shows peaks at 58 and 84 eV that can be assigned to the Au-5p3 andAu-4f7 electrons.[ST] Furthermore peaks at 88.2, 285 and 337 eV are found. These areassigned to the Pd4s electrons, carbon and Pd3d, respectively.[ST] Figure 3.4b showthe XP spectrum in the Cu2p3 range from 900 to 960 eV, where no peak can be found,which is in accordance with a complete displacement of the Cu with the respectivePGMs during the galvanic displacement process.
(a) (b)

Figure 3.4.: (a) XP spectrum of Pd/Au(111) in the full range of 0 to 1200 eV. Peaks can befound at 58, 84, 88, 285 and 337 eV. (b) Small range XP spectrum in the Cu2p3 region from900 to 960 eV. Image reprinted from [OD21] under CC license.
Figure 3.5 shows XP spectra recorded in the ranges of (a) 45-75 eV, (b) 70-95 eV, (c)270-300 eV and (d) 320-350 eV. Figure 3.5a shows one clear peak at 57 eV associatedwith the Au5p3 electrons. Peaks at 84 and 88 eV that are assigned to the Au4f7 andAu4f5 electrons[ST], respectively, are found in (b). 3.5c and d show two peaks at 285(C1s) and 337 eV (Pd3d), respectively.[ST] The XP spectra show no residues of Cu lefton the samples within the detection limits of the XPS experiment Typical detectionlimits for XPS experiments are within 0.1 to 1 atomic percent.[Sha14] Moreover, Pdspecific peaks are visible in the spectra at 337 eV. Figure 3.5e shows the XP spectrum ofIr/Au(111) from 45 to 75 eV. Compared to the Pd/Au(111) spectrum in 3.5c, 2 additionalpeaks at 62 and 64 eV are found and assigned to the presence of Ir (Ir4s and Ir4f5,respectively) on the sample.[ST]The effect of the applied Cu UPD potential on the island properties is also evidentin the STM images of the surface after Cu UPD and subsequent galvanic displacementof the Cu submonolayer with a PGM. Figure 3.6 shows ambient STM images recordedon a Au(111) surface after Cu UPD and subsequent galvanic displacement for 6 s at0.44 V (a) and 0.47 V vs SHE (b), respectively.The resulting submonolayer has the form of island-like structures. The Pd islandsresulting from Cu UPD at 0.44 V are equally distributed and have an average islanddiameter of 3.4±0.5 nm. Figure 3.6b shows less uniform island distribution and largerislands with average diameter of 13.8±3.8 nm grown at a Cu UPD potential of 0.47 Vvs SHE. The total PGM surface coverages at these Cu UPD settings are 0.32 ML (0.44V) and 0.28 ML (0.47 V). Note that the CVs indicate a coverage between 0.24 and 0.33ML for all experiments dependent on the respective applied deposition potential andduration while STM images only provide information over a small observation area,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 3.5.: Small range XP spectra of Pd/Au(111). Insets indicate relevant assignments forpossible peaks in the range. (e) XP spectrum of Ir/Au(111) with additional peaks at 62 and64 eV, that indicates the presence of Ir on the surface. Image reprinted from [OD21] under CClicense.
which causes a variance in surface coverage that reaches from less than 5% to 65%,thus reaching values much higher than the theoretical maximum of 33%.Figure 3.7 shows the Pd island size as a function of deposition duration appliedduring Cu UPD for both used potentials. The sizes were measured from STM imagesand show average values of multiple islands measured on different samples.The trend shows an increase in island size with longer deposition durations. At
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6.: Ambient STM images of Pd/Au(111). The Cu UPD potentials were chosen to be0.44 V vs SHE (a) and 0.47 V vs SHE (b), respectively. With less positive deposition potential,the islands are distributed more uniformly and are smaller compared to deposition at a morepositive deposition potential. Image reprinted from [OD21] under CC license.
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Figure 3.7.: Pd island size as a function of Cu UPD duration and potential. The average islandsizes where obtained from STM image analysis. The average size increases with Cu UPDduration until it reaches a plateau after 6 s at 0.47 V vs SHE (black dots). The island size at0.44 V increases linearly from 3 s to 6 s (grey triangles). Image reprinted from [OD21] underCC license.
short durations of 3 s, the STM images show average island sizes of 2.3±0.6 nmat 0.44 V and 5.2±0.7 nm at 0.47 V. The size increases for both potentials up to adeposition duration of 6 s, reaching sizes of 3.4±0.5 nm (0.44 V) and 13.8±3.8 nm(0.47 V), respectively. At a deposition potential of 0.47 V, the island size reaches aplateau after 6 s. It is evident that the size deviation is much smaller for smaller islandsizes at lower Cu UPD durations and also smaller for the less positive depositionpotential of 0.44 V vs SHE. At 0.44 V, the size deviation is small for all durationswith standard deviations (SD) from the mean island size of less than 1 nm. At 0.47V, however, the size deviation increases with deposition duration, leading to islandsthat are less uniform in size. At 3 s, the SD at 0.47 V is only 0.7 nm, comparable tothe SDs at 0.44 V. After 6 s deposition, the island size SD is 3.8 nm for 0.47 V. The
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island height is not influenced by the deposition duration. The sub-monolayer of Cuis always replaced by mono-atomically high PGM islands. The height of the islandsis 0.33 nm, close to the atomic diameter of Pd of 0.34 nm.[80] For some samples, wealso observe islands with smaller diameter compared to the surrounding islands withheights of about 0.1 nm. The height of Ir islands found to be 0.37 nm, which is slightlyhigher than the Ir atomic diameter of 0.36 nm.[80]Another intrinsic property of a 2D confined island-like catalyst is the inter-islanddistance. This property can be extracted from STM images. The inter-island distancesfor Pd islands on Au(111) resulting from different Cu UPD conditions are listed intable 3.1.
Table 3.1.: Inter island distances and boundary lengths as functions of the Cu UPD depositionproperties of resulting Pd islands on Au(111).Depositionpotential [V] Depositionduration [s] Inter islanddistance [nm] Relative boundarylength [µm/µm2] Islanddiameter [nm]0.47 3 6.1 102.4 5.20.47 4 6.8 49.3 6.30.47 5 5.1 160.4 5.10.47 6 4.8 102.5 13.80.47 10 5.1 86.1 11.80.44 6 1.5 227.1 3.4

It can be noted that the inter-island distance resulting from a deposition potentialof 0.47 V is in the range between 4.8 and 6.8 nm. At 0.44 V after a deposition timeof 6 s, the inter-island distance is only 1.5 nm, which is less than half of the averagedistance of samples prepared at 0.47 V. At high deposition durations, the inter-islanddistance cannot be measured anymore, because the islands start to grow into eachother and merge to larger islands, which can be seen in the average island diameterof a sample prepared over 14 s of Cu UPD, which is extraordinary large with a valueof 68 nm. The relative length of boundaries per area strongly depends on the spotat which the STM image was recorded. In principal, the relative boundary lengthshould be proportional to the island diameter at equal surface coverages. Dependingon the spot on the surface, the surface coverage that is measured in the image differsdramatically in a range between 4.3% and 65%, which makes the boundary length notfully comparable.
3.3.2 Island size and distribution effect on the HER activity

We evaluate the 2D island catalysts by their ability to catalyze the hydrogen evolutionreaction (HER). We measured the transferred charge at -0.2 V vs SHE, ie. at sufficientoverpotential for HER, the HER onset potential, i.e. the overpotential of HER and the
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Tafel slopes of each catalyst as function of the island properties. We use a pristineAu(111) electrode as reference for the improved catalytic activity after Cu UPD andPGM displacement. The onset potential of HER was measured to be -0.13 V vsSHE under the given experimental conditions. Literature values of -0.02 V have beenmeasured with a rotating-disc electrode[Str+13; ACH90] and are therefore not fullycomparable to our system that is not corrected for diffusion limitations at the staticelectrode. The charge densities were measured by integration of the current densityfrom the HER onset to -0.2 V vs SHE. For Au(111), a value of 1.67 µQ/cm2 was foundbetween -0.13 V and -0.2 V vs SHE. Figure 3.8 shows the respective HER chargedensities for Pd/Au(111) (•) and Ir/Au(111) (�) as function of the deposition durationof Cu UPD at 0.47 V vs SHE.

Figure 3.8.: HER charge density of Pd/Au(111) (•) and Ir/Au(111) (�) as function of thedeposition duration during Cu UPD at 0.47 V vs SHE. The lines are guides to the eye toindicate the increase and decrease of catalytic activity for HER. Image reprinted from [OD21]under CC license.
The data show an initial increase of the charge density for Pd/Au(111) from adeposition duration of 3 s (21.6 µQ/cm2) to a maximum of 47.7 µQ/cm2 at 12 s. Afterreaching the maximum, the HER charge density decreases to 31.7 µQ/cm2 at 18 s ofdeposition time. The trend is shown in the figure as a black line which serves as guideto the eye. Ir/Au(111) shows a similar trend as Pd/Au(111). At a short depositionduration of 4 s, a HER charge density of 6.31 µQ/cm2 is measured. The charge densitymaximum of 33.4 µQ/cm2 is found at a deposition duration of 10 s, which is at shorterdeposition durations than the Pd based catalyst. At a deposition duration of 14 s, thecharge density decreases to 14.7 µQ/cm2. The dependence of the island size on thedeposition duration is shown in Figure 3.7. The HER charge density increases withincreasing island size for both, Pd and Ir catalysts before it reaches a maximum atan island diameter of ca. 15 and 13 nm, respectively. At longer deposition durations,the islands begin to merge and the total boundary length decreases. The HER chargedensity follows this trend.
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Pd/Au(111) prepared at 0.44 V vs SHE during Cu UPD shows significant higher chargedensities compared to samples prepared at 0.47 V. The charge density of a Pd catalystprepared with 3 s deposition duration during Cu UPD at 0.44 V is 114.2 µQ/cm2, 528%higher than the same sample prepared at 0.47 V vs SHE (21.6 µQ/cm2). The sampleprepared at 0.44 V for 6 s shows a HER charge density of 196.8 µQ/cm2.The HER onset potential is found to be independent of the properties of the islands,i.e. independent of the island size, spacing or PGM coverage. In case of Pd/Au(111),the HER onset potential is -0.06 V vs SHE. The HER onset for Ir/Au(111) is found tobe -0.10 V vs SHE. The overpotential of HER for Pd and Ir islands on Au(111) thus is70 mV and 30 mV smaller compared to Au(111).The Tafel slope of a catalyst for a given catalyzed reaction shows the efficiency ofthe catalyst to produce current on changes of the applied potential, i.e. how muchoverpotential needs to be applied to increase the current. The Tafel slopes of Pd/Au(111)(N: 0.44 V, �: 0.47 V) and Ir/Au(111) (•) as function of Cu UPD deposition duration,i.e. island size are shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9.: Tafel slopes of Pd/Au(111) (N: 0.44 V, �: 0.47 V) and Ir/Au(111) (•) as function ofCu UPD deposition duration, i.e. island size. Image reprinted from [OD21] under CC license.
The data show that the Tafel slopes are in general higher for the Pd based catalyststhan for the Ir based ones. For Pd/Au(111) prepared at 0.47 V vs SHE, the averageTafel slope is 86±5 mV/dec. The slope is independent of the deposition time. Thevalue at 10 s is an outlier that is also visible in the island size of that particularsample. The Tafel slope of Pd/Au(111) prepared at 0.44 V is 96±7.5 mV/dec, whichis 10 mV/dec higher than the one of 0.47 V samples. Ir/Au(111) has an average Tafelslope of 68±14 mV/dec, thus 18 mV/dec lower than Pd/Au(111) prepared at the sameCu UPD potential.
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3.3.3 2D island stability under operando conditions
Figure 3.10a shows the maximum HER current density for Pd/Au(111) (black) andIr/Au(111) (grey) as function of the number of CV cycles in a potential range of -0.2 Vto 0.5 V vs SHE. The loss of maximum HER current density is about 1% and 5% after50 CV cycles for Pd and Ir island catalysts, respectively. It can be noted, that in caseof Pd/Au(111), the HER activity increases and decreases in a wavy pattern with anactivity maximum every 4-5 cycles.(a) (b)

Figure 3.10.: (a) Long-term stability of Pd/Au(111) (black) and Ir/Au(111) (grey) showed asmaximum HER current density as function of the number of cyclovoltammetric cycles n a rangebetween -0.2 V and 0.5 V vs SHE. (b) Maximum HER current density of Pd/Au(111) as functionof the upper potential limit of consecutive CV scans. Image reprinted from [OD21] under CClicense.
The stability of the Pd/Au(111) system was also probed in a wider potential rangeto determine the potential onset of HER activity loss in line with the oxidation of thePd islands. The HER current density is shown in Figure 3.10b as function of the upperpotential limit of respective CVs over three cycles. The HER current density decreaseslinearly from -588 µA/cm2 to -552 µA/cm2 in the potential range from 0.6 to 0.8 V.Further increase of the upper potential limit to 0.9 V leads to a sharp decrease ofcatalytic activity and a HER current density of only -118 µA/cm2. After this potential,the HER current density decreases further to a minimum of -17 µA/cm2 at 1.5 V vsSHE. Due to the onset of Au oxidation, the HER activity raises to -53 µA/cm2 at 1.7 Vvs SHE.

3.4 Influence of Cu UPD properties on island characteristics
The deposition potential of Cu UPD was chosen to deposit not more than 1/3 of a MLto avoid merging of the islands that are mainly concentrated at the Au steps.[Ovi+16]
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The deposition of the first third of a ML starts at 0.55 V vs SHE. A full monolayer of Cuon Au(111) is deposited at 0.35-0.37 V prior to the start of Cu bulk deposition lowerthan 0.32 V vs SHE.[Zei+87]. The deposition potentials of 0.44 and 0.47 V vs SHE(Figure 3.1a) therefore lead to maximum surface coverage of 0.33 ML. The results showthat a maximum surface coverage of 0.33 ML for Pd islands is reached at 0.44 V after8 s and >18 s for 0.47 V vs SHE (Figure 3.1b), in line with the theoretical maximumof 0.33 ML at deposition potentials above 0.34 V.[May+19] The surface coverage vsdeposition time curve is shifted towards longer durations for more positive depositionpotentials. This can be understood in terms of the exponential behavior of the currentvs time trace. At the initial moment of the UPD, the current strongly depends on theapplied potential. At lower potentials, the initial current is much higher, and, therefore,leads to a larger amount of Cu deposited on the surface compared to higher potentials.At durations >1 s, the growth of surface coverage is small compared to the influence ofthe applied potential. This can be used to fine-tune the amount of Cu deposited on thesurface. Higher deposition potentials allow more control of the amount of Cu whilelower deposition potentials lead to higher coverage in shorter time.
The current-time traces show exponential behavior for both applied potentials (0.44and 0.47 V vs SHE) during Cu UPD (Figure 3.2). The exponential decay of the currentindicate that the UPD process is not merely diffusion controlled.[HRK94] On the otherhand, a process following purely the nucleation and growth law would show a current-time trace that show a local minimum followed by a current maximum.[Gar+07] The CuUPD 2D nucleation and growth process is rate limited by a lattice incorporation process(2DLI). Nucleation rate and the number density of active sites are both dependent onthe applied potential during Cu UPD.[PGB00] STM images of Pd/Au(111) prepared byCu UPD at 0.44 and 0.47 V vs SHE, respectively, show a significant difference in thenumber of islands and the size of the islands (Figure 3.6). At lower deposition potential,the amount of islands is much higher compared to the more positive potential of 0.47 V.This shows the higher nucleation rate for lower potentials. At lower potential, morenuclei are formed in the initial stage of Cu UPD. Palomar-Pardavé et al. have shownthat higher overpotentials for Cu UPD require less Cu atoms to form a stable nucleusthan lower overpotentials. The critical nucleus size is smaller for lower potentials. Afterthe early step of nucleation, the current density decays exponentially. The transferredcharge required to reduce the same amount of Cu from solution is the same, independentof the applied potential. Both, high and low deposition potentials, follow a t−1/2 law,i.e. the island growth is diffusion limited by the mass transport of Cu to the electrode,which is in agreement with literature.[Sta+78] This means that a similar charge leads tothe growth of very different numbers of nuclei. In case of the lower deposition potentialof 0.44 V, many nuclei have been formed and the charge transferred after the initialstage leads to growth of these nuclei. A similar charge leads to the growth of muchfewer nuclei in case of the higher potential. That means that in case of more negativedeposition potentials, more islands are formed during nucleation and the islands grow
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smaller on average compared to more positive deposition potentials because of diffusionlimitations. The total amount of Cu deposited after the early nucleation step is thesame for both potentials.The differences in surface coverage calculated from STM image analysis and the CVdata are a result of the different measuring techniques. The CV data are average dataover the total exposed surface area of the electrode and therefore show values of thesurface coverage that are at or below the theoretical maximum of 0.33 ML. STM images,however, can only show one small area of the total electrode surface. Surface coveragevalues obtained from STM images show values with a large variation between 5% and65% coverage. This large variation of surface coverage indicates that this value stronglydepends on the imaged area. Thus, STM images can be used to show qualitativetrends for island size and inter-island spacing but they cannot be used to quantify theefficiency of the displacement process or Cu UPD.The heights of the islands are in line with theoretical expectations. Pd islands showheights of 0.33 nm, the atomic diameter of Pd is 0.34 nm.[80] However, it can be notedthat some STM images of Pd/Au(111) show islands with an apparently smaller heightof about 0.1 nm. Flatter islands are only observed in STM images recorded in ambientenvironment, and therefore, auto-oxidation of the islands can not be ruled out. (Partial)oxidation of the Pd islands could lead to smaller tunneling current and thus to smallerapparent height of the islands.[Meh+20] We speculate that these flatter islands arepartially oxidized Pd islands.
Just like the island size, the inter-island distance also depends on the appliedpotential during Cu UPD. The more nuclei are formed per unit area, the smaller thedistance between these nuclei. The effect gets attenuated by the fact that at higherpotential the islands grow larger and therefore the inter-island distance gets smaller.Nonetheless, the inter-island distance of Pd islands produced at 0.47 V vs SHE (4.8nm) is three times higher than corresponding islands produced at 0.44 V vs SHE (1.5nm). The length of the island boundaries is also strongly effected by the appliedpotential because it is also a function of the number of nuclei formed in the earlynucleation phase. The more nuclei are formed, the more islands are formed per unitarea. More separate islands at the same surface coverage means more rim sites andtherefore a larger island boundary length. At a deposition duration of 6 s, the islandboundary length of Pd/Au(111) formed at 0.44 V is more than twice as long as seenfor Pd/Au(111) formed at 0.47 V (Table 3.1). This effect remains until the islandsbegin to merge because the inter-island distance gets to small for long depositiondurations. Merging of the islands is not favorable because the number of Pd/Au rimsites is drastically lowered when the islands tends towards merging to a large overlayer.
Even though the applied potential and deposition duration are applied during CuUPD and therefore influence the characteristics of the Cu islands prior to the galvanic
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displacement with Pd or Ir, the effect of the UPD properties on the island properties istransferable to the final Pd/Au(111) catalyst. STM images of Cu islands after Cu UPDand subsequent rinsing in MilliQ (according to the procedure we use) do not showsignificant differences to samples that were not rinsed subsequently after Cu UPD, sothat we can assume that the island shape is reproduced during galvanic displacementwith Pd. Moreover, XP spectra do not show residues of Cu on the surface after galvanicdisplacement. In case of Ir, we see on average larger islands compared to Pd/Au(111)produced under the same conditions. For Ir/Au(111), the islands appear less uniformthan for Pd/Au(111), with a larger distribution of island size. The standard deviation ofthe size for Ir/Au(111) is about twice as high as for Pd/Au(111). This can be explainedby two factors. One factor is the metal displacement reaction for the two PGMs shownbelow. In case of Pd, the galvanic displacement reaction employs a bivalent Pd salt(H2PdCl4), that has an electron ratio of 1:1 when exchanged with Cu to Cu2+.
H2PdCl4 + Cu0 −→ Pd0

(s) + 4Cl− + 2H+ + Cu2+ (3.1)
Ir, however, is employed in form of the salt H2IrCl6, containing an Ir ion with a chargeof +4. Given the RedOx reaction, the ratio when exchanged with Cu to Cu2+ is 1:2instead of 1:1.

H2IrCl6 + 2Cu0 −→ Ir0(s) + 6Cl− + 2H+ + 2Cu2+ (3.2)
The consequence of this charge difference is that Cu islands are separated into smalleragglomerations of Ir during the galvanic displacement process, because two Cu atomsare needed to be exchanged for one Ir atom. The high mobility of the Ir atoms on thegold surface together with the space released between the individual atoms leads tothe formation of small Ir agglomerates. These agglomerations can then merge togetherto form islands due to ad-atom diffusion. The resulting islands are less uniform in theirsize distribution compared to Pd/Au(111). The second factor for the difference betweenPd/Au(111) and Ir/Au(111) is the stability of the ad-atoms on Au(111). Pd is known tointeract strongly with Au, forming (subsurface) alloys sometimes. Ir, on the other hand,is essentially not miscible with Au[Gon12] and can therefore be expected to possesa higher mobility on Au(111) than Pd. This would favor more ad-atom diffusion andgrowth of the islands to larger size with larger size distribution, as the formed islandstend to merge to reduce the number of undersaturated rim sites.
3.5 Effect of island characteristics on HER

We evaluate the efficiency of the 2D confined catalysts by their activity to catalyzethe HER. In terms of mass-activity, an optimized catalyst should have largest possiblecurrent densities, low overpotential and relatively low PGM surface coverage. The
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pristine Au(111) electrode is used as reference for a surface coverage of 0%. Themeasured onset potential of HER for Au(111) of -0.13 V vs SHE differs by 0.11 V fromliterature values of -0.02 V.[ACH90; Str+13] This difference is because of differentmeasuring techniques. We do not use a rotating disc electrode and, therefore, cannot correct for diffusion limitations during our measurements, thus, our results arenot quantitatively comparable to literature. Nonetheless, we can compare qualitativetrends. Moreover, we can quantitatively compare the different samples measured withour method.
The HER onset for Pd/Au(111) and Ir/Au(111) was found to be -0.06 and -0.10 Vvs SHE, respectively, independent of the island characteristics. The shift of +70 mVand +30 mV of the Pd and Ir samples versus Au(111) is in qualitative agreement withliterature that report a more positive HER onset potential for Pd compared to Ir (andeven more positive compared to pristine Au(111)).[ACH90]. The independence of theoverpotential for HER on the island characteristics shows that the overpotential ofHER is only material dependent and, under given conditions, not a function of islandsize or inter-island spacing. The material dependency of HER kinetics was alreadyfound by Butler[BK32] in 1936 and later explained by Trasatti.[Tra72] The latterone related the exchange current density of HER to the bond strength between metalcatalyst and adsorbed H atoms Hads and presented his results in volcano plots.[Tra72;PT94] Efficient HER catalysis requires a H-bond-strength of about 230 kJ/mol.[Tra72]The bond strength of Au-Hads with about 190 kJ/mol is too weak to efficiently cat-alyze HER.[Tra72] The Ir-Hads bond strength on the other hand is too strong (250kJ/mol).[Tra72] Pd exhibits a Pd-Hads bond strength suitable for efficient HER cataly-sis.[Tra72] Also other properties of metal catalysts have been proposed to correlate withthe activity for HER catalysis such as the electron work function[CB56; Boc47; KN30],the extend of the d-electron character of the metal[ASD79; Vij71], the inter-atomicdistance in the lattice[Lei49] or the potential of zero charge (pzc).[Ant60; HW87; Bru+84]
Unlike the onset potential of HER, we find that the HER charge density stronglydepends of the island characteristics and thus, on the Cu UPD conditions. The HERcharge density as a function of the deposition duration for Pd/Au(111) and Ir/Au(111)prepared at 0.47 V vs SHE is shown in Figure 3.8. It can be seen that prior to the startof island merging at deposition durations longer than 12 s, a maximum in HER chargedensity exists for both catalyst materials. A similar effect has been reported before fordirectly deposited Pd overlayers on Au(111).[Smi+12; Tan+05] At highest ad-metalsurface coverages of 0.32 ML (18 s and 14 s Cu UPD deposition duration at 0.47 V vsSHE for Pd and Ir islands, respectively), the HER charge density drops. It has beensuggested previously in different studies that the primarily HER active sites are defectsites such as kink sites or step-edges.[HB07; Len+19; Fes+18] The rim sites betweenAu(111) and the respective islands can be considered as such defect sites. Bjorketum
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et al. published a detailed theoretical study on HER on Pd submonolayers on Au(111)in which they predicted a similar maximum in HER exchange current density and strongcatalytic contribution of the rim sites.[Bjö+11] Here, we find that the number of activerim sites grows with the growing circumference of the islands. With further islandgrowth, the ad-atom diffusion path drops below a critical length and the islands beginto merge. Merging of the islands leads to a decrease of the number of active edgesites resulting in a decrease of catalytic activity even though the total ad-metal surfacecoverage increases. Figure 3.11 shows the correlation between the increase of theboundary length (�) with deposition time and the increase in HER charge density (•)for Pd/Au(111) (0.47 V vs SHE).

Figure 3.11.: Total boundary length (�) and HER charge density (•) as functions of thedeposition duration during Cu UPD for Pd/Au(111) prepared at 0.47 V vs SHE.
We find a steady increase in rim length up to a deposition duration of 14 s. Thisincrease correlates well with the increase in HER charge density. Note that the islandedge length only gives a crude approximation of the number of active sites as it doesnot include defect or kink sites in/on the catalyst islands. Comparing the results fromPd/Au(111) samples prepared at different deposition potentials of 0.44 and 0.47 Vvs SHE, we find a significant difference in HER activity. At 0.44 V vs SHE, we findsmall islands (3.4 nm) with small inter-island distances (1.5 nm) and a high boundarylength of 227.1 µm/µm2. For Pd/Au(111) prepared at 0.47 V vs SHE, we find biggerislands (13.8 nm) with a larger inter-island distance of 4.8 nm and a boundary length of102.5 µm/µm2. The resulting HER charge densities are 196.8 µC/cm2 and 30.8 µC/cm2,respectively. We see that the high boundary length of the small islands leads to asignificant higher HER activity compared to the smaller boundary length. If we assumethat during HER, one electron is transferred per active Pd atom, we can calculate thenumber of atoms per unit area nPd for the samples to be 1.23 · 1021 atoms/cm2 (0.44V, 6s) and 1.93 · 1020 atoms/cm2 (0.47 V, 6s). Further, we can assume that only Pdedge atoms are active sites for HER catalysis. Then nPd is the number of edge atomsper unit area. From STM images, we can estimate the approximate number of edge
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atoms from the boundary lengths to be 6.63 · 1013 atoms/cm2 (0.44 V, 6s) and 3.01 · 1013atoms/cm2 (0.47 V, 6s). These numbers estimated from STM analysis are much lowerthan the numbers calculated from HER charge densities but are in qualitative agreement.
The Tafel slopes for Pd/Au(111) after Cu UPD@0.47 V vs SHE range between 80and 90 mV/dec with an average Tafel slope of 86 mV/dec. The average Tafel slope forIr/Au(111) after Cu UPD@0.47 V is 68 mV/dec, thus 18 mV/dec lower than the averagePd sample. For Pd/Au(111) prepared from Cu UPD@0.44 V, the average Tafel slopeis 96 mV/dec, 10 mV higher than the samples prepared at 0.47 V. A pristine Au(111)has a Tafel slope of 110 mV/dec. From the Tafel slopes, the rate determining stepof the mechanism of the catalyzed reaction, i.e. HER, can be derived. For pristineAu(111) with a Tafel slope of 110 mV/dec, a Volmer-Heyrowsky Mechanism can beassigned.[Smi+12] This mechanism is characterized by a Volmer step describing theadsorption and reduction of H atoms and thus lead to a MHads species. The subsequentand rate determining Heyrowsky step describes the formation of molecular hydrogenfrom the adsorbed intermediate[BB08]:

MHads + H+ + e− −→ M + H2 (3.3)
The Pd/Au(111) and Ir/Au(111) catalysts show significant lower Tafel slows. Lower Tafelslopes are an indication for lateral interactions between adsorbed hydrogen and surfaceatoms.[Smi+12] These lateral interactions lead to a change in the rate determiningstep from a Heyrosky step to a Volmer step. The Volmer step describes the formationof molecular hydrogen by direct interaction of two adsorbed intermediates[BB08]:

MHads + MHads −→ 2M + H2 (3.4)
The mechanism of HER can therefore be assigned as Volmer-Tafel mechanism forIr/Au(111) with the rate determining Tafel step, as indicated by low Tafel slopes. Theslightly higher Tafel slopes of Pd/Au(111) indicate a mixture of the mechanisms, i.e.a Volmer-Heyrosky mechanism with slow Volmer steps, as has also been reported inprevious studies for the Pd/Au(111) HER system.[Smi+12] The small deviations fromthe average Tafel slope in case of Pd/Au(111) samples prepared at different depositiondurations show that the island morphology plays a secondary role for the mechanism ofHER. Smaller islands, however, tend to push the HER towards the Volmer-Heyrowskymechanism, as indicated by the higher Tafel slopes of samples prepared at 0.44 V.
3.6 2D catalyst stability

The charge density in the HER region is an indicator of the presence of catalyticallyactive Pd or Ir sites on the Au surface. A decrease of HER charge density thus is an
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indication of a decrease in the number of active sites. We have probed the long termstability of the catalysts in a small potential range from -0.2 V to 0.5 V and on anincreasing potential range with increasing upper limit.In the small potential range, we observe a loss in charge density of <1% for Pd/Au(111)and 5% for Ir/Au(111) over 50 CV cycles. This indicates a higher stability of the Pdislands comapred to the Ir islands. Moreover it shows that the catalyst can be usedover at least 50 cycles without loosing most of its catalytic activity for HER.We find that the critical upper potential limit for the onset of severe loss of catalyticactivity lies between 0.8 and 0.9 V vs SHE. This finding is in agreement with theonset of Pd defect oxidation starting at 0.84 V vs SHE.[Tan+05] In case of Pd islands,we have highly reactive undercoordinated Pd edge sites that are easy to oxidize.We expect that the oxidation of Pd nanoislands leads to (partial) dissolution of theislands and, therefore, irreversible partial degradation of the sample and loss of itscatalytic activity.[El-02] The oxidation of defect sites, such as steps or kink sites, isthermodynamically favorable over the terrace oxidation. This is why we expect theoxidation to start at the Pd/Au rims which would lead to a fast inhibition of the HERactivity.Due to the thermodynamics of surface oxidation, the size distribution should play a rolefor the onset of island degradation. A large number of small islands exhibits a higherrim-to-terrace site ratio, and, therefore should be more oxidation prone compared tolarger islands with relatively smaller boundary length.
3.7 Summary and outlook

In this work we have presented a simple route for fabrication of 2D confined PGMnanoislands on Au(111) that function as efficient 2D HER catalysts with respect to themass activity via two steps, Cu UPD and subsequent galvanic displacement (Figure3.12). The size and surface distribution of the resulting islands and thus the HERactivity can be well controlled by tuning the applied potential and duration of the CuUPD step.The Cu islands resulting from the Cu UPD step can easily be displaced by any morenoble metal, here by Pd and Ir to form Pd/Au(111) and Ir/Au(111), respectively. Wefind that a lower deposition potential of 0.44 V vs SHE leads to small islands withan average diameter of 2-3 nm while a higher deposition potential of 0.47 V vs SHEleads to the formation of larger islands with diameters that range from 5 to 14 nm.The island size parameters can be further controlled by tuning the deposition duration.The different size distribution resulting from different applied Cu UPD potentials isa result of the different number of nuclei formed in the early phase of Cu UPD. Atlower potentials, more nuclei are formed compared to at higher potentials. In the latergrowth phase, the nuclei grow to larger islands consuming a similar Cu mass, thus
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Figure 3.12.: Schematics of the presented two-step route towards 2D confined PGM nanoislandsvia Cu UPD and subsequent galvanic displacement. The fabrication of these islands is highlycontrollable via tuning of the applied potential and duration of the Cu UPD. The quality ofthe resulting catalyst was images by STM and probed by its ability to catalyze HER via CV.Image reprinted from [OD21] under CC license.
leading to bigger islands when fewer nuclei are available. The average inter-islanddistance is small for lower potentials (1.5 nm, Pd/Au(111)) and about three times largerfor the higher deposition potential (4.8 nm). For Ir/Au(111), the inter-island distanceis extraordinarily high with an average of 12.1 nm. This finding is explained by thehigh mobility of Ir on Au(111) compared to Pd, which is known to be able to form(subsurface) alloys on Au(111). Moreover, the different inter-island distance betweenPd and Ir islands can be explained by the ratio of Cu to Ir and Pd, respectively, in thegalvanic displacement process. The Cu-to-metal exchange ratio is 1:1 for Cu to Pd and2:1 for Cu to Ir. In the latter case, this leads to a wider size distribution and largerinter-island distances.We have characterized the different samples by their ability to catalyze the HER. Wefind that the HER charge density varies as a function of deposition duration at 0.47V. The HER activity increases with increasing deposition time (and thus, island sizeand boundary length) before a critical duration is reached. For durations longer thanthat critical duration of 14 s and 10 s for Pd and Ir based catalysts, respectively, weobserve a decrease of catalytic activity. Our data suggests an optimal combination of2D catalyst confinement with an island size of 13-14 nm and an inter-island spacingof about 5nm. Higher PGM mass on the catalyst does not lead to higher HER activity.For Ir/Au(111), the best catalyst in terms of mass-activity has an inter-island spacingof 10 nm. These optimal catalysts in terms of mass activity can be reached with adeposition duration of 10-12 s at a Cu UPD potential of 0.47 V during Cu UPD.At lower deposition potential of 0.44 V vs SHE, an even higher activity for HER isachieved. Pd/Au(111) with islands of 2 nm size reach a HER charge density that is afactor 3-4 higher than slightly larger islands prepared at 0.47 V.The HER activity drops by a maximum of 5% after 50 cycles in a potential range of-0.2 to 0.5 V, and it significantly drops at potentials higher than 0.8 V because of the
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onset of Pd defect oxidation and reduction of the number of catalytically active sites.The work presented here provides a strategy to obtain controllable PGM islandsthat are highly active for HER. With this route highly mass-active catalysts for HERcan be fabricated in a tunable fashion. The well defined catalyst islands are wellsuited for further studies of the fundamentals of catalytic mechanisms and electrodesurface activities. To gain more information about the underlying mechanisms andkinetics during the surface reactions, high resolution STM experiments and nanosacalespectroscopy such as tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy could shed light on Pd andIr atomic locations, interactions and dynamics. In the following chapter we use thePd based catalysts that were presented in this chapter to catalyze the formic acidoxidation reaction and to study the poisoning by reaction intermediates with the helpof EC-TERS to further understand the reactivity of the 2D nanocatalysts.
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EC-TERS study to unveil the nature ofcatalyst poisoning agent during formicacid oxidation
The chapter is about the study of the origin of catalyst poisoning during formic acid
oxidation through reaction intermediates to understand how to avoid degredation of
FAOR based catalytic devices through poisoning - A tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
study.
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This chapter is reproduced from the manuscript ’Daniel Ohm, Yawei Li, Jinggang Lanand Katrin F. Domke, Insights into electrochemical catalyst poisoning during formic
acid oxidation on 2D confined Palladium nanoislands via electrochemical Tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy, to be submitted to Electrochmica Acta, 2023’.The work presented in this chapter is the work of Daniel Ohm.

4.1 Introduction
The modern world faces the task to find a sustainable, economical and environmentalfriendly way of producing usable energy while overcoming the dependency of fossil fuels.One approach to overcome this dependency is the use of small organic molecules as fuelsfor fuel cells. The conversion of formic acid to CO2 and the respective backreaction isone promising candidate to realize the goal of an effective fuel cell that does not rely onfossil fuel.[Ric+02; YP08; Ric+03] Formic acid is a byproduct of biorefinery processing,essentially non-toxic, it has a high energy density and is biodegradable.[Liu+15; BR18]These aspects make formic acid a good candidate as fuel for effective energy conversiondevices from economical and ecological points of view.The choice of the best-suited catalyst under ecological and economical aspects isalso crucial for the successful turn to environmentally friendly direct formic acid fuelcells (DFAFC) and similar fuels from small organic molecules. With that, not only thetheoretically most active catalyst is considered the best, but also mass activity, costand availability play a role. For DFAFCs, Pt and Pd are considered to be the mostactive pure bulk metal catalysts[Che+22b], and Pd is also the most active bulk metalcatalyst for CO2 reduction.[Kor+15] The weak point of these catalyst materials is theloss of activity during operation of the fuel cell because they exhibit severe poisoningby intermediate products of the FAO reaction.[YP09] To find ways to avoid catalystpoisoning and the associated efficiency decrease of DFAFCs, a detailed understandingof the underlying poisoning mechanism is required.FAO can be considered as electrochemical prototype reaction because of the molecularsimplicity of the formic acid molecule. The FAO reaction is therefore well studiedon different catalysts such as Pt, Pd, Au and mixed catalysts like Pd/Au(111) andon various others.[Gro+11; Per+15; HF18; Hos+06; BK96] Mechanistic studies ofFAO have revealed a mixture of three competing pathways of the reaction mechanism.The pathways are I) the direct pathway, involving the dehydrogenation of formic acidto CO2, II) the formate pathway, leading to intermediately adsorbed formate speciesprior to the formation of CO2 and III) the indirect pathway that forms intermediate COafter dehydration of formic acid.[Cue+12; Osa+11] Studies suggest that on Pd basedcatalysts the direct pathway that does not involve any intermediates is the dominantFAO reaction mechanism.[BK96; ULL09; CP73] Nonetheless, Pd-based DFAFCs show
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efficiency losses attributed to the poisoning of the catalyst used in the fuel cell.[YP09].This studies are contradictory because (intermediate) products of FAO are not expectedto be formed based on the direct reaction pathway of FAO.In this study, we show the loss of electrocatalytic activity of a Pd(islands)@Au(111)catalyst after (partial) surface oxidation. We aim to study the reaction conditions thatlead to catalyst poisoning by CO and the associated loss of catalytic activity withelectrochemical (CV) and spectroscopy (EC-TERS) methods.
4.2 Experimental details

The preparation of the Pd(islands)@Au(111) samples is described in detail in chapter3.The Pd island samples used in this experiment are prepared at 0.47 V vs SHE CuUPDdeposition potentials unless stated otherwise. The prepared samples were kept underAr atmosphere with a covering water droplet for no longer than 12 hours before thestart of the TERS experiment.CV measurements are carried out in the TERS cell, described in section 2.2.6. COsaturated solutions are prepared by bubbling CO directly into the electrolyte prior tothe TERS measurement for 5-10 minutes. Because the TERS setup does not allowfor closing the cell during the experiment, contamination with air cannot fully beexcluded. To avoid excessive diffusion of air into the electrolyte, an Ar is applied abovethe electrolyte prior to the experiment, so that the cell is Ar blanketed during theexperiment.TERS tips are prepared by electrochemical etching of an Au wire (0.25 mm diameter,99.997% trace metal basis, Alfa Aesar) from a 1:1 mixture of EtOH (Merck) and fumingHCl (37%, Merck). A voltage of 2.4 V is applied between the tip and a ring-shapedAu counter electrode. The tip is placed in the middle of the ring and reaches fewmillimeters into the solution. Electrical isolation of the tip in TERS experiments isassured by coating the tips with Zapon paint.The TERS setup that is used was described previously in section 2.2.6 of the funda-mentals chapter. Data analysis is performed with Matlab software. Data treatmentincludes fast-Fourier transformation of the raw data using a filter function.[OHa22].Spectra recorded over wide spectral range are automatically stitched together from threeconsecutively recorded small range spectra to maintain the highest spectral resolutionusing the 600 g/mm grating. Baseline correction is applied to the Fourier transformedspectra using an asymmetric least square method. The smoothening parameters arechosen in a way to avoid the creation of arbitrary signals and maintain the overallshape of the plasmonic background. Peaks are fitted as Lorentzians to determine thepeak positions and FWHM.
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4.3 Experimental results
In this study, we test the activity of the 2D Pd islands on Au(111) toward FAO andprobe the island stability under operando conditions with EC-STM. In addition toprevious studies (see Chapter 3), we focus on imaging the catalyst surface conditions atdifferent potentials with EC-STM. Most importantly, we probe the nature of the catalystpoisoning species found during FAO on Pd/Au(111). Figure 4.1 shows (EC-)STMimages recorded under ambient conditions (a) and under operando conditions in 0.1M H2SO4 at 0.2 V vs SHE (b) and 0.8 V vs SHE (c). All images show Pd islands asbright spots on the darker Au(111) surface. The island size and distribution of (a) and(b,c) differs because two different Au substrates are used that differ in their surfacemorphology. To be able to compare the effect of the applied potential on the islandmorphologies, (b) and (c) are images of the same surface region of the same sample,recorded in consecutive measurements. STM height profiles of the islands show anaverage height of 0.32 nm. The average step edge height is 0.28 nm. In CO saturatedelectrolyte, only noisy STM images are recorded in our setup (see appendix A.1) andcould not be further analyzed.Figure 4.2 shows the CV of Pd/Au(111) in a mixture of formic acid and sulfuric acidin a potential window from 0.05 V to 0.7 V vs SHE. The first cycle (gray) shows thecurrent during formic acid oxidation. It shows a current maximum at 0.47 V vs SHEand a peak current density of 230 µA/cm2.The onset of formic acid oxidation on the Pd/Au(111) catalyst used in this study is0.17 V. However, after one cycle of formic acid oxidation, the peak current density dropsto 0 µA/cm2 and no significant charge is transferred. The catalyst shows no activity forFAO and can be compared to the activity of Au(111) towards FAO. Figure 4.3 showsLSVs of the same system after the loss of catalytic activity.The linear sweeps ramp the potential from 0.05 V to 1.2 V vs SHE in formic acidcontaining electrolyte. The FAO charge density increases during the LSVs from lessthan 1 µA/cm2 at the poisoned surface to 7 µA/cm2 after 10 LSVs. The correspondingpotential-time curve that is used in the depoisoning process is shown in figure 4.4.After the depoisoning process, the FAO can be run without further loss of activity.Figure 4.5a shows the a sample without formic acid in the supporting electrolyteas reference. Figure 4.5b shows the CV of the same Pd/Au(111) sample with FAOconditions for five cycles after depoisoning. The peak current density remains constantat about 55 µA/cm2 at 0.47 V vs SHE. Without formic acid, the catalyst shows strongHER activity with a maximum current density of 3 mA/cm2 at -0.2 V vs SHE and thetypical H desorption on Pd at potentials positive of 0 V vs SHE.The possibility of catalyst poisoning by CO is probed with CV in CO saturatedelectrolyte in an electrochemical glass cell setup. The electrolyte is first saturated withCO by bubbling directly into the solution. After each CV, Argon is bubbled through
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1.: STM images of Pd/Au(111) recorded under (a) ambient conditions and under
operando conditions at (b) 0.2 V vs SHE and (c) 0.8 vs SHE. Bright spots are Pd islands ontop of dark Au(111).
the solution for 2 minutes to reduce the amount of CO in the electrolyte to probe thebehaviour of the catalyst when different amounts of CO are present in the electrolyte.Figure 4.6 shows the blocking of catalytically active sites for HER in CO saturatedelectrolyte. With a decrease of CO concentration, the HER charge density increasesuntil the CO concentration is too low to effectively poison the catalyst and block theactive sites.The HER charge Q increases from 102 µAs to 104 µAs after cumulative 11 minutesof bubbling Ar into the solution. The increase of the HER charge by two orders ofmagnitude upon CO concentration decrease is accompanied with a shift of the HERonset potential from -55 mV to -42 mV, i.e. a decrease of the HER overpotential of
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Figure 4.2.: CVs of Pd/Au(111) in formic acid containing electrolyte. Gray shows the first cycleof FAO with a peak current density of 230 µA/cm2 at 0.47 V vs SHE. The black cycle showsthe total loss of catalytic activity of the system for FAO.(a) (b)

Figure 4.3.: Depoisoning of the Pd/Au(111) catalyst. (a) Linear sweep voltammograms ofPd/Au(111) in formic acid containing H2SO4 from 0.05 V to 1.2 V vs SHE. The peak currentdensity increases with increasing number of LSVs. (b) Increase of the FAO peak currentdensities as a function of the number of LSVs for depoisoning.
13 mV. Figure 4.7 shows the CO stripping and readsorption on Pd/Au(111) in COsaturated electrolyte in the CV scans between -0.08 and 1.2 V vs PdH.The first cycle (dashed) shows stripping of CO from the fully blocked Pd/Au(111)catalyst at 0.71 V. Readsorption of CO from the electrolyte occurs in the cathodicscan at 0.62 V. The CO stripping is not fully reversible under the given experimentalconditions and CO concentration. With increasing number of scans, the amount of COon the catalyst decreases, indicated by a decrease of CO stripping charge from 4 · 10−2

µQ to 8 · 10−3 µQ.
EC-TERS was used to investigate the chemical fingerprint of the poisoning agent
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Figure 4.4.: Potential-time curve that was used for depoisoning. The potential was rampedlinearly from 0.05 V to 1.2 vs SHE.(a) (b)

Figure 4.5.: (a) CV of Pd/Au(111) without formic acid in 0.1 M H2SO4, scan speed 25 mV/s.(b) Same sample as in (a) but with formic acid in the supporting electrolyte.
that was found to effectively block the catalyst for FAO. We recorded EC-TER spectra in0.1 M H2SO4, pure and with formic acid and CO, respectively, in the solution. Spectrawere recorded after immersion at an immersion potential of 0.3 V as reference beforeFAO. FAO was triggered by ramping the potential to 0.7 V. To see a signal differencebetween poisoned and not poisoned surface, the potential was ramped successively to1.2 V. After reaching the upper potential, we lowered the potential again and recordeda potential series to investigate the behavior upon potential change. The tip position(on top of Au and on top of Pd, respectively) was controlled by EC-STM.Figure 4.8 shows raw TER spectra recorded at 0.6 V (i.e. prior to Pd oxidation) (blue)and 1.2 V (i.e. after FAO and Pd oxidation) (black) on top of Pd. The blue spectrumshows no major peaks with significant signal to noise ratio. The spectral region between1700 and 2400 cm−1 is essentially flat. The black spectrum, however, shows bands at264, 620 and 2192 cm−1, the latter one in the region of interest between 1700 and
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Figure 4.6.: CVs of Pd/Au(111) in electrolyte with decreasing concentration of CO. Inset:HER charge as function of the time Argon was bubbled into the electrolyte to lower the COconcentration..

Figure 4.7.: CVs of Pd/Au(111) in not fully CO saturated electrolyte. The dashed line indicatesthe first CV cycle.
2400 cm−1. EC-TER spectra recorded in CO saturated electrolyte without the presenceof formic acid show the same behavior. Figure 4.9 shows uncorrected spectra recordedin CO saturated H2SO4 at 0.5 V (blue) and after ramping the potential to 1.2 V vs SHE
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Figure 4.8.: Raw EC-TER spectra recorded at 0.6 V (i.e. prior to Pd oxidation) (blue) and 1.2V (i.e. after FAO and Pd oxidation) (black) on top of Pd.
(black) and without CO in the electrolyte recorded at 1.2 V vs SHE (magenta). Theblue and magenta spectra show bands in the lower Raman shift region at 979, 1047and 1399 cm−1 and a flat region between 1700 and 2400 cm−1. The black spectrumshows an additional band at 2190 cm−1.Computational data obtained from our collaborators Jinggang Lan and Yawei Li fromEPF Lausanne are used to study the most stable, high-coverage adsorption structuresof CO on pristine Au(111), Pd-coated Au(111), a PdO2(111) slab and PdOx/Au(111).They used ab initio methods to calculate the CO stretch vibrations upon adsorption ondifferent adsorption sites on the materials. On pristine Au(111), a CO stretch frequencyof 2056 cm−1 is found at an applied potential of 1.25 V vs SHE, 144 cm−1 lower thanthe shift found in our experiments. On Pd/Au(111), an even lower shift of 1916 cm−1is calculated, 284 cm−1 lower than the experimental value. However, on the oxidizedsurfaces, values much closer to the experimental values are obtained. For the COstretch vibration on PdOx/Au(111), a Raman shift of 2130 cm−1 is calculated, 70 cm−1lower than the shift found in EC-TERS experiments. The highest calculated shift isfound for PdO2(110), with a frequency of 2163 cm−1, 37 cm−1 less than the value foundin TERS experiments.The band of interest at 2192 cm−1 is further investigated by recording a potentialseries of EC-TER spectra. Here, as we focus on the particular band, we record spectraover a short frequency range between 1200 and 2700 cm−1 at potentials between1200 and -100 mV after poisoning the surface with CO during FAO. The acquired TERspectra are shown in figure 4.10a as waterfall plot with respective y-offsets of 100 [arb.units] for each spectrum. 4.10b shows the band positions as obtained from Lorentzian
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Figure 4.9.: EC-TER spectra of Pd/Au(111) recorded on top of Pd in CO saturated electrolyte.The blue spectrum was recorded at 0.5 V, the black spectrum after ramping the potential to 1.2V vs SHE. The magenta spectrum was recorded on top of Pd without CO at 1.2 V vs SHE. Thespectra are plotted on top of each other with an offset of 800 counts each.
fits as a function of the applied potential.(a) (b)

Figure 4.10.: (a) Waterfall plot of EC-TER spectra recorded in the range from 1200-2700 cm−1at potentials between 1200 to -100 mV in CO saturated electrolyte. The respective spectraare plotted with y-offsets of +100 arb. units each. (b) Raman shift of the band of interest asfunction of the applied potential. The shift was obtained from Lorentzian peak fitting routine.
The tip position is held constant while the spectra are acquired at different potentials.The band positions are obtained by Lorentzian fitting of the baseline subtracted spectra.The data show a blueshift of the band of interest with increasing potential. At lowpotential of -0.1 V vs SHE, the band is found at 2176 cm−1. At high potential of 1.1 V
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vs SHE, the band of interest is located at 2191 cm−1, a difference of 13.6 cm−1 · V−1.Note that the sign of the applied tip-sample bias is changed from -0.2 V to +0.2 Vat the potential step from 1.0 V to 1.1 V vs SHE to avoid tip oxidation starting atpotentials higher than 1.2 V (surface potential) and therefore to avoid a change of thetip properties for the rest of the experiment.The band of interest cannot be observed in conventional Raman spectra, i.e. with thetip retracted several µm from the surface to switch off tip enhancement. The conventionalRaman spectrum is shown (blue) compared to the nearfield spectrum (black) withoutbaseline correction in figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11.: Raman spectrum of the poisoned catalyst surface in nearfield (black) and farfield(blue). For the farfield spectrum acquisition, the tip was retracted several µm from the surfaceto loose tip-enhancement.
In addition to the experiments with constant tip position during the experiment,EC-TERS mapping experiments are carried out with the goal to correlate the band ofinterest (intensity and position) with the surface sites provided by the EC-STM image.In the mapping experiment, the probed surface is divided into a 8-by-8 or 16-by-16grid, respectively. The tip is moved horizontally along the grid and a spectra wasacquired after each step. After each grid line, the tip is scanned in lines to reach thenext horizontal line of the grid. Figure 4.12 shows an EC-STM image image with an8-by-8 grid overlay. The red dots indicate the tip positions at which TER spectra areacquired. The red arrow marks the horizontal tip movement while stepping along thegrid x-axis and acquiring spectra. The black arrow indicate the tip movement whilescanning to the next line in the grid.The resulting map shows the integrated intensity of a chosen spectral area of interestin the respective parts of the grid. Figure 4.13a shows an EC-STM image acquired
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Figure 4.12.: EC-STM image recorded during a mapping experiment with 8-by-8 grid overlay.Red dots mark the tip positions at which spectra are recorded. The tip is moved along the redarrows and one spectrum is recorded after each step. The black arrow shows an example of themovement of the tip while scanning down to the next horizontal grid line.
during mapping, the resulting EC-TERS map with an integrated spectral range from580 to 650 cm−1 is shown in 4.13b. The mode at 2190 cm−1 is not observed in anyof the recorded spectra, so that a spectral range is chosen that shows a signal thatvary based on the tip position to test the experiment. However, the current state of theEC-TERS setup does not allow for sufficient stability to achieve meaningful mappingresults on the CO@Pd/Au(111) system. The STM image shows strong variations in thetip position while moving to the next line of the grid, which makes an interpretation ofthe data nearly impossible, unless an area of interest lies within a grid line.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.13.: (a) EC-STM image acquired during mapping acquisition of 64 EC-TER spectra ona 8-by-8 grid. (b) EC-TER map resulting from 8-by-8 mapping acquisition with an integratedspectral range from 580 to 650 cm−1.
4.4 EC-STM - Imaging under operando conditions

Ambient and EC-STM images shown in figure 4.1 show bright Pd islands formedmostly in close proximity of the Au(111) step edges. The Pd adlayer shows similardistribution and morphology in all three images, independent of the applied potentialor environmental conditions. STM images show the stability of the Pd adlayer atpotentials up to 0.8 V vs SHE. A change from ambient conditions to operando conditionshas no significant effect on the Pd adlayer properties. The change to liquid conditionsdoes not change the island shape, size or distribution compared to STM images recordedunder ambient conditions. Especially no increased mobility of the Pd adatoms canbe observed, neither a dissolution of pristine or oxidized Pd species that would leadto a change of the morphology of the adlayer. Figure 4.14b shows the STM heightprofile extracted from 4.14a (marker 1) with a sketch of the surface. The height profileincludes a Au(111) step edge and a step onto a Pd/Au(111) island.The height of the islands is 0.34 nm at all potentials, which is in agreement with theatomic diameter of Pd of 0.34 nm.[Man68] The Au(111) step edge height was measuredto be 0.26 nm, 0.02 nm larger than the literature value of 0.24 nm.[Spu+20], which canbe caused by adjusting the tip distance too far directly at the step edge, where theheight profile exhibits a maximum after which the apparent height gets smaller again.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.14.: (a) EC-STM image acquired at 0.2 V vs SHE. The line (marker 1) indicatesthe line along which the height profile was extracted. (b) Extracted STM height profile alongthe marker in (a) together with a sketch of the surface structure along the height profile. Thelength axis of the sketch is scaled for clarification and to keep the proportions of the balls thatrepresent the surface atoms.
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Figure 4.15.: Possible reaction pathways of formic acid oxidation. The direct pathway leadto the formation of CO2 via direct dehydrogenation of formic acid. The formate pathway hasadsorbed formate as reaction intermediate, while the indirect pathway proceeds via dehydrationof formic acid and adsorbed CO as reaction intermediate to CO2.
4.5 Catalyst poisoning during FAO

Relying on the three possible pathways of FAO, shown in figure 4.15, there are threepossible adsorbates that could lead to the significant reduction of catalytic activityof the Pd/Au(111) catalyst: intermediately formed formate adsorbed to the catalyst,intermediately formed and adsorbed CO, and the adsorption of the reaction productCO2.The experimental onset potential for CO2 reduction on Au(111) has been measured toocuur at potentials lower than -0.4 V vs SHE[Hor+87], which is at least 0.2 V lowerthan the lower potential limit applied in our experiments. On Pd, the onset potential ofCO2 reduction is lower than -0.1 V vs RHE.[Gao+15; Gao+18] Experiments have shownCO2 reduction charge densities arise at potentials lower than this value.[Guo+17;Che+22b] In comparison to formate, CO is able to adsorb strongly on Pd and does onlyweakly adsorb on Au(111)[WXS13], which could explain the poisoning of the Pd-basedcatalyst by CO. However, earlier studies of the FAOR suggested that the indirectpathway, leading to adsorbed CO intermediates, is not dominant on Pd compared todirect and formate pathways.[YP09].Figure 4.2 shows the CVs of an unpoisoned, pristine Pd/Au(111) sample, pristine
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Au(111) and a poisoned Pd/Au(111) catalyst. It can be seen that the catalytic activityof Au(111) for FAO is weak, as no current peak is observed during FAO, comparable tothat of the poisoned Pd/Au(111). Au(111) is known to be a weaker catalyst for FAOcompared to Pd[CP73; ZW93; Cue+13], leading to less charge transferred during FAO.The weak activity of the pristine Au(111) catalyst can be used as reference for thepoisoned Pd/Au(111) system, in which most of the active sites appear to be blocked bythe poisoning agent, and thus, show no current peak during FAO, the same behaviouras pristine Au(111).After the depoisoning of the surface, shown in figure 4.3, the FAO peak potential at0.47 V vs SHE is in good agreement with the value of 0.42 V that is reported by Kolband co-workers.[BK96]The results of the CV experiments in CO containing electrolyte (Figure 4.6) show thatthe presence of CO can effectively block the catalytic activity towards HER and alsosuggests that the activity towards catalysis of FAO is blocked by CO, because the Pdsites, both rim and terrace, are deactivated. We assume that CO adsorbed to the Pdsites and block them, so that no other reactands, formate or formic acid in case of FAOand protons in case of HER, can adsorb.
4.6 Raman fingerprint of COads on Pd/Au(111)

The chemical nature of the catalyst poison is studied with EC-TERS. The Ramanspectra recorded during FAO are shown in figure 4.8. The spectra are recorded atdifferent working electrode potentials, namely at 0.6 V, prior to the oxidation of the Pdislands, and at 1.2 V, after the onset potential of oxidation of Pd. A summary of thediscussed relevant Raman modes at different experiments is listed in table 4.2.
Table 4.1.: List of the relevant Raman modes for observation of CO adsorbates on thePd(island)@Au(111) catalytic system during FAO and in CO saturated electrolyte.

Raman modes
System Spot ν(PdOx) [cm−1] ν(PdOx) [cm−1] ν(CO) [cm−1]

FAO Pd 258 621 2193
FAO Au not observed
COsat Pd - - 2193
COsat Au not observed

The spectrum recorded at 0.6 V vs SHE, i.e. prior to the Pd oxidation onset potentialdoes not show any clear bands. However, after ramping the potential to 1.2 V, thespectrum shows bands in the fingerprint region that can be assigned to the formationof oxidized Pd (PdOx) (264 and 620 cm−1), as it has been reported in Raman spectraof PdO.[Chl+17; Dem+03] A strong band at 625 cm−1 band was assigned by Demoulinand coworkers[Dem+03] to the presence of the Raman active Eg and B1g vibrations
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of PdO. They also found a band at 273 cm−1, and assigned it to PdO, similar to themode we observe as a shoulder at 264 cm−1. The sharp band at 2192 cm−1 can only beobserved in the spectra recorded on Pd after reaching the oxidation potential of Pd inthe presence of formic acid. The TER spectra recorded on Pd in CO saturated sulfuricacid at potentials below and above the oxidation onset potential of Pd, respectively,also differ in the band at 2192 cm−1, which is only observable in the spectrum acquiredat 1.2 V vs SHE, i.e. at sufficient overpotential for Pd oxidation. EC-TER spectrameasured in electrolyte without CO or FA, and spectra acquired on Au or below thePd oxidation potential do not show any bands in the region between 1700 and 2200cm−1. The band at 2192 cm−1 is further investigated because it is only observable incontext with CO or FAO on Pd islands.Potential dependent EC-TER spectra in the region of interest after poisoning of thesurface show a relative blueshift of the band around 2190 cm−1 of 13 cm−1/V withincreasing potential. The shift of the band position could be influenced by the vibrationalStark effect. However, calculated values of the Stark shift on Pd(001) single crystallinesurfaces suggest much higher shifts of 45 cm−1/V.[Bag90]The results indicate a clear correlation between the presence of the 2192 cm−1 modeand the presence of a poisoning species on the Pd islands. Possible intermediatesduring the FAO that can adsorb to Pd and lead to catalyst poisoning are formate andCO. The appearance of the band of interest in electrolyte saturated with CO withoutpresence of FA supports the assumption that the band of interest can be assigned tothe presence of adsorbed CO on the Pd islands. The vibrational modes of formate onAu were calculated at zero electric field by the group of Marc Koper.[BSK05] Theyfound vibrational mode for HCOO-Au at 1321 and 1562 cm−1 with a Stark tuning of21 cm−1/V, a mode for COOH-Au at 1748 cm−1 with a Stark shift of 0 cm−1/V, andadditional C-H and O-H stretching modes at 3000 cm−1 and 3500 cm−1, respectively.Even though the studied system was the adsorption on Au instead of Pd/Au, it isunlikely that a change in the metal substrate would lead to a blueshift of 400-500cm−1.Former studies on Pd single crystalline surfaces could not demonstrate the occurrenceof the CO pathway on low-index single crystal or complete monolayer substrates.[BK96;ULL09] However, in this study, we do not use a Pd single crystal or full Pd monolayer assubstrate, but a Pd submonolayer on Au that has a high defect density and unsaturatedsurface Pd atoms, which is more prone to oxidation than the systems used in referencestudies. The high number of undercoordinated Pd atoms at Pd/Au rim sites leads to alowered oxidation barrier of the 2D island structures compared to single crystals.[El-02]The oxidation prone 2D Pd submonolayer, that we use may result in the presenceof surface oxides in a wide potential range, and thus, lead to an essential differencebetween the studies of single crystalline Pd surfaces that could not show the presenceof CO during operation in FAO. We speculate that (partial) surface oxidation of the Pdadlayer could play a role driving the FAO towards the indirect pathway, leading tosignificant accumulation of CO and, thus, poisoning of the Pd/Au(111) catalyst.We assign the band at 2192 cm−1 with a FWHM of 31 cm−1 to the CO stretch mode of
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CO adsorbed on Pd islands. Reference studies on Pd low-index faces suggest lowerRaman shifts of the CO stretching mode.[MXW12; Mor+05; Zei+16] The Raman shiftof the band of interest in our experiment is independent of the origin of the CO, eitherfrom direct CO introduction into the electrolyte or formed during FAO. Besides theorigin as intermediate product during the indirect pathway of FAO, the backreductionof CO2, the final product of FAO, to CO, which then leads to catalyst poisoning canbe ruled out in the potential window that we use in our experiments. The reductionof CO2 requires potentials at least 0.2 V lower than the lowest potential used in ourexperiments.[Gao+15; Gao+18]The shift of the COads stretch vibration is strongly coverage dependent. IR experimentsof Bradshaw et al. found the CO vibrational mode at 1895 cm−1 for a coverage of
Θ<0.05, i.e. very low CO coverage.[BH78] For a higher coverage of Θ= 0.61, theyfound a blueshift of 88 cm−1 to 1983 cm−1. They explain this coverage dependency bythe compression of the ordered CO adsorbate structure at higher coverages that leadsto a decrease in adsorption energy and, thus, in a blueshift of the vibrational mode.Another factor that influences the Raman shift of the CO stretch vibrational mode isthe electronic environment of the adsorbed molecule. Different electrode materials aswell as different supporting materials for Pd exhibit significant differences in the shiftof the CO stretch mode. The group of Weaver studied the potential dependent surfaceenhanced Raman response of adsorbed CO on Pd- and Pt coated gold electrodes.[LW87]They found two different modes at 1984 and 2083 cm−1, which they assigned to bridgeand atop adsorbed CO stretch vibrations, a difference of 99 cm−1 between the twoadsorption sites. Other studies on the adsorption site dependent Raman shift of the COstretch vibration show a band at 1807 cm−1 on threefold adsorption sites of Pd.[Hof83;Tue90] Higher CO coverages between Θ= 0.5 and Θ= 0.6 on bridge and atop sitesof Pd(111) show significant larger shifts of 1966 cm−1[Tue90; Tue+90] and 2110cm−1[Gio+02], only 66 cm−1 lower than the lowest frequency of 2176 cm−1 at -100mV vs SHE reported in our study. Ab initio calculations of our collaborators at EPFLreveal the highest CO stretching vibration, calculated at zero charge, to come fromCO adsorption on coordinatively undersaturated (cus) Pd sites on PdO2(111) and fromthe adsorption at 4-fold Pd sites on PdOx/Au(111). Weaver at al. have reported ablueshift of the band upon potential increase.[LW87] Moreover, they have observed thevanishing of the CO mode in potential dependent IR spectra at potentials above 0.6 V,whereas they found the mode in SER spectra at potentials up to 0.9 V, i.e. at potentialshigher than the oxidation potential of Pd. They explain that in SERS they sense onlythe minority of CO adsorbates that are less oxidation prone and are situated close toSERS active defect sites of the surface. In our case, we also observe the Raman activemode at potentials up to 1.2 V, i.e. at a (partially) oxidized surface. We speculatethat the (partial) oxidation of the Pd islands causes the reported blueshift of the COstretching mode compared to previous studies on pristine Pd surfaces, resulting froman interaction between the oxide layer and CO, forming a coordination intermediatebetween CO and CO2 that would strengthen the CO stretch vibration, leading to ablueshift of the vibrational mode. Support to this hypothesis comes from the observation
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of the CO band only after (partial) oxidation of the Pd adlayer structure at 1.2 V.The potential dependence of the CO stretch vibration can be caused by a potentialdependent change of the PdOx layer. This hypothesis is supported by simulationresults, that show significantly larger frequencies on adsorption at both, supported(2129 cm−1) and unsupported (2162 cm−1) Pd oxides, compared to the frequenciescalculated for CO adsorption on pristine Au(111) (2056 cm−1) and reduced Pd/Au(111)(1915 cm−1). The Raman shift of 2162 cm−1 originating from CO adsorption on PdO2 iswithin the FWHM of the band found in our TER experiments, indicating CO adsorptionon larger PdO2 domains generated by the high oxidation overpotential at 1.25 V vsSHE. The presence of PdO2 is supported by the Pourbaix diagram of Pd, indicating theformation of PdO2 at high potentials.[MM10] After reaching a potential just below theoxidation potential of Pd in the cathodic direction, many undercoordinated Pd atomsremain oxidized because of the kinetics of the reduction, giving raise to the blueshift ofthe CO vibration. At even lower potentials, and higher overpotential for Pd reduction,the oxide layer is smaller compared to higher potentials, leading to a relatively smalleroxide layer and blueshift of the CO mode. A change in the PdOx layer would, accordingto our hypothesis, lead to a change in the CO-OxPd interaction. The inherent highdefect density of our Pd/Au(111) model catalyst is crucial for the appearance of theoxide layer that is stabilized by the CO adsorbates.
Even though the Raman shift of the modes reported in previous studies and mentionedthroughout this discussion are smaller by 90 cm−1 compared to the mode at 2192 cm−1that we found in our EC-TERS experiments, the studies show that the actual Ramanshift of the band is strongly influenced by the amount of adsorbed CO, the appliedpotential at the electrode and the electronic environment of the adsorbates. We donot quantify the amount of CO adsorbed on the catalyst and did not test catalystswith different surface morphologies, i.e. Pd islands, mono- or multilayers. Nonethelessour results in formic acid, CO and without both in the electrolyte strongly imply thepresence of CO that blocks the catalyst for FAO. Further results on the isotope effectof CO and the study of a greater variety of Pd adlayer morphologies could allow forfurther interpretation of the unusually high Raman shift of the 2192 cm−1 band.Moreover, going away from sulfuric acid as supporting electrolyte to perchloricacid could allow for better results as no additional adsorbing species like sulfate andbisulfate would cover the Pd surface sites. Even though the TER spectra presented inthis study could not show any presence of (bi-) sulfate on the Pd islands, the choiceof a less adsorbing supporting electrolyte would make a discussion of the CO bandeasier. First experiments in HClO4 were carried out. The resulting EC-TER spectrumis shown in figure 4.16.Four bands are present in the spectral range of interest at 2174, 2182, 2189 and2203 cm−1. Without the presence of additionally adsorbing species in the supportingelectrolyte, it could be possible to resolve the adsorption of CO to different surface sitesthat exhibit different vibrational frequencies and therefore leads to multiple Ramanbands.
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Figure 4.16.: EC-TER spectrum recorded on Pd/Au(111) after oxidation in CO saturatedperchloric acid as supporting electrolyte.

4.7 Summary and Outlook
We show in our experiments that significant surface poisoning can happen on Pd/Au(111)model catalysts during FAOR. Going along with the poisoning, the FAO charge density,i.e. the catalytic activity, drops from 7 µAs/cm2 to 1 µAs/cm2. The activity can be(partially) restored by electrochemical depoisoning of the surface by ramping the poten-tial and CO stripping. The nature of the poisoning species was further investigated byEC-TERS. EC-TER spectra recorded prior to and after poisoning of the catalyst duringFAO reveal significant spectral differences. A small band at 2192 cm−1 appears afterone cycle of FAO. In reference experiments, the same band was shown in CO saturatedelectrolyte at high potentials applied to the model catalyst. We assigned the band tothe COads stretch mode. Despite the fact that bands reported in previous studies showlower frequencies, calculations of CO adsorbed to pristine Au(111), Pd/Au(111) andoxidized Pd (supported and unsupported) support the assumption that the unusuallyhigh Raman shift reported in this study is due to (partial) oxidation of the Pd adlayer.From simulations, a frequency of 2163 cm−1 was obtained, that is within the FWHM ofthe band at 2192 ± 31 cm−1 recorded at 1.25 V vs SHE. We assume that the interactionbetween the adsorbed CO and the oxide layer influence the stretch vibrational modeof CO, leading to a blueshift compared to the bands reported on pristine Pd and
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Pd/Au(111). The band of interest is not observable prior to surface oxidation in FAOexperiments, which supports the hypothesis, that FAO runs through the direct pathwayon reduced Pd catalysts. However, our results indicate that, once Pd is (partially)oxidized, the FAOR is driven to the indirect pathway, leading to intermediate productionof CO and its adsorption on the surface. The presence of PdOx species at high oxidationoverpotentials can be observed in the respective bands in the EC-TER spectra at 258and 621 cm−1.For the use in DFAFCs, we therefore conclude that it is necessary to carefully avoidoxidation of Pd based catalysts that leads to the indirect pathway of FAO, to maintainthe electrocatalytic activity.
A further understanding of the nature of the poisoning species could be gained inTERS experiments with isotopically pure CO, to study the isotope effect of the poisoningagent and the band of interest. Even though the experimental results and comparisonbetween CO containing and CO free electrolyte strongly suggest that the catalystpoison is in fact CO, a shift of the band through the isotope effect would be anotherconfirmation.First attempts have been made to map the surface and directly correlate surfacetopography, i.e. Pd islands on the gold support, with the TER response of the systemduring FAO. Yet, the system was not stable enough to obtain meaningful TERS mapson the model catalyst during FAO. More progress would allow to gain insight into thereactive sites of FAO on the model catalyst. Together with a change of the supportiveelectrolyte, it could be possible to map the surface with regards to the different COadsorption sites with EC-TERS.
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Surface fluorescence microscopy:Development and application tomeasure the potential dependentsurface pH in an electrochemical cell

This chapter shows the development of a new technique to measure the potential
dependent surface pH in an electrochemical cell with help of fluorescence microscopy.
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5.1. Introduction 92

This chapter is based on a collaboration between Daniel Ohm (MPIP), TobiasBinninger (ICGM), Katrin F. Domke (MPIP), Adrian Heinritz (ETHZ), Juan HerranzSalaner (PSI), Albin Lahu (JGU), Xiaomin Liu (MPIP), Paramaconi Rodriguez Perez(CIC EnergiGUNE) and Qiqi Yang (MPIP). The work presented in this chapter is thework of Daniel Ohm.

5.1 Introduction
In this study we focus on the experimental proof of the existence of Protons at theelectrode electrolyte interface in a bulk alkaline solution. The verification of this contra-dictory behaviour of the proton concentration, generated by water splitting close to anelectrode under the influence of an electric field is of great importance to better under-stand and improve even simple electrochemical reactions that show a pH dependence intheir kinetics or thermodynamic properties. The knowledge of the conditions in an elec-trochemical cell during operation is crucial for the unserstanding of reaction pathwaysand kinetics of specific reactions and therefore should be considered in the choice ofsuitable electrocatalysts for devices such as fuel cells and electrolyzers. One propertyof the electrochemical device is the pH. Many electrode reactions show a strong kineticdependence on the pH of the electrolyte, especially reactions involving consumptionor production of H+ or OH–. Electrochemical reactions that involve the transfer ofprotons are for example the hydrogen oxidation/evolution reactions (HOR/HER)[Str+16;Bri+20], the oxygen reduction/evolution reactions (ORR/OER)[BRM07; Li+13], formicacid oxidation (FAOR)[PHF14; Joo+13] or the CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR)[Goy+20].All of these reactions are of great relevance for fuel cell driven energy conversion andare highly pH sensitive. Yet, in most cases the pH of the bulk electrolyte is consideredin theoretical and practicalThe general effect of pH changes on electrode reactions is manifold. Fundamentalproperties like the binding energy of reaction intermediates or the level of the energybarrier[Kel+20; LSC19; Ros+13] are effected as well as the number of free reactivesites due to the specific adsorption of ions.[Zuo+18; Joo+14; AHK17] However, thecurrent state of scientific discussion about local pH changes on the electrode-electrolyteinterface is focused on medium pH electrolytes and the change of H+ or OH– concentra-tions due to proton consumption/production through reactions at the electrode and thecomparably slow mass transport of H+ or OH– from the bulk medium pH electrolyte tothe interface.[Bri+20; Per+15; BHF17] Nonetheless, studies conclude that the preciseknowledge and/or control of the pH at the electrode-electrolyte interface is crucial totune the electrocatalytic activity of reactions like the ones mentioned before.[Che+22a]here we extend the present state of scientific considerations and include not only asystem in thermodynamic disequilibrium in the considerations, but show the existence
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of protons at the interface between an alkaline solution and the electrode in theequilibrium state. We focus not only on changes of the local surface pH due to theconsumption and production of protons by reactions at the electrode but also on the pHchange by variations in the applied potential, as predicted by the Frumkin effect. Wepresent a technique to directly measure variations in the local proton concentration bythe use of a pH sensitive fluorophor in combination with highly sensitive fluorescencemicroscopy and electrochemical methods.
5.2 Experimental details
(a) (b)

Figure 5.1.: (a) Drawing of the EC-FM cell setup. (b) Schematic of the experiment. The oilimmersion objective illuminates the sample from underneath the electrode-electrolyte interface.A thin (10 nm) Au layer is used as WE, the focus size in z direction, i.e. perpendicular to theelectrode surface, of the objective is 600 nm and covers not only the interface but reaches intothe bulk solution. The pH dependent fluorescence of the fluorophores F is measured as functionof the applied potential at the WE.
The figures shown in 5.1 show the working principle of the electrochemical fluores-cence microscopy (EC-FM) method. The EC-FM cell is equipped with a CE and RE anda thin Au film WE. The WE is illuminated from the bottom and the fluorescence light iscaptured in epi configuration through the same objective. Water splitting close to theinterface in the EDL leads to a potential dependent increase in proton concentrationin the EDL that is sensed by the pH sensitive fluorophor.Electrochemical fluorescence microscopy experiments are carried out in a home-builtelectrochemical cell to fit in the detection path of the home-built epifluorescencewide-field microscope that we use in the experiments presented in this chapter.The electrochemical microscopy cell and glassware is cleaned by storing them inKMnO4 solution for 24 hours. After that, they are kept in diluted acidified H2O2 for 15
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minutes until all leftover KMnO4 was reduced. Subsequently, all glassware and thecells were boiled in MilliQ water (Millipore, 18.2 MΩ, 3 ppb TOC) three times for twominutes.A 170 µm thick glass slide, sputtered with a 10 nm thin Au layer on a 2 nm Cr stickinglayer is glued to the bottom of the electrochemical cell with non-fluorescent UV glue.A drawing of the cell is shown in figure 5.2. The cell is cut on one side to allow forelectric contacting of the Au film WE with a Au wire outside of the electrolyte. A holewith a diameter of 9 mm provides contact of a defined WE area with the electrolyte. AAu wire CE (0.5 mm diameter, 99.997% trace metal basis, Alfa Aeasar) and a H-loadedPd wire (0.5 mm diameter, 99.95% metal basis, MaTecK) RE (for preparation see chapter3) are attached to cell. The cell volume of 18 ml was filled with 0.1 M NaOH (Merck),mixed with 0.2 µL of a pH sensitive LysoSensor Green DND-189 (Thermo Fisher,
λex = 443nm, λem = 505nm, pKa = 5.2) fluorophor.An epifluorescence configuration is used to illuminate the sample and collect thefluorescence through one objective lens (HCX APO 100x, NA 1.47 oil immersion, Le-ica) placed on the bottom site of the sample cell. The excitation laser beam (λex =488 nm, Omicron, incident power: 5 mW, irradiance 0.47 kW/cm2) is focused on theback focal plane of the objective, shining through the thin Au film with focus at theelectrode-electrolyte interface. The fluorescence emission light is focused and imagedon a sCMOS camera (PCO edge 4.2) with a pixel size corresponding to 65 nm in thesample plane. The vertical (z) focus of the incident laser beam is 600 nm.Focusing is done with white light illumination on a thin scratch on the Au surface layer.The laser is switched on directly before the image acquisition and shut off directly afterfinishing the measurement to avoid unnecessary irradiation of the dye. The thicknessof the EDL is, depending on the size of the involved ions, in the range of severalnm,[BKI01] which is much smaller than the focal size in the direction perpendicular tothe interface. To obtain surface specific fluorescence results, the fluorophor is requiredto be non-fluorescent in the bulk solution, which is guaranteed by the pH sensitivityof the used fluorophor. In 0.1 M NaOH solution (pH 13), the fluorophor LysoSensorGreen is deprotonated (pKa 5.2) and the fluorescence is quenched. According to theFrumkin effect described in chapter 2, the accumulation of protons happens in the EDLat potentials negative of the point of zero charge (pzc). The fast deprotonation of thedye as it reaches the bulk pH environment, as a result of the difference between pKa5.2 and pH 13, and the resulting quenching of the fluorescence allows for surface (EDL)sensitive pH measurements despite the large focal size of 600 nm compared to the EDLthickness.The rate of image acquisition is, if not stated otherwise, 5 Hz with a probed area of1.06 · 10−5 cm2.The electrochemical control is done with an Autolab Potentiostat (Metrohm, PGSTAT30)equipped with a Metrohm Autolab Differential Electrometer Amplifier, controlled byNOVA software (Version 2.1, Windows 7). The potentials reported in this study arereferred to the PdH potential.Microscopy acquisition and potential control is started simultaneously to correlate the
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.2.: (a) Picture of the home-built microscopy stage. The sample is illuminated fromthe bottom. (b) Drawing of the bottom view of the home-built electrochemical cell for surfacefluorescence microscopy experiments. (c) Drawing of the top view of the cell mounted on thestage.
fluorescence signal with the applied potential and current signal.
5.2.1 Data processing

The fluorescence signal is evaluated by processing the acquired images. The mean grayvalue is used as a measure for the fluorescence. The time-domain of the fluorescencesignal is converted to the applied potential using the potential-time correlation ofthe electrochemical data. The image data is processed with ImageJ software (Version1.53f51). The obtained fluorescence data and electrochemical data are processed inMatlab (Version R2022b).
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The raw fluorescence data are baseline corrected with an asymmetric least squaremethod. Outliers (single datapoints with high deviation from a moving mean of a widthof 20 datapoints) are automatically removed (for details see appendix). The fluorescenceon- and offset potentials are determined by extrapolating the intersection between alinear fit at the maximum slope and the zero baseline.Correlation of the experimental fluorescence data and the surface pH is done bycomparing the normalized fluorescence intensity with data obtained from pH dependentbulk fluorescence spectroscopy measurements. The data were fitted by a nonlinearsigmoidal curve.
5.3 Experimental results

The basis of this new approach to measure the local surface proton concentration atan electrode is the pH dependence of the employed fluorophor. Here, we use thecommercial dye LysoSensor Green DND-189 to probe the acidity of the interface ina bulk alkaline solution. The structure and the absorption/emission spectra of thefluorophor are shown in figure 5.3.
(a) (b)

Figure 5.3.: (a) Molecular structure of LysoSensor Green DND-189. (b) Fluorescence excitationand emission spectra recorded at different pH values in commercial buffer solutions. Imageadapted from [Lin+01].
The dye shows no fluorescence in alkaline media. After protonation (pKa = 5.2), thedye shows fluorescence with a maximum at 510 nm after excitation. The pH dependencemeasured with fluorescence spectroscopy is shown in figure 5.4. The bulk pH wasadjusted by mixing different amounts of NaOH and H2SO4 to keep the experimentalconditions as simple as possible and avoid the use of different salts in a buffer solution.The pH was measured with a pH meter directly before the spectroscopy. The datashow an increase of the fluorescence intensity at an emission wavelength λem of 510nm, with decreasing pH, starting from a pH of 8.2. The experimental pKa (pH at 50%
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fluorescence intensity) is 6, 0.8 decades higher than the value obtained from the vendor(pKa = 5.2). The fluorescence maximum is reached at pH 4.5.

Figure 5.4.: Fluorescence intensity of LysoSensor Green DND-189 as function of the pHobtained from fluorescence spectroscopy in solutions of different bulk pH. The red line showsthe sigmoidal function to fit the datapoints.
We run EC-FM measurements in bulk alkaline and acidic solutions to probe the dyebehaviour in the microscope setup at extreme pH values. At pH 13 (0.1 M NaOH) wecould not observe fluorescence, whereas at pH 1 (0.1 M H2SO4), a bright fluorescencesignal was observed without potential control.To proof the concept of the accumulation of stable protons, i.e. protons with a lifetimethat allows for protonation of the dye, at the interface of a metal electrode and a bulkalkaline electrolyte, we run the EC-FM measurements under EC control to observechanges in the fluorescence response upon potential changes caused by the formationof interfacial protons and protonation of the fluorophor. The localization of the originof fluorescence in the interface, i.e. the EDL, was proofed by focusing into the bulksolution while changing the potential. No fluorescence signal could be observed.Figure 5.5 shows the fluorescence signal of the fluorophor in pH 13 at different potentials(•) and the response of a reference measurement without dye (N). The potentials arechanged stepwise after three datapoints are recorded for 180 s at each potential.The observed fluorescence (•) starts to increase slightly from a normalized intensityof 0 at 600 mV to 0.06±0.02 at 100 mV. With a further decrease in potential, thefluorescence signal increases more strongly to 0.15±0.02 at 0 mV. A further decreaseof 100 mV is followed by a strong fluorescence increase to bright fluorescence of0.98±0.02 arb. unit at -100 mV. With subsequent increase of potential to the startingvalue of 600 mV, the fluorescence signal drops back to 0. The decrease is fluorescenceis less steep than the increase. At 200 mV in cathodic direction, the fluorescence signalis 0.04±0.01, whereas the fluorescence signal is 0.13±0.02 at 200 mV in the anodicdirection.In the reference measurement without dye in the electrolyte (N) no significant change
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Figure 5.5.: EC-SM potential step experiment with dye (•) and reference measurement withoutdye (N). The applied potential was changed stepwise after 180 s each. During one potentialset, 3 images were acquired, each after 60 s.
in the signal is observed upon potential change.Two fluorescence images, corresponding to fluorescence intensity 1 (recorded at -100mV) and intensity 0 (recorded at 600 mV) are shown in figure 5.6. In further experiments,the filters of the setup were changed to avoid saturation of the camera, that can beseen in figure 5.6b.To obtain a better time (potential) resolution of the fluorescence, we acquire imagesduring CV scans. We cycle the potential between 600 mV and -80 mV with a scan rateof 25 mV/s. Every 200 ms, one fluorescence image is acquired, resulting in 1 frame per5 mV. A full set of experimental EC-FM data is shown in figure 5.7.Figure 5.7a shows the fluorescence signal recorded during two CV cycles in bulkalkaline (pH 13) media with (black) and without (red) dye to be able to assign themeasured fluorescence signal to the dye fluorescence. Without dye, there is no sig-nificant change of fluorescence with changes in potential. However, under the sameexperimental conditions but with fluorophor in the cell, a strong fluorescence signal isobserved with decreasing potential. The peak fluorescence is reached in the lower CVturning point of -0.08 V in both cycles. Figure 5.7b shows the corresponding potentialand current vs time traces, while the conventional representation of the CV is shownin figure 5.7c. From the CV, it can be seen that in the potential region, in whichfluorescence occurs, no significant current flow is detected. The current that can beseen in the negative sweep of the CV is assigned to the ORR in alkaline media.[DGB67]
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6.: (a) Fluorescence image acquired at 600 mV in pH 13 solution with 0.2 µM dye.(b) Image acquired on the same sample after stepwise potential reduction to -100 mV.
Because of space limitations in the experimental setup, we cannot fully avoid thediffusion of oxygen into the cell and the electrolyte. At the start of the experiment,the electrolyte is purged with Ar, but the cell is open to the environment during theexperiment, therefore the ORR cannot be excluded but only held as small as possible bycovering the cell with an Ar blanked during the experiment. The CV experiments showthat the system reacts fast enough to the potential change to render possible the de-tection of fluorescence that results from the protonation of the fluorophor at the interface.

Important for the use of the surface microscopy method is the stability and reversibilityof the fluorescence signal with time and with potential cycles, i.e. fluorescence on/offcycles. To test stability and reversibility, we run an experiment over five CV cycleswith a total duration of 5 minutes and evaluated the changes in the fluorescence signaland in the current response of the system to proof its electrochemical stability. Figure5.8 shows the fluorescence signal (black), the current response (red) and the respectivefits of the peaks. Even though the fluorescence ’peaks’ are not really peaks, but anincrease and decrease of the signal with the potential up to a certain turning point,we use Lorentzian fit functions to estimate the FWHM and integrated the area of thefluorescence signal to study the fluorescence behavior during the experiment.We observe a decrease in the fluorescence intensity with increasing number of cycles.The peak intensity of the first cycle is 290 arb. units, decreasing to 250 arb. unitsin the fifth cycle. The FWHM of the fitted peaks increases from 317 mV to 333 mVfrom cycle one to five. However, the peak area follows the decrease in peak intensity,starting at 1790 arb. units in the first cycle and decreases to 1330 arb. units in thelast cycle of the experiment. The decrease in fluorescence signal is not correlated witha change in the current response. The charge density during the fluorescence ’on’ stateremaines constant at 760 µAs/cm2 over the five cycles. The peak current density also
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.7.: (a) Fluorescence signal of LysoSensor Green DND-189 in bulk alkaline media on aAu(111) under electrochemical conditions (black) and the corresponding reference measurementwithout dye (red). (b) Applied sawtooth potential during the two CV cycles (black) andcorresponding current response of the WE (red). (C) CV in conventional representation.
stays at a constant level of 90 µA/cm2. The fluorescence signal shows a change in theasymmetry of the peaks. The first three peaks show a tiny shoulder on the increasingside of the fluorescence signal, whereas the last two cycles show a small shoulder onthe decreasing side.To understand the experimental results and the behavior of the fluorescence further,we examine the fluorescence on- and offset potentials and maximum slopes. Figure 5.9shows the construction of the onset potential. We define the intersection between the
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Figure 5.8.: Fluorescence signal as function of the applied potential during five consecutive CVscans in a potential range between 600 and -80 mV (red) and corresponding current (black).
slopeline of minimum (or zero) slope and the slopeline of maximum slope as the onsetof the fluorescence increase and, constructed with the maximum negative slope, for theoffset of the fluorescence response to obtain a reproducible way to estimate the on-and offset potentials. The onset potentials are widely scattered over different samples,independent of the experimental conditions such as potential limits, duration of theexperiment or scan speed. A set of experimentally determined on-/offset potentials andslopes is listed as an example in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.9.: Fluorescence signal as function of the applied potential of one half cycle of a CVfrom 600 to -80 mV (red). Linear fit functions at the point of maximum and minimum slope ofthe signal (blue). The black square indicates the constructed fluorescence onset potential withthe onset slope drawn as black line.
Table 5.1.: Example list of on-/offset potentials and slopes of different samples at the same ordifferent experimental conditions like potential limits and experiment duration.

Example list of on-/offset potentials and fluorescence slopes
Exp Limit [mV] Scan Rate [mV/s] Onset [mV] Offset [mV] On-/offset Slope

[counts/mV]

1 600/-80 25 55 40 0.4/0.5
1 600/-80 25 51 59 0.4/0.4
2 700/-80 25 88 77 0.4/0.4
2 700/-80 25 89 71 0.4/0.5
3 600/-80 25 255 395 0.4/0.3
3 600/-80 25 281 590 0.5/0.2
4 400/0 25 151 255 1.7/1.2
4 400/0 25 170 - 2.1/-

The onset potentials are in a range between 51 mV and 281 mV. The maximumslopes of the increasing and decreasing fluorescence signal lie in a range between 0.2counts/mV and 2.1 counts/mV.In addition to the finding that the onset potential and maximum slopes of the fluorescenceincrease are widely scattered, we found that within one experiment, upon changing theupper potential limit and increasing the experiment time, a second fluorescence signalarises whose onset potential is different. This finding is shown in figure 5.10.It can be seen that, starting at the third consecutive CV (upper potential limit 800
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Figure 5.10.: Fluorescence intensity as a function of the applied potential. The upper limit ofeach CV was increased by 100 mV, starting at 600 mV. Lorentzian fits show the evolution of asecond peak with a onset at a higher potential than the CV turning point, starting at 110 mVfor peak 3 increasing to 140 mV for peak 5.
mV) a second fluorescence peak evolves that first appears as a small shoulder on the leftside of peak 3, increasing in intensity in cycle 4 and becoming the dominant signal incycle 5 which has an upper potential limit of 1000 mV. The fluorescence peak potentialsare -80 mV (the lower turning point of the CV) in the first two cycles. The last threecycles show one peak at potentials of -75 and -60 mV, respectively and a second peakat a potential of 110 mV for peak 3, increasing to 140 mV for peak 5. The fluorescenceonset potential of the respective scans slowly increases from 154 mV to 174 mV goingfrom cycle 1 to cycle 3. The fluorescence onset potential of cycle 4 is dramaticallymore positive at 306 mV compared to the onset potentials between 154 to 174 mV incycles 1-3, increasing to 345 mV in cycle 5.We also ran the experiment with constant potential limits in consecutive CV scans witha waiting time of 2 minutes in between the scans. The resulting onset potentials andslopes of the fluorescence signal are listed in table 5.2.
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Table 5.2.: On-/offset potentials and slopes of one sample after consecutive CVs with 2 minuteswaiting time in between each CV.
On-/offset potentials and fluorescence slopes

Delay time Onset [mV] Onset slope [counts/mV] Maximum slope [counts/mV]

0 287 0.1 0.2
2 210 0.1 0.2
4 220 0.1 0.2
6 243 0.1 0.2
8 251 0.2 0.3

We test the behavior of the fluorescence response of the system at constant potentialin the fluorescence ’on’ region to test the stability of the fluorescence in the ’on’ state.We scan the potential, starting at 600 mV in the fluorescence ’off’ potential region,to -80 and to 58 mV, respectively, and hold the potential constant for 60 s whilecontinuously recording fluorescence images. The two resulting fluorescence-time curvesare shown in figure 5.11.The fluorescence signal remains constant while applying a constant potential, onlysmall deviations 70 and 20 counts, respectively can be observed, that are within theerror of the experiment of approximately up to 5%, based on measured fluctuations ofthe fluorescence signal at steady potential in the potential step experiments, that isresult of fluctuations of the number of fluorophores in the probed volume and artificiallight from computer monitors. Subsequently decreasing the potential further leads toa further increase of the fluorescence signal. Ramping the potential to more positivevalues leads to a decrease of the fluorescence signal to the starting value, showingreversibility of the fluorescence response.All experiments shown in the previous sections are carried out at potentials at whichno electrode reaction (besides the unavoidable ORR) occur on the WE. In the following,we decrease the applied potential further to reach sufficient overpotential for the HERto run in bulk alkaline media and study the fluorescence response of the system. Figure5.12 shows the fluorescence intensity as function of the applied potential for 8 cycles.The lower potential limit of the first 4 cycles was set to 0 mV, decreased to -500 mV incycles 5 and 6 and further decreased to -700 mV in the last two cycles to reach highoverpotential for HER.All previous experiments show a maximum fluorescence in the lower CV turning point,which is also the case for the first 4 cycles shown in figure 5.12, that have a lowerpotential limit of 0 mV, i.e. before reaching sufficient overpotential for HER, whichis -approximately -400 mV vs RHE.[GK21] However, as soon as the potential is lowenough to allow HER, the fluorescence signal shows a peak, that is not located in thelower potential turning point. Decreasing the potential even further, i.e. increasingthe HER rate, leads to a drop of the fluorescence signal to nearly zero at the lowestpotential.The first 4 cycles show a fluorescence onset potential of 339 ± 22 mV with a maximum
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11.: (a) Potential held constant for 60 s after reaching the lower CV turning potentialof -80 mV. (b) Potential held constant for 60 s at 56 mV after scanning down from 400 mV.After the potential was held, it is scanned further down to -80 mV. The black curve shows thefluorescence intensity, the red curve is the applied potential.
at 5 ± 4 mV. Cycles 5 and 6, with a lower potential limit of -500 mV, show fluorescenceonset potentials of 295 ± 53 mV with a maximum at -308 ± 23 mV. After reaching themaximum, the fluorescence drops. The onset potential of the fluorescence drop is -386
± 27 mV. The HER onset potential was derived from the CV at -388 mV and correlateswell with the onset of the fluorescence drop. At an even higher overpotential for HER
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Figure 5.12.: Fluorescence intensity as function of the applied potential during 8 potentialcycles. The lower turning potential was decreased from 0 to -500 to -700 mV after 4 and 6cycles, respectively.
of -700 mV in cycles 7 and 8, the fluorescence onset potential is 294 ± 53 mV. Thefluorescence reaches a plateau at -300 mV. The onset of the fluorescence drop is at-417 ± 73 mV, whereas the HER onset is at -410 mV.To obtain insights into the rate at which the fluorescence response reacts to changesin the applied potential we run measurements with fast changes between fluorescence’off’ and ’on’ potentials, i.e. switching between 400 and 0 mV with frequencies of 1, 2and 10 Hz (Figure 5.13 1 Hz (yellow), 2 Hz (red), 10 Hz (blue)). It can be seen thatthe intensity of the fluorescence decreases with increasing switching frequency. Thefluorescence maxima correlate well with the lower potential of 0 mV, corresponding tothe fluorescence ’on’ state.
5.4 Reference measurements and proof of concept

Figure 5.4 shows the fluorescence signal as function of the bulk pH. It can be seen,that the fluorophor is sensitive to pH changes and is only fluorescent in acidic to weakalkaline (pH = 8) media. This behavior of the fluorophor is used to probe the presenceof protons at the interface between metal electrode and electrolyte in alkaline mediaupon potential changes. The appearance of a fluorescence signal means the presence
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Figure 5.13.: Fluorescence intensity as a function of the potential switching frequency. Thepotential is switched with a frequency of 1 Hz (yellow), 2 Hz (red) and 10 Hz (blue) between400 mV and 0 mV to switch between fluorescence ’off’ and ’on’ states.
of free protons in the double layer region that are able to protonate the fluorophor andtrigger the switching of the fluorescence state from off to on.To proof the concept of detection of free protons in alkaline media in the EDL region,we run sets of reference measurements to exclude other mechanism that lead to thedetection of a fluorescence signal than the protonation of the dye.The experiment without dye, shown in figure 5.5 (N), demonstrates the lack of fluores-cence signal in the cell under potential control without dye. This result supports theconclusion that the mesured light is the fluorescence light emitted by the fluorophor inits protonated state, as no extraordinary optical transmission as result of the interactionbetween incident laser light and the surface plasmon resonance of the gold film onthe electrode induces a signal that could falsely be interpreted as fluorescence upondye protonation. The extraordinary optical transmission by changes of the opticalproperties of the LSP induced by changes in the applied potential was subject to manystudies[Par+20; Ven10], however, in our study, the effect does not seem to play a role inthe origin of the fluorescence signal and the interpretation of the data, as shown by theblank signal of the sample without fluorophor. An influence of the extraordinary opticaltransmission of light would also be visible without dye. Instead, the results of theexperiment with dye (•) show a clear, potential dependent change of the fluorescencestate.The measurements were done at potentials between 800 and -100 mV at which noreaction takes place at the electrode besides from ORR that cannot be avoided due toexperimental limitations. In any case, all relevant reduction reactions, like ORR andHER, are hydrogen consuming processes. If there was any influence on the protonation
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of the fluorophor by (unwanted) reactions happening in the EDL, the fluorescence wouldbe lowered by the consumption of protons.We also test the stability of the dye in the applied potential window between 0.6and -0.2 V vs PdH in an electrochemical cell and cannot observe any dye relatedreaction (Figure 5.14). The CV, recorded in 0.1 M NaOH, shows a capacitive current ofapproximately 8 µA but no faradaic current flow at potentials above -0.1 V vs PdH. Anelectrochemical reaction related to the fluorophor would result in the appearance of afaradaic current flow.

Figure 5.14.: CV recorded in an electrochemical glass cell in 0.1 M NaOH on a 10 nm thickAu on glass WE versus a PdH RE at a scan rate of 25 mV/s, i.e. the same conditions that areused in EC-FM experiments. The CV was recorded in the presence of oxygen to mimic theEC-FM conditions, where oxygen cannot be excluded from diffusing into the microscopy cell.
5.5 Fluorescence onset potentials and slopes

The on- and offset potentials are widely scattered, independently from experimentalparameters like CV potential limits. Moreover, the evolution of a second fluorescencepeak onset at higher potentials during a single experiment raises the question of theorigin of the onset potential variation. The experiments differ in three main points:The constitution of the sample surface that is used. Because of the thin gold layerthickness, we dispense with flame-annealing to avoid damaging or the destructionof the sample and use it as rough Au(poly) electrode. This may cause deviations inthe nature of the surface that may lead to differences in the electrochemical behavior.Moreover, differences in the upper potential limits can cause differences in the surfaceconstitution by allowing for surface reconstruction if certain potentials are reached.
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The third crucial parameter is the experimental time. With increasing time, the amountof oxygen that diffuses into the cell and into the EDL is higher compared to shorterexperiments. On the other hand, cycling of the potential in the ORR region, i.e. atpotentials lower than 400 mV, leads to a decrease of oxygen concentration because ofthe reduction of the oxygen in the electrolyte. These contrary mechanisms that eitherincrease or decrease, respectively, the amount of oxygen in the cell complicate theinterpretability of the fluorescence onset potentials and slopes and could be the reasonfor them being widely scattered. Figure 5.15a shows the fluorescence signal uponpotential changes vs time (black) and the corresponding current response (red).(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.15.: (a) Fluorescence signal as function of changing potential plotted versus time(black) and the corresponding current recorded during the CV (red). (b) Conventionally plottedCV as current vs potential plot of the first, third and fifth cycle. (c) Evolution of the onsetpotentials and fluorescence peak areas. The potential was scanned with 25 mV/s in 0.1 MNaOH on a 10 nm thick Au WE on a glass slide.
The data shows the evolution of the early onset fluorescence peak, with an onsetpotential shifted towards the pzc of the WE (approx. 700 mV[PARI1998]), whereas thepeak in the lower turning point of the potential cycle remains constant. At potentialsnegative of the pzc the electrode exhibit a negative surface charge, that would supportan accumulation of protons at the electrode surface and therefore increase the measuredfluorescence signal.It can be noted that the current responses also changes significantly during the potential
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cycles. A broad reductive current appears between 0.4 and 0.6 V in the regime ofORR in alkaline electrolyte.[DGB67] The increasing upper potential limit drives thesystem into specific adsorption of OH– on the gold surfaces that can be seen as currentflow in the anodic sweep at 0.7 to 0.8 V in figure 5.15.[Ham+90] The adsorption ofOH– causes the lifting of the reconstruction and significant higher current densityof ORR.[Ham+90; SHA93] It seems that the lifting of surface reconstruction playsa role in the onset of the fluorescence. From a theoretical point of view, the onsetof fluorescence should correlate with the availability of protons at the surface. Thatmeans, if less ORR happens during the cathodic sweep, that consumes protons, moreprotons would be available for protonation of the dye at potentials between 0.4 and 0.6V, i.e. the potential window of ORR., which would result in a shift of the fluorescenceonset towards higher potentials. As can be seen from the CVs, the ORR charge densityincreases with increasing upper limit, which would result in less available protonsthat can be sensed with the fluorophor. Nonetheless, the data show the evolutionof the peak with an onset potential higher than the peak located in the potentialturning point despite the rising ORR charge. Besides of the increasing ORR charge,the surface reconstruction, mediated through the adsorption of OH–, happens at thehigh upper potential limit, which supports the assumption that the condition of thesample surface plays a crucial role in the fluorescence onset. However, the slope of thefluorescence increase is not affected by these considerations as it does not follow thewidely scattered onset potentials but remains at values around 0.4 counts/mV.Figure 5.16 shows the fluorescence onset • and offset I potentials of different ex-periments, denoted with different colors, as a function of the ORR charge during thepotential cycle.

Figure 5.16.: Fluorescence peak on-/offset potentials as function of the ORR charge density. •:Onset potentials, I: Offset potentials, Different colors denote different experiments.
Figure 5.16 clearly shows a strong correlation between the sample (same color) and
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the onset and offset potentials, indicated by a grouping of points of the same color.The ORR charge on the other hand does not seem to correlate with the onset potential,and therefore we cannot conclude that the amount of oxygen plays a role in the onsetpotential of the fluorescence. However, the related onset potentials of multiple potentialcycles on one sample strongly indicate the influence of the the surface condition onthe fluorescence onset potential. Experiments with strict exclusion of oxygen couldbring more clarity in the interpretation of the onset potentials in the future. A totalsuppression of the ORR could show if the scattering of the onset potentials of thefluorescence is result of the surface condition of the electrode.
5.6 Fluorescence in non-equilibrium conditions

All experiments discussed before show a maximum fluorescence in the lower CV turningpoint, meaning that with decreasing potential, more free protons were generatedto protonate and, therefore, ’activate’ more fluorophores, leading to an increase influorescence. The experiments with the lower potential limits of -500 and -700 mVprovide sufficient overpotential for HER off-equilibrium and show a fluorescence upperlimit prior to the fluorescence drop at the onset of HER. Figure 5.17a shows twopotential cycles with a lower potential limit of -500 mV. The fluorescence signal (blue)increase slowed down before dropping at the onset of HER. The corresponding current(red) also shows a short plateau at -100 µA prior to the onset of HER.(a) (b)

Figure 5.17.: (a) Fluorescence signal over 2 potential cycles (blue) between 400 and -500mV. The corresponding current is shown in red. (b) Fluorescence intensity as a function of theabsolute current density.
The correlation between fluorescence signal and current density is shown in figure5.17b. Starting at the fluorescence onset potential of 295±53 mV, the fluorescencesignal increases from 0 to 1420 counts at -90 mV independently of the current density(-42 to -50 µA). At -90 mV the current drops from -50 µA, i.e. the capacitive current,
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to -103 µA, indicating that a cathodic reaction is starting. At the same potential, thefluorescence intensity increase levels off. The results show that at a potential of -90mV, either the lower pH sensitivity limit of the dye is reached, i.e. all available dyemolecules in the probing volume are protonated and fluoresce, or that the cathodicreaction that leads to the current increase from -50 to -103 µA consumes protons andinhibits a further fluorescence increase. The first explanation seems to be more likely,as the fluorescence signal levels off and does not decrease. A cathodic reaction thatleads to a level off of the fluorescence signal would need to consume exactly the amountof protons needed to hold the fluorescence at a constant level to lead to the observedresult, which is not likely the case. Experimentally a change of the dye with differentpH dependence could help to prove this point and gain more information about thecorrelation between changes of the proton concentration through faradaic reactionsand the recorded fluorescence signal.The further decrease of the potential from the onset of HER at -388 mV to -500 mVleads to a drop of fluorescence, starting at -386 mV. The fluorescence drop is wellcorrelated with the HER onset with a difference of 2 mV. As the HER starts to consumeprotons, fewer protons are available for the protonation of the dye. The rate of HERis fast enough to consume protons faster than the rate of protonation of fluorophores,leading to a decrease in the observed fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence response(blue) and current (red) of the further decrease of the lower potential limit to -700 mVare shown in figure 5.18a, the correlation between fluorescence and absolute currentdensity is shown in 5.18b. Increasing the overpotential of HER even more by loweringthe applied potential to -700 mV leads to a nearly total loss of fluorescence. Byincreasing the overpotential, the HER becomes faster and the consumption of protonscauses the vanishing of the fluorescence signal.(a) (b)

Figure 5.18.: (a) Fluorescence signal over 2 potential cycles (blue) as function of the appliedpotential between 400 and -700 mV. The corresponding current is shown in red. (b) Correlationbetween fluorescence intensity and absolute current density.
The onset of HER at -410 mV is followed by a rapid drop of the fluorescence thatstarts at -417 mV. Figure 5.18b shows a critical absolute current density for HER of 845

µA/cm2. Overcoming this critical current leads to the rapid decrease of fluorescence.
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The associated critical proton consumption rate at 845 µA/cm2 is 3.8 protons persurface atom per second, means that 3.8 protons per surface atom per second are’consumed’ by the HER. The proton consumption rate is calculated from the chargedensity under the assumption that one electron is transferred per proton and with asurface atom density of Au(111) of 1.388 · 1015 atoms/cm2. At faster rates, the dyeprotonation seems not fast enough to maintain the fluorescence level and the localproton concentration sensed by the fluorophor drops. The delivery of protons by thewater dissociation reaction, as the only source of protons in the bulk alkaline media,becomes the rate limiting process at high HER overpotentials.
5.7 Towards local surface pH measurements

The overall aim of this project is the direct measurement of the surface pH of ametal electrode under electrochemical conditions. Therefore we need to correlate themeasured fluorescence signal, that is sensitive to the surface concentrations of protons,with a local pH. To calibrate the surface fluorescence signal, we compare the EC-FMsignal with data obtained from bulk fluorescence spectroscopy experiments in solutionsof different pH.From the bulk experiments, we obtain a curve of values that follows a sigmoidal, justas expected for a titration experiment of a weak acid versus a strong base.[KP22] Theobtained data from the surface fluorescence experiments can also be fitted followinga sigmoidal curve. The bulk (•) and one example set of surface (•) fluorescence dataand their respective sigmoidal fits as functions of the bulk pH and applied potential,respectively, are shown in figure 5.19.The data show that the fluorophor can be used for pH detection in a window between4 and 8.4 pH units. Below or above these values, the sigmoidal reaches a plateau anda change in pH does not lead to a change in fluorescence. Additionally, the surfacefluorescence curve does not perfectly follow the fit function in the pH range between7.6 and 8.4, i.e. around the fluorescence onset in some cases when the fluctuation ofthe measured signal without fluorescence, i.e. the background signal, is larger than thefluorescence change of the dye in the pH range between 7.6 and 8.4, which makes thecorrelation in this range unreliable.For the correlation of pH and applied potential, we compare the fluorescence intensitywith the bulk spectroscopy data normalized to 1 at maximum fluorescence in thebulk experiments. For each datapoint of the EC-FM dataset and the directly relatedpotential at which it was recorded, we read the pH value of the datapoint of the fit ofthe bulk spectroscopic data that has the same normalized fluorescence intensity value.An example of the resulting plot is shown in figure 5.20a for one dataset.It can be seen that at potentials above the onset potential of fluorescence, thecorrelation gives arbitrary values that are above the upper pH sensing limit of the
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Figure 5.19.: Bulk fluorescence spectroscopy (•) data fitted with a sigmoidal fit as function ofthe pH of the bulk solution. Fluorescence data obtained from surface microscopy experiments •as function of the applied potential of the WE.
(a) (b)

Figure 5.20.: (a) Working electrode surface pH as function of the applied electrode potential ofan individual sample. (b) Comparison of the pH-potential correlation of multiple cycles of onesample.
fluorophor. These arbitrary values are result from experimental data that do not followthe sigmoidal fitfunction close to the fluorescence onset because the error is largerthan the measured signal in this range. However, the fluorescence intensities measuredat potentials below the onset potential are reliable as they are within the limit of thesensitivity of the fluorophor. The correlation shows a decrease in the surface pH of
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the WE after the onset of the fluorescence, in the experiment shown in figure 5.20at potentials lower than 300 mV. The slope of the pH decrease is 8.8 pH units perV until the experimental potential minimum of -80 mV is reached. That means thatthe effective proton concentration at the electrode surface increases with decreasingpotential and leads to protonation of the dye, whose fluorescence signal is measuredas increasing value. This happens despite the strong alkaline pH of the bulk solutionand supports Frumkin assumption of the accumulation of protons in the EDL withdecreasing potentials negative of the pzc. Figure 5.20b shows the correlation result offour consecutive measurements on one sample. It can be seen, that the final pH at thelower potential limit is within a range of 0.5 pH units between 4.2 and 4.7, which isclose to the lower limit of the pH sensitivity. Slight variations of the final pH couldbe the result of fluctuations of the dye concentration in the probing volume or resultof aggregation of the dye molecules, that would lead to a decrease in the sensed pH.Moreover, changes in the surface condition throughout the experiment could not onlylead to a shift of the onset potential as described in the previous section, but also couldinfluence the surface pH by changes in the water splitting rate, for example throughthe formation of defect sites. However, the slope of the pH decrease with potential isalways the same in one sample (here: 8.8 pH units per V) and seems to depend on theonset of fluorescence of the sample. The pH value at 0 V is, independent of the sample,between 4.2 and 5. A large variation of the fluorescence onset potential between 51and 281 mV therefore requires a change in the slope of the pH change to end in thesame pH region.Figures 5.21a and b show the pH-potential correlation of one dataset together with themeasured fluorescence signal (a) and the current during the experiment (b) to directlycompare the current flow during the experiment with the fluorescence signal.(a) (b)

Figure 5.21.: (a) Local surface pH as function of the applied potential (black) as measuredby the fluorescence signal of the dye (red). (b) Local surface pH as function of the appliedpotential (black) and measured current during the experiment (red).
Figure 5.21a shows that small deviations in the fluorescence signal at high potentials,that are within the experimental error (due to light fluctuations of the environment frommonitors, etc.), strongly influence the extracted pH value.The current curve shown in figure 5.21b correlates with the change in pH. In the
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maximum of the current at 255 mV, related to the ORR, the pH value is at the uppersensing limit, where no fluorescence signal is detected. At the turning point of the ORRrelated current at 180 mV, the pH begins to decrease and reaches the experimentallydetermined fluorescence onset at 300 mV. The experimentally determined onset offluorescence is at potentials below the onset of the pH decrease.The potential-pH correlation plot for a lower limit of -700 mV is shown in figure 5.22.The experiments at high HER overpotentials show an increase of the surface pH atpotentials lower than the HER onset. This pH increase after starting the HER meansthat the effective proton concentration at the electrode is lowered by the HER. This isin line with the expectations as the HER is a proton consuming reaction. At a rate atwhich the water splitting reaction becomes the rate limiting step to provide protonsfor the HER, which is experimentally determined to be 3.8 protons/s per surface atom,the effective proton concentration, i.e. the concentration of protons that is sensed bythe fluorophor and not directly converted into molecular hydrogen, decreases and issensed by a decrease of the fluorescence signal.

Figure 5.22.: Potential-pH correlation plot of an experiment with a lower potential limit of-700 mV.
It can be seen that the pH decreases until a potential of -250 mV is reached. However,in the potential region between -180 and -280 mV, we are out of the pH range of oursensor, so that we can not rely on the data. At potentials lower than this value, the pHincreases due to the onset of HER and the ongoing proton consumption.
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5.8 Summary and outlook
In this chapter we have shown an experimental way to directly measure the effectivesurface proton concentration on an electrified metal electrode by the use of a pHsensitive dye and highly sensitive fluorescence microscopy. We showed the proof ofconcept that the dye shows bright fluorescence at high proton concentrations at thesurface despite the use of pH 13 bulk alkaline electrolyte. Moreover, we showed thatthe measured fluorescence is result of the protonation of the dye and is not influencedby any extraordinary optical transmission as result of the interactions of the incidentlight with localized surface plasmons on the metal electrode. We showed, that afluorescence signal only occurs in the bulk alkaline solution when a potential is appliedunder electrochemical control.The fluorescence signal shows an increase with decreasing potential until the potentialturning point is reached as long as the overpotential is too small for the HER. Wecould show experimentally that the fluorescence level remained constant within theexperimental error when the potential was held constant in the fluorescence ’on’ state,showing the stability of the system under study. A subsequent decrease of potentialled to a further increase of the fluorescence signal. The fluorescence onset potentialwas found to be widely scattered throughout the experiments on samples under thesame experimental conditions. We conclude that the onset potential of the fluorescenceis dependent on the state of the metal surface. Moreover, we found that a change in theupper potential limit of the CV leads to the loss of the reconstructed surface structuredue to the specific adsorption of anions such as OH–. The lifting of the reconstructionchanges the surface state and thus, in our interpretation, can cause a change in theonset potential of the fluorescence.The onset of the HER effectively reduces the effective surface pH and with that theeffective proton concentration that is sensed by the fluorophor. We found a criticalproton consumption rate that leads to the collapse of the acidic environment of theelectrode surface. We conclude that the acidic surface condition can only be upheldwhen the rate of water splitting is higher than the rate of any proton consuming reac-tion, to deliver enough protons to maintain a lower effective surface pH than the bulk pH.

In further experiments, oxygen needs to be excluded from the experiment to excludeone of the variables that might influence the fluorescence onset potentials and slopes.If we only vary the surface condition between the experiments we could gain insighthow this effects the surface proton concentration. With the design of a proper ECmicroscopy cell we could achieve this and gain further insights into this method.Another approach is the use of different dyes that are responsive to different pH rangesto complete the picture of local surface acidity in alkaline media. Even a mixture ofdifferent dyes in one cell could be an approach to record data aver the whole pH scale.
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The targeted triggering of electrochemical reactions during the experiment, i.e. measureout of equilibrium, may also be an interesting approach to investigate the robustnessof the presented method against faradaic reactions on the electrode.We could demonstrate that the EC-FM method is a promising approach to measurethe surface pH on electrodes that helps to improve the development and outcome ofelectrochemical applications.
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A.1 EC-STM images in CO containing electrolyte
During the experiments discussed in chapter 4 we recorded EC-STM images of thePd/Au(111) catalyst in CO containing electrolyte. An example of the resulting imagesis shown in figure A.1.

Figure A.1.: EC-STM image of Pd/Au(111) recorded in CO containing electrolyte. Setpoint0.5 nA, 1.34 lines/s, bias 0.2 V.
The noise in all images acquired in CO containing electrolytes, independent of thetime of the experiment, is too high to interpret the image in terms of the topography ofthe surface.The same issue occured in trials to record surface maps correlated with TER spectra inCO containing electrolyte to study the 2192 cm−1 mode that is discussed in chapter 4.
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A.2 Analysis of the fluorescence signal
The measured fluorescence signal during the experiments discussed in chapter 5 ofthis thesis is obtained as two-dimensional matrix of gray values that represent thefluorescence intensity of each pixel of the sCMOS camera. An example of such a matrixis represented as image in figure A.2.

Figure A.2.: Representation of the two-dimensional matrix of fluorescence intensities corre-sponding to the pixels of the sCMOS camera as obtained during a EC-FM measurement.
The mean of the pixel intensities of each image of a time series of images, recordedat varying electrode potential is calculated and results in a fluorescence intensity vstime plot, that is shown as an example in figure A.3.The signal of the fluorescence shows spikes that are arbitrary signals as result ofthe light of monitors reaching the objective during the experiment. These spikes areremoved prior to further data processing. The outliers are automatically detected andremoved by calculating the deviation from a moving mean of a specific width, here awidth of 20 datapoints with the use of a built-in function of Matlab software. FigureA.4 show the original data with marked outliers in red (a) and the data with removedoutliers (b).
After the outliers are removed from the data, the background signal is subtracted byapplying an asymmetric least square baseline fit to the data and subtracting it. FigureA.5a shows the data with background (black) and the fitted baseline (red). Figure A.5bshows the dataset after background subtraction.
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Figure A.3.: Fluorescence intensity as a function of time during 2 potential cycles in a CVmeasurement.(a) (b)

Figure A.4.: (a) Raw fluorescence time series without correction for outliers marked in red inthe fluorescence signal. (b) Same dataset without the outliers.(a) (b)

Figure A.5.: (a) Fluorescence signal with background signal (black) and the fitted baseline(red). (b) Same dataset with subtracted background signal.
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